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This dissertation examines the political, social and philosophical views of 
Massachusetts’ last royal governor, Thomas Hutchinson, as expressed in his 1764-
1773 work, the History of Massachusetts-Bay. It is my contention that this work 
provides unique insights into the ideology of this important eighteenth century figure, 
and the values that would motivate him during the Revolutionary crisis.  
Years before the turmoil of the Revolutionary crisis began, Hutchinson had 
already given deep reflection to many of the same political and philosophical issues 
that would resurface in the imperial struggle. Hutchinson’s historical work, written 
for both colonial and English audiences, provides significant insight into 
Hutchinson’s political ideology and value system as that struggle opened. I will 
concentrate my analysis on Volume One, the part of Hutchinson’s work written 
before 1765. This thesis will focus on three issues covered in the first volume: 
Massachusetts’ struggle for religious orthodoxy in the seventeenth century, the 
  
colony’s early Indian wars and relations with the Indians, and the colonists’ century-
long struggle with England over their original charter.  
My dissertation will demonstrate that Hutchinson’s worldview was, no less 
than many of his adversaries in the Revolution Crisis, that of a man of the 
Enlightenment, and an American with both deep roots and great pride in his native 
land. Throughout Volume One of the History, Hutchinson stressed the importance of 
balanced government, the necessity of a just and impartial rule of law, the need for 
moderation and republican virtue in government, and the dangers of prejudice and 
popular passion. His views on a wide variety of issues grew, at least in part, out of his 
understanding of Massachusetts’ colonial past, and his immersion in the literature of 
the American Enlightenment. These views were clearly revealed in the History, a 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Thomas Hutchinson was the last royal governor of Massachusetts and a 
Loyalist who died an exile in England in 1780. Unlike other leading Loyalists, 
Hutchinson came from an old-line Massachusetts family, which had been in the 
province almost from its inception, and had played key roles in its government 
throughout its history.
1
 As governor of America’s most turbulent province, 
                                                 
1
 The Hutchinsons arrived in colonial Massachusetts in September 1634, in the persons of 
Mistress Anne Hutchinson (1591-1643) and her husband, William (1586-1642). Puritan followers of 
the preacher John Cotton, Anne and William were already fairly wealthy upon their arrival in the New 
World, and were assigned one of Boston’s most valuable plots of land. (Thwing Manuscript Filing 
Index, based on Suffolk Deeds and Boston Town Records, MHS). William prospered in business, and 
Anne grew popular as a midwife and informal preacher. A scant three years later, however, the couple 
was banished from the colony for religious heresy during the Antinomian Controversy.  
The consequences of the Antinomian crisis scattered the Hutchinson family across both New 
England and the wider British Empire, but the family quickly rebounded both in wealth and political 
influence. Son Edward Hutchinson (1613-1675) returned to Boston some time before 1637. He became 
a successful merchant, working with his cousin Richard Hutchinson in London and his in-laws the 
Sanfords in Portsmouth and Barbados to create a sprawling commercial trading empire. Edward served 
in the Boston town government and Massachusetts Council, and died in an ambush while attempting to 
mediate a truce during the early part of King Philip’s War. 
During the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the Hutchinson family grew more 
secular and more closely tied to English commercial and political interests. Edward’s son Elisha 
Hutchinson (1641-1717) was a town representative and provincial leader throughout his adult life. 
Colonel Thomas Hutchinson (1674/5-1739), Thomas Hutchinson’s father, also worked in government 
at both the local and provincial level, and was a prominent supporter of charitable and religious 
organizations. It was during the Colonel’s early career that the Hutchinson family achieved the level of 
social eminence that they held by his son’s time. The Hutchinsons’ business interests and their political 
clout were heavily intertwined, in keeping with the generally personal nature of eighteenth century 
business and colonial politics. The families for whom the Hutchinsons signed bonds, witnessed wills, 
and pledged capital became the families with whom they intermarried and subsequently the core of the 
conservative faction that eventually stood by Hutchinson during the Revolutionary crisis. 
Thomas Hutchinson’s rapid rise in both business and Massachusetts politics bore clear 
witness to the advantages of being born not only to a wealthy colonial family but one with deep roots 
in the community. Hutchinson was born in 1711. The son and nephew of prominent politicians, he 
entered politics at a young age, even by the standards of the day. After graduating from Harvard at 15, 
he was elected as a Boston selectman and a Boston Representative in 1737, at the age of 25. Like his 
father and uncle, Hutchinson pursued a public career at the same time as a mercantile one. The 
Hutchinson family owned several wharves and warehouses in Boston, and had a significant interest in 
the import business, of which the tea trade was an important part. In 1749, Hutchinson was elected to 
the Massachusetts Council. He was appointed as a Judge Probate and Justice of Common Pleas for 
Suffolk County in 1752, and rose to the position of Lieutenant Governor in 1758. He served several 
times as mediator for Massachusetts’ border disputes, represented the colony at the Albany Congress 
in 1754, and helped organize the colony’s defense during the French and Indian War. In 1760, he 




Hutchinson played a crucial role in the Revolutionary crisis and he was arguably the 
most important representative of the Loyalist position. Both contemporaries and 
modern historians note that Hutchinson was possibly the one person whose actions 
might have averted the war, had he behaved differently.
2
 Hence, it is important to 
understand why he thought as he did. 
                                                                                                                                           
Governor. Appointed acting governor in 1769, in the midst of the Revolutionary crisis, he was 
officially appointed the governor in 1770. 
The records of Hutchinson’s early political career are in the Boston Town Records, 1631-1822 
(Boston: Municipal Printing Office, 1881-1906); the Boston Selectman’s Records, 1634-1822 
(Waltham: Graphic Microfilm of New England, 1881-1906); and the Journals of the House of 
Representatives of Massachusetts, 1715-1755, ed. Worthington C. Ford (Boston: MHS, 1919). 
Malcolm Freiberg, “Thomas Hutchinson: The First Fifty Years (1711-1761),” WMQ 15, no. 1 (Jan. 
1958): 35-55, contains the best summary of Hutchinson’s early career. Thwing’s manuscript index, in 
the MHS, lists the Hutchinson properties and their locations. The complete holdings of the family as of 
1773 (the time of the banishment), along with their estimated values, are listed in the 1778 confiscation 
orders against Thomas Hutchinson, his brother Foster, and the other Hutchinson family members: The 
Diary and Letters of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of 
His Late Majesty’s Province of Massachusetts Bay, ed. Peter O. Hutchinson (Boston: Houghton, 
Mifflin, 1886; New York: AMS Press, 1973), 2: 271. Hutchinson’s correspondence with Israel 
Williams and Hutchinson’s correspondence in the Massachusetts Archives give a plethora of 
information on his business dealings. Hutchinson in 1765 was worth over 15,000 pounds, and was one 
of richest men in Boston: Audit Office Documents, PRO, cited in Zobel, Boston Massacre, 320, 
footnote 17.  
 
2
 Bailyn said of Hutchinson: “If there was one person in America whose actions might have 
altered the outcome, given the set of circumstances that existed in the early 1770s, it was he.” (Bernard 
Bailyn, Faces of Revolution, Personalities and Themes in the Struggle for American Independence 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990), 98. See also Bailyn, “Thomas Hutchinson in Context: The Ordeal 
Revisited,” AAS Proc. 114, no. 2 (2004): 282. Bailyn noted that Hutchinson was vilified far more 
vehemently than any of the British ministers, or even George III, and that the personal nature of hatred 
against the man could be seen in the fact that his portrait at Milton had its eyes stabbed out. Bailyn, 
Faces of Revolution, 42, 44.  
John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Mercy Otis Warren and Josiah Quincy all lay much of the 
blame for the entire Revolutionary crisis on Hutchinson’s shoulders, suggesting that the Parliamentary 
innovations had been attempted at his suggestion. Adams wrote in one of his Novanglus newspaper 
articles:  “I am very sorry that I cannot stir a single step in developing the causes of my country’s 
miseries, without stumbling upon this gentleman…there is great cause of jealousy, if not a violent 
presumption, that he was at the bottom of all this business, that he had plann’d it, in his confidential 
letters with Bernard, and both of them joined in suggesting and recommending it to the ministry.” 
Adams also noted in his diary that, despite Hutchinson’s disavowal of the Stamp Act, the behavior of 
Hutchinson and his allies justified the “suspicions among the Vulgar, that all these Gentlemen were in 
a Combination, to favour the Measures of the Ministry,” a secret cabal that Adams suspected had long 
worked to subvert the province’s constitution.  Franklin claimed in 1774 that he was hearing from 
members of the British ministry that Hutchinson was the prime culprit behind the tax measures: “[t]he 
Ministry begin to disavow individually the late Measures, and to accuse Mr. Hutchinson as to 
Instigator of the whole.” Quincy also wrote his wife from London in 1774 that he had heard these same 
rumors, and that local gossip claimed that Hutchinson and Bernard had been the instigators of all of the 




Despite having been studied for two centuries, Thomas Hutchinson today 
remains an enigma. Hutchinson’s actions during the Revolutionary crisis 
demonstrated that he had the courage of his convictions. However, the actual 
structure of his beliefs and their sources is still open to debate. This dissertation will 
argue that Hutchinson had a fully-formed set of political beliefs before 1765 that 
guided his actions after the Revolutionary crisis began, and that the best source for 
understanding those beliefs is Hutchinson’s three-volume history of Massachusetts, 
The History of the Colony of Massachusetts-Bay.
3
 It will focus largely on the first 
                                                                                                                                           
not only was responsible for suggesting the new Parliamentary acts, but that he welcomed the violence 
and chaos that resulted as an excuse for introducing enacting more despotic governmental measures. 
Adams, Novanglus Letter 6, Feb 20, 1775, in John Adams and Daniel Leonard, The American Colonial 
Crisis: The Daniel Leonard-John Adams Letters to the Press 1774-1775, ed. Bernard Mason (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1972), 179; Adams, Diary entry for August 15, 1765, The Diary and 
Autobiography of John Adams, ed. Lyman Butterfield et al. (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1961), 1; 
Franklin, “Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman in London, Dec. 24, 1774, to a friend in this Town,” in 
Benjamin Franklin’s Letters to the Press, 1758-1775, ed. Verner Crane (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 
1950), 279; Quincy, Letters to Abigail Quincy, 24-27 Nov. 1774, and Dec. 7, 1774, in Portrait of a 
Patriot: The Major Political and Legal Papers of Josiah Quincy Junior, ed. Daniel R. Coquillette and 
Neil L. York (Boston: CSM, 2005): 40, footnote 67;  Warren, History of the Rise, Progress, and 
Termination of the American Revolution (Boston, 1805), new edition ed. Lester H. Cohen 
(Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1988), 1: 78-84. 
 
3
 Hutchinson began writing his history around 1763 (History 1, preface, xiii-xvi). The first 
volume was first printed in Boston in 1764, and reprinted in London in 1765, as The History of the 
Colony and Province of the Massachusetts-Bay. The second volume was written in the midst of the 
Revolutionary crisis. By the summer of 1765, Hutchinson had completed about two-thirds of this 
volume, advancing the story to the 1730s. Hutchinson said in the preface of the second volume that 
this work advanced his history to the year 1750, but that his coverage of the last twenty years was less 
comprehensive, “being deprived of some papers which would have enabled me to render it more 
particular and circumstantial.”: History 2, Preface, x. Volume Two came out in Boston in 1767, and 
was reprinted in London in 1768. While Hutchinson left no notes to indicate when precisely the work 
was interrupted, there is textual evidence (notably a striking paucity of footnotes after chapter 4, page 
290, discussing the Land Bank crisis), which can be used to tentatively suggest the point at which the 
August riot that resulted in the burning of his home deprived Hutchinson of his records. 
Hutchinson completed the manuscript of Volume Three, which dealt mainly with the 
Revolutionary crisis, in Oct. 22, 1778, and sent a copy to Lord Hardwicke a year later (Diary and 
Letters 2: 178, 216-17). This volume was not published in Hutchinson’s lifetime. It was edited by his 
grandson and first published in London in 1828. The third volume was issued in two forms: one for 
American readers, and in a separate edition for the British market. The third volume’s separate title in 
England was The History of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, from 1749 to 1774, ed. John 
Hutchinson (London, J. Murray, 1828). 
Jeremiah Condy was Hutchinson’s publisher for the first two volumes of the history. 




volume of Hutchinson’s History, which took the colonial narrative up to 1691. 
Volume One was written in a twelve-month period between 1763 and 1764, and 
appeared among the Boston booksellers’ wares in late 1764.
4
 It thus represents 
Hutchinson’s views, before the Revolutionary crisis forever altered his perspective.  
Hutchinson’s History demonstrated that Hutchinson had already thought 
deeply about many important political issues, such as the constitutional status of 
Massachusetts and the dangers to the state of emotionalism and demagoguery, before 
the Revolutionary crisis appeared on the horizon. By 1765, Hutchinson possessed a 
sophisticated political ideology that he had developed over a lifetime of study and 
experience. These political and ideological views, which can be clearly seen in the 
first volume of his History, would remain consistent throughout the remainder of his 
life, and would later guide his behavior during the imperial crisis. 
                                                                                                                                           
volumes sold well, even despite Hutchinson’s drop in personal popularity after 1765. Hutchinson’s 
printers for all three works were Thomas & John Fleet, the publishers of the Boston Evening Post: 
Albert Matthews, “Bibliographical Notes on Boston Newspapers, 1704-1780,” CSM Publications 9 
(Cambridge: John Wilson & Son, 1907). 
The only modern edition of Hutchinson’s work was edited by Lawrence S. Mayo, and 
released in 1936. Before Mayo’s edition, there were three editions of the first and second volumes, and 
one (1828) edition of the third volume. Mayo’s edition was based on Hutchinson’s own copies of 
volumes one and two (London, 1765 and 1768, respectively), and the original manuscript of Volume 
Three, and included the handwritten corrections and additions Hutchinson made in his own copies of 
the work. Subsequent to Mayo’s edition, a handwritten earlier draft of the first third of Volume Three 
came to light. It contained material on the Revolutionary crisis which Hutchinson had excised in his 
final manuscript. This material has been published separately, as “Additions to Thomas Hutchinson’s 
‘History of Massachusetts Bay,’” ed. Catherine B. Mayo (Worchester: AAS, 1949). Charles Deane, 
“Governor Hutchinson’s Historical Publications,” MHS Proc. [vol. 3] (1855): 134-50, gives the 
complete publishing history of the History of Massachusetts-Bay. 
For Hutchinson’s methods of researching, see History 1, Preface, xxvii-xxix. Hutchinson 
noted in a letter to Richard Jackson that he had spent over thirty years combing the province for the 
records used in writing the History: Hutchinson to Jackson, Aug. 30, 1765; printed in James K. 
Hosmer, The Life of Thomas Hutchinson, Royal Governor of the Province of Massachusetts Bay 
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, & Co., 1896), 93. 
 
4





The History, from its first volume onward, stressed the importance of both a 
properly balanced structure of government and rational, independent-minded and 
enlightened leaders. Hutchinson pulled from history numerous heroes and villains to 
demonstrate to the colonists of eighteenth century Massachusetts the proper path to a 
virtuous society. He used the History to celebrate the values of his eighteenth century 
present over the irrationality of the past.  
In addition to being a profoundly political and ideological work, the History of 
Massachusetts-Bay was very much a product of the American Enlightenment. 
Hutchinson shared many of the same ideals as the men who would lead the American 
Revolution. Looking through Massachusetts’ history for the sources of corruption and 
political instability, Hutchinson found them in nearly every instance in the triumph of 
raw emotion, ignorance and prejudice over reason, rationality and the rule of law.  
At a primal level, Hutchinson identified with America, not Britain—indeed, 
his first loyalty was to Massachusetts. His values, rather than being reactionary, were 
actually quite in keeping with the ideals of the American Enlightenment. He showed, 
throughout the History, a great faith in the rule of law, in a “government of laws not 
of men” as John Adams would later put it. An important lesson in the History of 
Massachusetts-Bay for Hutchinson’s countrymen was that many of the problems the 
early Massachusetts setters encountered were of their own making. Massachusetts’ 
government was subverted by its citizens’ religious intolerance, by their unfairness in 
government, by a court system biased against religious minorities and Indians, and by 





CONTRIBUTION TO EXISTING LITERATURE 
The History is recognized as a key historical document for Massachusetts’ 
colonial period, but its historical methodology and the author’s motivation are still 
largely unexplored. Recognition of the History’s political agenda and its place within 
Enlightenment thought would alter the view of Hutchinson both as an historian and as 
America’s foremost Loyalist. Modern historians have become more sympathetic to 
Hutchinson personally, but their interpretations depict him as a pragmatist largely 
bewildered by changing times, or as the product of an archaic mentality that the 
American Revolution was destined to overthrow. 
Assuredly, Hutchinson’s political philosophy has presented a challenge to 
generations of historians.
5
 The dominant historiographic interpretation of Hutchinson 
                                                 
5
 Significant historical writings on Thomas Hutchinson include Lorenzo Sabine, “Thomas 
Hutchinson,” in Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the American Revolution, with an Historical 
Essay,” (Port Washington: Kennikat Press, 1864; 1966), 1: 558-60; Clifford Shipton, “Thomas 
Hutchinson,” in Sibley’s Harvard Graduates (Boston, 1873), 8:150-215; George E. Ellis, “Governor 
Thomas Hutchinson,” Atlantic Monthly 53, no. 319 (May 1884): 662-76; James K. Hosmer, The Life of 
Thomas Hutchinson, Royal Governor of the Province of Massachusetts Bay (Boston: Houghton, 
Mifflin, 1896), and “The Debt of Massachusetts to Thomas Hutchinson,” CSM Publications, 
Transactions 12 (Feb. 1909): 238-50; John Fiske, “Thomas Hutchinson, Last Royal Governor of 
Massachusetts,” in Essays Historical and Literary (New York: MacMillan Co., 1925), 1-51; Malcolm 
Freiberg, “Thomas Hutchinson: The First Fifty Years (1711-1760).” WMQ 15, no. 1 (Jan. 1958): 35-
55, and “How to Become a Colonial Governor: Thomas Hutchinson of Massachusetts,” Review of 
Politics 21 (Oct. 1959): 646-56; John J. Waters and John A. Schutz, “Patterns of Massachusetts 
Colonial Politics: The Writs of Assistance and the Rivalry between the Otis and Hutchinson Families,” 
WMQ 24, no. 4 (Oct. 1967): 543-67; Bernard Bailyn, “Between King and Country: The Ordeal of 
Thomas Hutchinson,” American Heritage 25, no. 3 (Apr. 1974): 4-07, 88-96, and The Ordeal of 
Thomas Hutchinson, The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1974);  John R. 
Galvin, Three Men of Boston (New York: T. Y. Crowell, 1976); William Pencak, America’s Burke: 
The Mind of Thomas Hutchinson. Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1982, and “The 
Martyrology of Thomas Hutchinson: Family and Public Life,” NEHGR 136 (Oct. 1982): 279-93; 
Malcolm Freiberg, Prelude to Purgatory: Thomas Hutchinson in Provincial Massachusetts Politics, 
1760-1770 (New York: Garland, 1990); Philip J. McFarland, The Brave Bostonians: Hutchinson, 
Quincy, Franklin, and the Coming of the American Revolution (Boulder: Westview Press, 1998); 
Andrew S. Walmsley, Thomas Hutchinson and the Origins of the American Revolution (New York: 
New York UP, 1999); and Bernard Bailyn, “Thomas Hutchinson in Context: The Ordeal Revisited,” 
AAS Proc. 114, no. 2 (2004): 281-300. 
Among the main modern historians investigating Hutchinson’s life—William Freiberg, 
Bernard Bailyn, William Pencak, and Andrew Walmsley—only Pencak has used Hutchinson’s History 




for much of the nineteenth century was that of a craven, greedy opportunist. For 
example, in a review of James Hosmer’s biography of Hutchinson, Abner Goodell 
charged that a man like Hutchinson needed no further investigation, as the 
motivations behind his actions were obvious: “[h]e resisted zealously, though 
sometimes covertly, every suggestion for relaxing the rigor of imperial control and 
every protest against British interference, and he was astute in finding some ground 
for sneering at, or disparaging, every aspirant to larger liberty.”
6
 John Adams’ 
grandson Charles Francis Adams also described Hutchinson as having a “grasping 
disposition”, noting that “[h]e was compelled to choose between his offices on the 
one side, and his hardly-earned popularity on the other.”
7
 An early twentieth century 
historian even blamed Hutchinson personally for the Boston Massacre. Mary Marks 
suggested that Hutchinson was secretly happy about the bloodshed: ““obstinate rather 
                                                                                                                                           
utilized Hutchinson’s third volume for biographical details on the man’s life, but all three generally 
described the History itself as essentially non-ideological.  
Pencak’s America’s Burke, however, treated the History as an ideological work, and was 
unusual in discussing Hutchinson’s views of Puritan Massachusetts, as well as his own time. Pencak 
also recognized the importance of Hutchinson’s historical research in shaping his political views, and 
the significance of the History as an expression of those views. However, Pencak ultimately saw 
Hutchinson’s political ideology as misguided and delusional. Pencak attributed Hutchinson’s historical 
interpretations primarily to his own pathology: “one plausible explanation of his balanced portrait of 
the Puritans and their adversaries was his need to populate the past with prototypes of himself.” (Ibid. 
70). In Pencak’s interpretation, Hutchinson’s political ideology was at its base the product of a 
dysfunctional personality and upbringing. Pencak’s main thesis was that Hutchinson throughout his 
life sequestered himself with his kin, and refused to judge his behavior by any standards except those 
of his own family, who for him “existed as projections of his own identity.” (Pencak, America’s Burke, 
p. 2). My work will take a substantially different approach to Pencak’s, as I believe Hutchinson was 
both more liberal and less pathological than Pencak presents him. William Pencak, America’s Burke: 
The Mind of Thomas Hutchinson (Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1982). 
 
6
 Abner Goodell, Jr., review of Life of Hutchinson, by Hosmer, AHR 2, no. 1 (Oct. 1896): 167. 
 
7
 Charles F. Adams, “Hutchinson’s Third Volume,” (review of History of Massachusetts-Bay, 
Volume Three, ed. John Hutchinson), North American Review, 38, no. 82 (Jan. 1834): 135-36. Adams 
did not even accord Hutchinson the dignity of having chosen greed boldly, but said that he 





than firm…he quailed before the storm he himself had raised….It would perhaps be 
unjust to say that he wished for a collision as an excuse for more extreme measures.”
8
 
Such historical opinions persist today. Thus, Jon Butler, in a recent work, 
implicitly assumed that the Loyalist political position maintained by Hutchinson and 
other royal official-holders was guided primarily by personal greed and desire for 
advancement: “[t]his eighteenth-century dependency and cronyism cut a wide swath 
and involved men who found it difficult to surrender its prerequisites.”
9
 John Schutz, 
who has studied the Hutchinson and Otis families in depth, also rejected a 
sympathetic interpretation of Hutchinson: “Could Hutchinson ever have risen from 
his provinciality to be molder of revolutionary opinion? From first to last he used 
public office to favor relatives and friends, creating a monopoly of office power 
unique in the colonies. His political vision was narrow, personal, and local.”
10
  
For historians not convinced of Hutchinson’s essential duplicity, two 
interpretations compete in the literature. Hutchinson is often presented as a hapless 
pragmatist, with no coherent ideology of his own, who struggled blindly against new 
ideological forces that he could not comprehend.
11
 Alternately, other authors accept 
                                                 
8
 Mary A Marks, England and America, 1763 to 1783: The History of a Reaction (1908); 
remark quoted in William Hunt review, Eng. Hist. Rev. 23, no. 91 (Jul. 1908): 591. See Jesse Lemisch, 
“A Radical Plot in Boston (1770): A Study in the Use of Evidence (review of The Boston Massacre, by 
Hiller Zobel), Harvard Law Review 84, no. 2 (Dec. 1970): 494, 502, for evidence that the presentation 
of Hutchinson as the scheming destroyer of his province’s liberties is still around today. 
 
9








 This interpretation was established primarily by Bailyn’s landmark biography. In The 
Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson, the first significant full-length work on Hutchinson since the nineteenth 
century, Bailyn described Hutchinson as a non-ideological realist bewildered by Revolutionary 




Hutchinson as having a strong ideology of his own, but they see him as the product of 
an older, outdated mentality. In this assessment, Hutchinson is characterized as a 
reactionary goaded by pessimism and fearfulness.
12
  
Hutchinson in fact often appears in historical studies as the perfect summation 
of the older, pre-Enlightenment mentality that the winds of change were rapidly 
blowing away. He is portrayed as representing a more aristocratic and deferential 
world, one that could not understand the new forces stirring in Revolutionary politics. 
While such a man could be a sympathetic figure, in my opinion, this interpretation 
makes his ideology essentially irrelevant to an understanding of Revolutionary 
                                                                                                                                           
Hutchinson as essentially reactive. Freiberg’s Hutchinson spent his career responding to crises as they 
arrived with few ideological convictions of his own, save to be a good civil servant. Robert Calhoon 
also saw Hutchinson as displaying a “benumbed and powerless response to new ideological and 
psychological circumstances.” Bailyn, Ordeal, Ordeal in Context,” Freiberg, Prelude to Purgatory, 
and “Thomas Hutchinson: The First Fifty Years”; Robert M. Calhoon, “Loyalist Studies at the Advent 
of the Loyalist Papers Project,” (review of The British Americans, by Mary Beth Norton), NEQ 46, no. 
2 (Jun. 1973): 284. 
 
12
 John Ferling described Hutchinson’s political philosophy as “classical conservatism. John 
Adams was a conservative in that he favored constitutional stability. Hutchinson was a conservative 
because he believed that divine interest and conscience governed society.” Lester Cohen agreed with 
this assessment, referring to Hutchinson as “the deeply conservative, anti-republican governor of 
Massachusetts.” And William Benton, whose definition of “Whig-Loyalism” actually encompassed 
many of Hutchinson’s own values, drew a sharp distinction between his Whig Loyalists and “Tories” 
like Hutchinson: “To the Tories, such as Thomas Hutchinson, any idea of local autonomy for the 
colonies was abhorrent.” John E. Ferling, review of America’s Burke, by William Pencak, WMQ 41, 
no. 1 (Jan. 1984): 162; Lester Cohen, review of America’s Burke, AHR 89, no. 1 (Feb. 1984): 195; 
William A. Benton, Whig-Loyalism: An Aspect of Political Ideology in the American Revolutionary 
Era (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson UP, 1969), 176. 
The opening line in the introduction to a collection of Loyalists writings, The American Tory, 
presented one common assumption about the Loyalists, including Hutchinson: “[t]he conservative is 
by nature fearful.” Leonard Labaree, in his study of American conservatism, found a “common Tory 
mind” which was more conservative and appreciative of tradition, and more fearful of its own society. 
Janice Potter also saw Loyalists as having a pessimistic sense of human nature, and being strongly 
influenced by fears of democracy and the ascendancy of the lower classes. According to Potter, the 
Loyalists’ mindset saw social order as precarious; stability could only be protected from above, by 
Great Britain. The American Tory, ed. Morton Borden and Penn Borden (Englewood Cliff, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1972), 1; Leonard Labaree, “Nature of Am. Loyalism,” in Conservatism in America, 
304; Janice Potter, The Liberty We Seek: Loyalist Ideology in Colonial New York and Massachusetts 









One sign of the continuing dominance of the Patriot interpretation of the 
Revolution may be the extent to which a Loyalist like Hutchinson remains actually 
incomprehensible even to the scholars who study him. John P. Reid, the editor of 
Hutchinson’s 1773 constitutional debates with the Massachusetts General Court
14
 
found Hutchinson’s values inexplicable:  
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 This impression of Hutchinson as fundamentally outdated and irrelevant to American 
ideology has been shared by several of the historians studying Hutchinson. Andrew Walmsley, who 
accepted that Hutchinson’s opposition was often motivated by personal jealousy, still painted 
Hutchinson as the product of an older time, unable to appreciate the new forces stirring politically, a 
“gentleman-politician schooled in the arts of deference, humility, and compromise” (Walmsley, 
Thomas Hutchinson, 101). D. K. Fieldhouse also saw Hutchinson as a tragic figure because he was “a 
victim of the clash of two ideologies, his own archaic and static, that of his opponents contemporary 
and dynamic”: D. K. Fieldhouse, review of Ordeal, Eng. Hist. Rev. 91, no. 361 (Oct. 1976): 918. 
Bailyn seems to be moving from his 1970s-era depiction of Hutchinson as a bewildered 
pragmatist to depicting him more as the product of a fundamentally different, pre-Enlightenment 
mentality. Bailyn’s 2006 article, reflecting on the Ordeal, described Hutchinson’s mindset as part of 
the older worldview that was destroyed by the forces of the Enlightenment. Bailyn noted the 1776 
publication of the works of Adam Smith, Edward Gibbon and Thomas Paine as emblematic of the 
winds of change blowing Hutchinson’s older philosophies away: “[t]he ideas of the Enlightenment, the 
maturing of colonial societies, and the emergence of industrial economics were eroding the 
foundations not only of Europe’s ancien régime but of the western hemisphere’s establishments as 




 The Briefs of the American Revolution: Constitutional Arguments between Thomas 
Hutchinson, Governor of Massachusetts Bay, and James Bowdoin for the Council and John Adams for 
the House of Representatives, ed. John P. Reid (New York: New York UP, 1981). Reid, a 
constitutional historian who has written, among other works, a four-volume Constitutional History of 
the American Revolution (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), ultimately concluded that 
eighteenth century Americans understood English history and the English constitution better than the 
English themselves understood it, a conclusion that seems to give precious little credit to a century and 
a half of English legal and constitutional debate on the nature of their own constitution since 1689. 
Reid dismissed Hutchinson’s understanding of constitutional principles with the same reasoning—
Hutchinson, in following the English understanding of the English constitution, made a grave error. 
Reid also saw Hutchinson as typical of the Loyalists undervaluing liberty due to his fears of anarchy. 
Hutchinson was “the most tory of Americans…Faced with a choice between whig liberty and tory 
order, Thomas Hutchinson had no doubt where his duty lay.” Reid, introduction, in Briefs, 12-13. 
Admittedly, Hutchinson did fear anarchy—as did many of his more thoughtful opponents.  However, a 
main reason for that fear of anarchy was precisely because Hutchinson believed that there could be no 





“Today it is difficult to appreciate the depths of Governor 
Hutchinson’s confidence that he could terminate the 
prerevolutionary controversy by clarifying the principles of the 
constitution. Our problem is to understand how he, a student of 
English history knowledgeable about the causes of the English 
revolution and the Glorious Revolution, could have been so obtuse 





The metaphor of blindness is often used in discussions of Hutchinson’s 
beliefs, as though the virtues of the Patriot position should have been crystal clear to 
anyone with sight. Thus, John Ferling saw Hutchinson’s career as illustrating the 
“fate that sometimes befalls a self-contained governing class that endeavors to 
understand sweeping changes by harkening to traditional beliefs and values, and, for 
its obdurate myopia, crumbles in the ensuing upheaval.”
16
 Bernard Sheehan also 
described Hutchinson as blinded by “ideological myopia,” and unable to appreciate 
Patriot arguments, and further remarked that the man “represented an antique world 
that deserved to die.”
17
  
Hutchinson’s History has provoked far less controversy than the man himself, 
but, in my view, mainly because its political agenda and underlying ideology have 
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 Briefs of the American Revolution, ed. Reid, 14. John Schutz also found Hutchinson’s 
political value system inexplicable: “How a man of such great experience in government, a native 
American, and an acquaintance of John and Samuel Adams, Hawley, and Bowdoin could have so 
misunderstood the issues of the Revolution is incomprehensible to historians...” (Schutz, review of 
Ordeal, 771).  
This interpretation is shared by other historians of colonial and Revolutionary Massachusetts. 
Charles P. Hanson charged of Hutchinson: “[h]ere is a man who called American independence an 
insane idea while energetically defending press censorship and arbitrary search and seizure.” John 
Catanzariti found it “profoundly ironic that Hutchinson, who knew more than any other contemporary 
about Massachusetts, its history, and its people, should have demonstrated such fundamentally 
unsound judgment during his administration.” Charles P. Hanson, review of Thomas Hutchinson and 
the Origins of the American Revolution, by Andrew Walmsley, AHR 105, no. 3 (Jun. 2000): 922; and 
John Catanzariti, review of Ordeal, NEQ 47, no. 3 (Sept. 1974): 461. 
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been overlooked entirely. Modern historians generally recognize the worth of the 
History. Philip McFarland, one of Hutchinson’s recent biographers, remarked, “No 
one knew more than Thomas Hutchinson—no one before or since has ever known as 
much—about the history of Massachusetts Bay.” Bernard Bailyn concurred with this 
view, noting a shorter work on Hutchinson that the lieutenant governor knew 
Massachusetts history “better than any man alive.”
18
 However, few authors have 
remarked on the history’s overall political and philosophical views.
19
 Some historians 
have examined Volume Three, Hutchison’s account of the Revolutionary crisis, for 
insights into his views. However, Hutchinson’s treatment of Massachusetts’ earlier 
history, the bulk of his work, has been neglected. The most common assessment made 
concerning the History is that it is an essentially apolitical work.
20
  
Modern scholars have not recognized the unique character of the History. 
While there are other histories written by Loyalists, these generally focused on the 
Revolutionary period, and were written at the time of the Revolution or immediately 
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 Philip McFarland, The Brave Bostonians, 4; Bailyn, Faces of Revolution, 60. 
 
19
 Recognition of the political significance behind Hutchinson’s presentation of 
Massachusetts’ earlier history has generally been limited to occasional comments, as when Michael 
Kraus and Davis Joyce noted that Hutchinson, in his coverage of the Quaker controversy, “could 
occasionally be critical of his native province,” or when Edmund Morgan noted that Hutchinson, in his 
coverage of the seventeenth century charter struggles, unwittingly provided the Patriots with political 
ammunition. Michael Kraus and Davis D. Joyce, “The Growing National Spirit,” in The Writing of 
American History (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985), 53; Edmund Morgan, “Historians 
of Early New England,” in The Reinterpretation of Early American History: Essays in Honor of John 
Edwin Pomfret, ed. Ray Billington (San Marino: Huntington, 1966), 41-65. 
 
20
 Bailyn described Hutchinson’s coverage of the Revolutionary crisis as “one of the most 
impersonal, bland, and circumspect accounts of revolutionary events ever written by a participant.” 
Bailyn, Faces of Revolution, 55. See also Lawrence H. Gipson, “The Imperial Approach to Early 
American History,” in The Reinterpretation of Early American History, ed. Billington, 185-200. Kraus 
and Joyce were also impressed by the judicial tone of even the third volume: “The judicial temper of 
Hutchinson’s mind remained unruffled; his portraits of some political adversaries, though unflattering, 
were largely true…His analysis of the Revolutionary controversy showed greater objectivity and was 
nearer the truth than that of any succeeding historian for almost a century.” Kraus and Joyce, “The 





afterwards. Hutchinson’s first volume, however, predated the Revolutionary crisis, 
and was originally conceived of as wholly colonial—it was initially meant to end at 
1691. While there were other historians of colonial New England in the late 
eighteenth century (notably Thomas Prince and Jeremy Belknap), Hutchinson’s study 
is unique in its scholarship, its breadth of coverage, and the prominent role its author 
took in the province’s affairs. 
Those who have studied the ideology of the History generally fall into two 
camps. Historians studying the work of the Loyalists often remark upon Hutchinson’s 
tone of overall objectivity. By contrast, scholars examining the History in comparison 
to the works of other colonial or early national historians often use Hutchinson’s 
work as an example of an older, pre-Enlightenment mentality.
21
 Hutchinson’s 
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 For some of the important works looking at the History as a representative of Loyalist 
thought, see Leonard W. Labaree, “The Nature of American Loyalism,” AAS Proc., new ser., 54 (Apr. 
1944): 15-58, and Conservatism in Early American History (New York: New York UP, 1948); 
William H. Nelson, The American Tory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961); Wallace Brown, The Good 
Americans: The Loyalists in the American Revolution (New York: Morrow, 1969), and “The View at 
Two Hundred Years: The Loyalists of the American Revolution,” AAS Proc., 80 (1970): 25-47; 
Lawrence Leder, The Colonial Legacy, Vol. 1: The Loyalist Historians (New York: Harper & Row, 
1971); Mary Beth Norton, “The Loyalists’ Image of England: Ideal and Reality,” Albion 3, no. 2 (Sum. 
1971): 62-71, and “Loyalist Critique of the Revolution” in The Development of a Revolutionary 
Mentality: Library of Congress Symposia on the American Revolution, ed. Henry S. Commager, et al. 
(Washington, DC: Library of Congress, 1972), 127-50; George A. Billias, “The First Un-Americans: 
The Loyalists in American Historiography,” in Perspectives on Early American History: Essays in 
Honor of Richard B. Morris, ed. Alden T. Vaughan and George A. Billias (New York: Harper & Row, 
1973), 282-324; Jeffrey M. Nelson, “Ideology in Search of a Context: Eighteenth-Century British 
Political Thought and the Loyalists of the American Revolution,” Historical Journal 20, no. 3 (1977): 
741-49; Janice Potter and Robert Calhoun, “The Character and Coherence of the Loyalist Press,” in 
The Press and the American Revolution, ed. Bernard Bailyn and John B. Hench (Boston: Northeastern 
UP, 1981), 229-72; Janice Potter, The Liberty We Seek: Loyalist Ideology in Colonial New York and 
Massachusetts (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1983); Robert M. Calhoon, “The Reintegration of the 
Loyalists and the Disaffected,” in The American Revolution: Its Character and Limits, ed. Jack Greene 
(New York: New York UP, 1987), 51-74, and The Loyalist Perception and Other Essays (Columbia: 
USC Press, 1989); and Eileen Ka-May Cheng, “American Historical Writers and the Loyalists, 1788-
1856: Dissent, Consensus, and American Nationality,” JER 23, no. 4 (Win. 2003): 491-519. 
For works dealing with the History of Massachusetts-Bay within American historical writing 
traditions, see David D. Van Tassel, “The Heritage of Localism, 1680-1776,” in Recording America’s 
Past: An Interpretation of the Development of Historical Studies in America 1607-1884 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1960), 19-30; Harvey Wish, “The Enlightenment: Hutchinson and the 




presumed pessimism is compared to the more optimistic outlook of the Patriot 





In addition to being seen as the product of an outdated mentality, the History 
is often assumed to be the product of an English mind. To George Billias, the most 
important questions was “[t]o what were the Loyalists loyal?” Possible answers for 
him included the British nation as a whole, the Crown, and the Parliament. Harry 
                                                                                                                                           
American Past (New York: Oxford UP, 1960), 22-38; Edmund Morgan, “Historians of Early New 
England,” and Merrill Jensen, “Historians and the Nature of the American Revolution,” in The 
Reinterpretation of Early American History, ed. Ray Billington (San Marino: Huntington, 1966), 41-
65, 101-23; Merle Curti, “The Limitations of Man’s Capacities,” in Human Nature in American 
Historical Thought (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1968), 3-36; Harry Ward, “The Search 
for American Identity: Early Historians of New England,” in Perspectives on Early American History, 
ed. Vaughan and Billias (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), 40-62; Arthur H. Shaffer, The Politics of 
History: Writing the History of the American Revolution, 1783-1815 (Chicago: Precedent Publishing, 
1975); Kraus and Joyce, “The Growing National Spirit,” in The Writing of American History (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1985), 48-75; Lester Cohen, “Creating a Usable Future: The 
Revolutionary Historians and the National Past,” in The American Revolution: Its Character and 
Limits, ed. Jack Greene (New York: New York UP, 1987), 309-30; and Thomas P. Cole, “History and 
Historical Consciousness in Colonial British America: A Study in the Construction of Provincial 
Cultures” (PhD diss., Johns Hopkins University, 1993). 
 
22
 Despite praise for Hutchinson’s overall tone of objectivity, Kraus and Joyce spied in 
Hutchinson’s writing something that they saw as a common affliction of Loyalist historians: “The tone 
of their works was conservative, and their concern was generally to justify the established order” (p. 
52). Potter and Calhoun also saw the Loyalists historians as focusing on the limitations of human 
nature, that “most people were unfit for political responsibility,” while the Whig historians of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century demonstrated a more positive view of human potential: Potter 
and Calhoun, “The Character and Coherence of the Loyalist Press,” in The Press and the American 
Revolution, 241. 
Merle Curti categorized Hutchinson along with other earlier colonial writers as examples of 
historians emphasizing man’s limitations, with a worldview emanating from a Puritan, theologically-
derived understanding of the world. Curti saw this mindset as basically medieval and pre-
Enlightenment: “[u]ntil Descartes and Locke forced a revision of accepted views, New England’s 
intellectual leaders generally subscribed to the medieval synthesis of the nature of human nature.” 
Curti compared this first group to authors he considered more representative of Enlightenment ideals, 
including the Patriot writers. The difference between these two groups, according to Curti, was that the 
first emphasized the limits of human understanding and potential, while the second put much greater 
faith in human reason and capacity for progress. Curti, “The Limitations of Man’s Capacities,” 10. 
Harry Ward, looking at five generations of New England colonial historians, including 
Hutchinson, also placed Hutchinson within an older historiographic framework, as one of the 
historians for whom Divine Providence provided the guiding force in history. Lester Cohen saw the 






Ward also depicted Hutchinson’s viewpoint as that of an Englishman’s: “[t]o most 
Puritan historians, the founding of New England was largely a religious fulfillment; 
to Hutchinson it was an extension of the English experience.” Arthur Shaffer, 
explaining the emotional distance between the colonial historians and the first 
generation of United States writers, also described Hutchinson as primarily an 
Englishman: “Thomas Hutchinson’s History of Massachusetts Bay (1765) was for 




THE HISTORY OF MASSACHUSETTS-BAY: AN IDEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
Departing from conventional wisdom, I argue that Hutchinson’s History of 
Massachusetts-Bay is a profoundly ideological work with a complex message. The 
book marshaled an impressive array of knowledge of colonial history to promote 
specific political and constitutional positions. Hutchinson protested repeatedly and 
disingenuously that his history had modest goals, to preserve the records of 
Massachusetts’ ancestors for the entertainment of their descendants,
24
 but I believe he 
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 Billias, “The First Un-Americans,” 323; Ward, “Early Historians of New England,” 44; 
Shaffer, The Politics of History, 8. 
 
24
 Early in the History, Hutchinson apologized that his history might bore those outside his 
colony: “It cannot be expected that the affairs of a colony should afford much matter, interesting or 
entertaining to the world in general. I write for the sake of my own countrymen, and even to many of 
them I expect some facts will be thought of too little importance; and yet I have omitted many such as 
have been judged proper for the press by former historians. In general, we are fond of knowing the 
minutiæ which relate to our own ancestors. There are other facts, which, from the nature of them, will 
afford but a dull and heavy narration. My chief design is to save them from oblivion.” History 1, 
preface, xxix. This demurral is, however, somewhat disingenuous. Both Volume One and Volume Two 
appeared in separate English editions, with new dedication and title pages, a year after the Boston 
editions, and Hutchinson’s personal correspondence shows that he anticipated both an English and an 
American audience. See for example Hutchinson to Hardwick, Oct. 22, 1778, in Diary and Letters, 
vol. 2, 216-18, and his letter to ____, Sept. 28, 1778, cited in Malcolm Freiberg review Mayo, 
Catherine B., Additions to Thomas Hutchinson’s “History of Massachusetts Bay” in WMQ 7, no. 2 





had much more ambitious objectives in mind. His political beliefs were influenced by 
his study of the history of his own colony, an understanding that he wished to 
promote to his readers. The History subtly made a case for his own political 
philosophy, a philosophy that had guided his actions throughout his lifetime. 
Accordingly, the History reveals the qualities Hutchinson considered important in 
good leadership, the dangers inherent in an unbalanced or irrational state and the 
importance of the rule of law. 
Hutchinson’s political message was complicated by the fact that he addressed 
his work to two separate audiences. The History was a carefully drafted ideological 
piece. It held a dual purpose: to present, through the course of Massachusetts history, 
Hutchinson’s views on government, freedom, and law to his own people, and 
secondly, to present to British readers his own colony’s worth to the empire. 
Hutchinson’s primary target audience was the New Englanders. The author 
was generally quite respectful toward his Puritan forebears, though he warned against 
the excesses Puritan culture had produced—his countrymen’s zealotry, their stiff 
necked pride and stubbornness, their determination to set themselves apart, their 
bigotry, and their occasional surrender to rank emotionalism and “enthusiasm.” New 
Englanders had always had an especially strong sense of their own past. Hutchinson 
knew that Puritan Massachusetts had been idealized by many in his own time. His 
History served both to praise the colony’s founders and to point up the deficiencies in 
their culture that made it inferior to the present age. 
At the same time, the History was also addressed to a second audience—those 




to mediate between the colonials and the Crown, by explaining America to England 
and England to America.
25
 Hutchinson’s History can be viewed as another example 
of this effort. Hutchinson spent considerable time explaining Massachusetts’ 
contentious religious history and its past persecutions of religious undesirables, which 
he knew still troubled many in Great Britain.
26
 He also stressed not only the rewards 
and advantages Massachusetts had gained by being in the empire, but also the 
rewards and advantages which Massachusetts and New England generally had 
brought to Great Britain. Hutchinson’s dual political purpose meant that he often 
walked a fine line, condemning the excesses of Massachusetts’ past while still 
celebrating her overall accomplishments.  
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 Pencak ascribes this habit to Hutchinson’s pathological need to be all things to all people. 
Bailyn and Freiberg, less critically, attribute it to Hutchinson’s peacemaking tendencies and to his own 
view of the role of the colonial official as mediator. All three historians, however, noted that 
Hutchinson’s attempts to mediate between the two sides tended to make him unpopular with, and 
mistrusted by, both. For a prime example of Hutchinson attempting to explain the Crown’s position to 
colonials, see his ill-fated 1773 debates with the House and Council, published in Briefs of the 
Revolution, ed. Reid. For an example of his attempting to explain the colonial position to the Crown, 
see his position paper on the Stamp Act, sent secretly to England shortly before 1765, and published by 
Edmund Morgan as “Thomas Hutchinson and the Stamp Act” NEQ 21, no. 4 (Dec. 1948): 459-92. 
Neither of these attempts ended well. Hutchinson’s attempt to chart a middle course in 1765, by trying 
to soften the Patriots’ angry protests while quietly appealing to London, had no luck in swaying 
Parliamentary opinion, and in Massachusetts it led to the widespread assumption that Hutchinson was 
a Stamp Act supporter, even its author. This led to the destruction of his home by mob violence in 
August, 1765. For his efforts in the 1773 debate, Hutchinson was chastised by the Crown for making 
matters worse. Benjamin Franklin, in London at the time, reported that the ministry was aggravated 
with Hutchinson for reopening an ugly dispute they had intended to let die down: “If he intended, by 
reviving that Dispute, to recommend himself here, he has greatly missed his Aim; for the 
Administration are chagrin’d with his Officiousness, their Intention having been to let all Contention 
subside…They are now embarras’d by his Proceedings.” Albert H., Smyth, ed., The Writings of 




 In 1768, Anglican Tory polemicist “A Whip for the American Whig” reminded his readers 
of Massachusetts’ long history of dangerous radicalism, noting that it was they who hanged the “poor, 
harmless, inoffensive Quakers…”: New-York Mercury, Apr. 25, 1768, cited in Potter and Calhoun, 
“The Character and Coherence of the Loyalist Press,” 247. William Gribbin’s work on early nineteenth 
century children’s textbooks shows that the legacy of the Quaker executions and witch trials still posed 
an image problem for New England into the 1820s: “A Mirror to New England: The Compendious 





I contend that, from the first volume of the History, Hutchinson identified 
with not only Massachusetts, but also with America as a whole; he was proud to be a 
colonial.
27
 A point Hutchinson repeatedly emphasized was the importance of 
Massachusetts’ settlement to the overall British Empire and the crucial role the 
colony had played in the development of the whole of British North America. 
Hutchinson described Massachusetts (not Plymouth) as the fountainhead from which 
flowed the rest of New England, and he argued that all of the colonies, from Virginia 
to the Caribbean plantations, might very well have failed if not for the settlement of 
Massachusetts, which supplied their needed timber and other raw materials.
28
 Without 
Massachusetts, the Crown would have likely lost claim to the entire northern part of 
the continent: 
It appears that the Massachusetts people took possession of the 
country at a very critical time. Richlieu, in all probability, would 
have planted his colony nearer the sun, if he could have found any 
place vacant…Had they once gained footing there, they would 
have prevented the English. The frenchified court of King Charles 
the first would, at the treaty of Saint Germains, have given up any 
claim to Massachusetts bay as readily as they did to Acadie…The 
little plantation at New-Plimouth would have been no greater bar 
to the French…If they had done it, the late contest for the 
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 Judith Wilson argued that while American historians were writing histories celebrating their 
own particular colony from practically the first generation, these works rarely broke past the 
boundaries of each individual colony. While Hutchinson’s stated topic was Massachusetts, the work 
not only covered the whole of New England, but also displayed a good deal of knowledge about the 
provinces outside New England, commenting frequently on the histories and internal affairs of the 
more southern colonies. See for example his comments on the establishment and early government of 
Virginia and Maryland, History 1, ch. 1: 83, footnote † (cross), vol. 1, ch. 1: 117, footnote *, and vol. 
1, ch. 1: 166; on Pennsylvania, vol. 1, ch. 5: 370, footnote *, vol. 2, ch. 2: 132, footnote *; and on New 
York, vol. 1, ch. 2: 200, footnote *, vol. 1, ch. 2: 204, footnote *, vol. 1, ch. 2: 332, footnote † (cross), 
vol. 1, ch. 2: 301, footnote *, vol. 1, ch. 2: 326, footnote *, and vol. 2, ch. 3: 185, footnote *. 
Donald Meyer noted that it was rare for colonists to use the phrase “Americans” before mid-
eighteenth century, as Hutchinson did frequently in both his History and his correspondence. Judith 
Wilson, “My Country is My Colony: A Study in Anglo-American Patriotism, 1739-1760,” Historian 
30, no. 3 (May 1968): 333-49; Donald Meyer, “Uniqueness of the America Enlightenment,” American 
Quarterly 28, no. 2 (Sum. 1976): 172. 
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 History, preface, xxix; vol. 1, ch. 1: 3. See also vol. 1, ch. 1: 96, where Hutchinson gave 





dominion of North America would have been between France and 
Holland, and the commerce of England would have borne a very 





Some historians assume that the Loyalists sided with the imperial government 
because they were more pessimistic about the strength of their colonies, and less 
attached patriotically to their colony than to the imperial government.
30
 However, 
Hutchinson’s views displayed throughout the History showed that he viewed himself 
as both a New-England man and an American. He referred repeatedly to 
Massachusetts as his “country,” and its citizens as his “country-men,” but he also 
referred to himself as an “American,” and was clearly accustomed to thinking of the 
colonies and their needs in the aggregate.
31
 Hutchinson believed that America, 
because of its growth and prosperity, would naturally one day become independent, 
though he did not expect it in his lifetime: “The natural increase of people upon the 
British continent is so great as to make it highly probable that in a few generations 
more a mighty Empire will be formed there.”
32
 Hutchinson identified emotionally 
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 History 1, ch. 1: 28-29. See also ch. 1: 99-100, footnote ║ (parallel lines): noting a 1642 
resolve from the British House of Commons, which praised Massachusetts’ flourishing state for 
increasing the wealth of England without any help from the home government, Hutchinson remarked, 
“The merit of our ancestors, many of whom were personally known to the principal members of 
parliament, was fresh in their remembrance. Length of time has not lessened the merit. Consequences 




 Marc Egnal, A Mighty Empire: The Origins of the American Revolution (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell UP, 1988), for example, saw more pessimistic and fearful attitudes toward America’s future as 
the deciding factor in explaining why some colonial merchants sided with the Loyalist cause rather 
than the Patriot side.  
 
31
 History 1, preface, xxviii, xxix, ix, vol. 2, preface, ix-xi. Hutchinson calling America his 
country and identifying himself as an American: History 2, ch. 4: 299, vol. 2, Preface, ix, vol. 2, ch. 4: 
299. He also described himself as an “American” throughout his diary, both before and after his exile: 
Diary and Letters, passim. 
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 Hutchinson’s original 1769 preface, in The Hutchinson Papers, ed. William Whitmore, et 
al. (Albany: J. Munsell, 1865), i. At the end of the second volume of his History, he went into great 




with both Massachusetts and America—like Jefferson, he praised local produce and 
beauty, took great pride in America’s contributions to the British Empire, and held 
great hopes for America’s future.
33
  
In the conclusion to his preface to Volume One, Hutchinson noted: 
The addition of wealth and power to Great Britain, in consequence 
of this first emigration of our ancestors, exceeds all expectations. 
They left their native country with the strongest assurances that 
they and their posterity should enjoy the privileges of free natural 
born English subjects. May the wealth and power of Britain still 
increase, in proportion to the increase of her colonies; may those 




This paragraph summed up Hutchinson’s vision of America and its 
relationship with England, and went to the heart of the history’s political purpose. 
The passage is all the more striking in that it was written before any hint of the 
coming Revolutionary crisis could have influenced the author’s views. Hutchinson 
valued the society that Massachusetts’ past had created, and believed eighteenth 
century Massachusetts was overall a just and an Enlightened society with a proud 
history and a promising future. 
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In addition to presenting Hutchinson’s work as a political document, I argue 
that the History also expresses views very much in keeping with the American 
Enlightenment. Rather than being “the most tory of Americans,” as Reid would have 
it,
35
 Hutchinson shared many of the same Enlightenment ideals as the men who would 
lead America as a new nation. His views on religious toleration, fair treatment of 
minorities, the importance of a rule of law and balanced government and the value of 
enlightened and virtuous leadership remained unchanged throughout his life.  
Hutchinson used the History to celebrate the values of his eighteenth century 
present over the irrationality of the past. Looking through Massachusetts’ history for 
the sources of corruption and political instability, Hutchinson found them in nearly 
every instance in the triumph of heedless emotion and prejudice over reason, 
precedent and the rule of law. An important lesson in the History of Massachusetts-
Bay for Hutchinson’s countrymen was that many of the problems encountered by 
Massachusetts in its early years were brought on by themselves. Massachusetts’ 
government was subverted by its citizens’ religious intolerance, by their unfairness in 
government, by a court system biased against religious dissenters and Indians, and by 
a lack of balance and respect for the law in government and society.  
Even at the conclusion of Hutchinson’s life, with American independence 
becoming a distinct possibility, Hutchinson never deviated from his earlier value 
system, a value system rooted in the American Enlightenment of the eighteenth 
century. In my opinion, both Hutchinson’s background as an American with deep 
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roots in the colony, and his immersion in the works of the American Enlightenment, 
strongly influenced the values that he promoted in his History. 
 
STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
Chapter two of this dissertation will lay out the basic framework of 
Hutchinson’s philosophy and political ideology, and its connection to the American 
Enlightenment. Subsequent chapters will examine that ideology in the context of 
Hutchinson’s presentation of early Massachusetts history. These chapters will 
concentrate on the first volume of Hutchinson’s History, which took the colonial 
narrative up to 1691. I will examine Hutchinson’s coverage of three general issues 
from Massachusetts’ seventeenth century past. They represent the three salient 
challenges the colony faced in its first century of existence. They are the religious 
struggles over orthodoxy and religious identity, Indian affairs, including the two 
major Indian wars of the seventeenth century, and the century-long struggle with the 
imperial government over Massachusetts’ charter. 
I will be looking at these events from two perspectives. First, in terms of 
Hutchinson’s political ideology, how does Hutchinson use these specific events to 
illustrate larger lessons concerning good governorship and virtuous citizenship, and 
the proper balance in a well-ordered society? That is, how does Hutchinson shape his 
narrative to fit his dual agenda of presenting an acceptable interpretation of 
Massachusetts’ own past to his fellow New Englanders, while at the same time 




does Hutchinson’s historical account display his basic philosophy and Enlightenment 
principles? 
Chapter three will focus on Hutchinson’s account of the religious struggles of 
the seventeenth century. Massachusetts’ early religious policies, particularly her 
refusal to grant religious liberty and the franchise to non-Puritans, were the prime 
cause for the loss of the colony’s original charter in the 1680s, and a constant source 
of tension between the colony and others both in America and England. Even in the 
eighteenth century, Massachusetts’ religious past was an exasperating subject for 
many outside the province. Hutchinson’s work presented these schisms and 
persecutions as fundamentally the product of a less enlightened age, rather than 
unique to Puritan Massachusetts.  
Chapter four will focus on Hutchinson’s presentation of Indian affairs, 
particularly the seventeenth century wars against the Pequots and the Indian chieftain 
known as King Philip. New England’s struggles with her Indian neighbors would 
remain a key concern throughout the seventeenth century. The chapter will also 
examine Hutchinson’s more general views regarding the Indian nations, as a clue to 
both his racial views and his understanding of human nature and conceptions of 
sovereignty. Finally, the chapter will investigate how Hutchinson’s interpretation of 
the Indian wars fit into his larger portrayal of Massachusetts’ place within the empire.  
Chapter five will focus on the charter struggles of the seventeenth century, 
from the Crown’s earliest challenges to Massachusetts’ original 1629 charter in the 
1630s, through revocation of this charter in 1684, and the negotiation of the second 




development in Massachusetts’ history for Hutchinson when he initially conceived of 
writing the History, and that much of his basic political philosophy can be most 
clearly seen in his treatment of this time period. 
As Massachusetts’ most prominent Loyalist, Hutchinson played a preeminent 
role in the Revolutionary Crisis. I argue that the History provides one possible key to 
understanding his much misunderstood political ideology. Historians have been 
grappling unsuccessfully with a variety of explanations of Hutchinson’s political 
actions while ignoring or denying the existence of his political ideology. The 
importance of the History lies in its ability to manifestly reveal that ideology.
 
The 
History is as much an overt political document and a statement of Hutchinson’s 
vision of the future of America within the empire, as Joseph Galloway’s proposals for 
reorganizing the empire into a commonwealth-style government.
36
 I will strive to 
show in this paper that an analytical examination of the History will largely demystify 
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CHAPTER 2: A MAN OF THE AMERICAN ENLIGHTENMENT 
 
 “The Law will have its course; I will live and die by the Law”
37
 





 To understand Thomas Hutchinson, one must recognize that History of 
Massachusetts-Bay was a product of the American Enlightenment and that 
Hutchinson embraced the assumptions and goals of that movement. . Hutchinson, to a 
degree not generally acknowledged, was very much a representative of 
Enlightenment thought, particularly as it flourished in eighteenth century America. 
His enlightened outlook provided the framework for his conceptualization of his 
colony’s past, and the lessons that the past provided for the future. The History 
reveals Hutchinson’s adherence to the eighteenth century virtues of reason, balance, 
and the rule of law over the Puritan ideals of religious purity and zealotry. In this 
chapter I will first define the intellectual assumptions and values that made up the 
American Enlightenment. I will then illustrate five aspects of Hutchinson’s thought 
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Motto added by Thomas Hutchinson to the Hutchinson family crest. Peter O. Hutchinson 
notes that the Hutchinson coat of arms pictured on front of his book, The Diary and Letters of his 
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that demonstrated his basic philosophical allegiance to the tenets of the American 
Enlightenment. 
 
THE AMERICAN ENLIGHTENMENT 
As one significant focus of this dissertation will be the place of Hutchinson’s 
History within the intellectual traditions of the American Enlightenment, a general 
definition of this movement is necessary. The eighteenth century Enlightenment has 
been particularly difficult for historians to define.
39
 Older views of the Enlightenment 
tended to describe it as a unitary phenomenon, a set of values generally held in 
common. Peter Gay defined the Enlightenment as a “family of intellectuals united by 
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a single style of thinking.”
 40
 For Gay, the Enlightenment meant a demand for rational 
organization of government, the rejection of religious fanaticism, a respect for 
individual liberty, and some sense of sympathy for minorities and the downtrodden. 
Gay denied that there were different Enlightenments in different countries or time 
periods: “[t]he Enlightenment…was a single army with a single banner, with a large 
central corps, a right and left wing, daring scouts, and lame stragglers.”
41
 
Recent work on the Enlightenment tends to describe it more as an ongoing 
conversation, complete with contradictions and variations. It took the form of a group 
of people, in Europe, Britain and America, corresponding with each other and reading 
one another’s work, creating in the process the “republic of letters.” They had, in 
Robert Darnton’s phrase, a “sense of participation in a secular crusade.”
42
 Henry May 
also emphasized this common sense of participation in a new, more hopeful phase of 
history: “let us say that the Enlightenment consists of all those who believe in two 
propositions: first, that the present age is more enlightened than the past; and second, 
that we understand nature and man best through the use of our natural facilities.”
43
 In 
May’s view, while there were many strains of Enlightenment thought, they were 
united by their acceptance of reason, rather than revelation, as the primary guide of 
human activity. 
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 Robert Darnton, George Washington’s False Teeth: An Unconventional Guide to the 
Eighteenth Century (New York: W.W. Norton, 2003): 5. 
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Today, the general consensus on the Enlightenment describes it as an 
intellectual movement that grew out of the re-introduction of classical texts into 
Europe during the Renaissance and the development of empirical reasoning methods 
during the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century. It dominated thought 
roughly from 1670-1800, reaching its zenith at different times and in different places. 
Enlightenment thinkers generally shared a core set of values that were secular, 
reformist, and optimistic in nature. Its proponents celebrated rationalism and religious 
tolerance, held superstition and religious zealotry up to scorn, demonstrated a 
willingness to question authority and past truisms, and stressed a scientific, empirical 
approach to problem solving. The Enlightenment broke sharply with past intellectual 




The Enlightenment as it appeared in eighteenth century America
44
 differed in 
key ways from its counterpart in Europe. Joseph Ellis noted that Peter Gay’s 
paradigm of the Enlightenment as primarily a struggle between the forces of faith and 
reason, which was the dominant motif of the French Enlightenment, applied less well 
in Protestant America. The leading American thinkers were also generally religious, 
and organized religion was not seen as the implacable foe that the Roman Catholic 
Church represented to French intellectuals. The American Enlightenment according 
to Ellis was more focused on political questions than religious ones, and less 
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Henry May’s The Enlightenment in America was the first work to attempt a 
full study of the American Enlightenment. May emphasized that to take root in 
America, Enlightenment ideas had to be remolded to accommodate Protestant 
Christianity. May’s article “The Enlightened Reader in America” set out a four-part 
definition of the American Enlightenment which May would later expand upon in his 
book. Although Thomas Hutchinson was never mentioned by May in either work, by 
both chronology and beliefs Hutchinson would best fit into the first category, the 
“Rational” or “Moderate” Enlightenment.  
As Henry May described it, the Moderate Enlightenment was primarily an 
English and American phenomenon that grew out of Britain’s Glorious Revolution. 
Its three greatest ideals were balance, order, and rationality, and its central 
conceptualization of the proper state was an idealized vision of the post-1689 British 
government. It was strongly influenced by the empirical reasoning method of the 
Scientific Revolution, and was hostile to fanaticism and enthusiasm of all sorts: 
“Roman infallibility and inner-light enthusiasm were often condemned together, and 
a modern, rational alternative to both was constantly demanded.”
46
 The most 
influential works of this period, which he dated from about 1688 to 1787, were 
generally English rather than French authors, with the exceptions of Montesquieu and 
Voltaire. Moderate Enlightenment thinkers “emphasized balance and moderation in 
all things, often balancing reason against revelation as a source or knowledge, reason 
against passion in their account of human natural, monarchy against aristocracy and 
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democracy in their theory of government.”
47
 Of the four phases of Enlightenment that 
May saw operating in eighteenth-century America, he presented this period as having 
the most lasting effect, shaping both America’s political institutions and its mentality 
well into the nineteenth century.
48
  
The intellectual world of the American Enlightenment was fed by many 
different philosophic traditions. One of the dominant influences came from the 
colonials’ immersion in the writings of Ancient Greece and Rome due to their 
classically-oriented educational system.
49
 Classical history taught colonial Americans 
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to value balanced government, rotation in office, and an active and informed 
citizenry.
50
 It also taught Americans to fear military might and the corrupting power 
of wealth. The importance of moderation in government and the rule of law were 
stressed both by the ancient authors and their modern translators and popularizers. As 
Black noted about eighteenth century Roman historian Edward Gibbon, “[t]he Roman 
genius for toleration, law, and order, the complete absence of fanaticism, the Pax 
Romana which safeguarded the world…this was conceived by Gibbon as the normal 
and necessary basis of civil society in the world, departure from which spells disaster 
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 The ancient writers of Greece and Rome provided the basis of the American educational 
system in this period. The classical world contributed a pantheon of heroes and villains who may have 
been more vividly alive to eighteenth century Americans than the characters from English history. Carl 
Richard described the eighteenth century educational system in America as “classical conditioning” 
that provided Colonial Americans with a “common vocabulary.” According to Richard, classical works 
particularly influenced colonial American thought in the realm of politics, providing arguments for 
checks and balances, natural law, safeguards against tyranny, and a conception of public virtue. 
Richard, The Founders and the Classics: Greece, Rome, and the American Enlightenment. Meyer 
Reinhold showed that classical authors continued to dominate American education to end of the 
eighteenth century, despite some criticism on both religious and utilitarian grounds: Reinhold, “The 





to the body politic of mankind.”
51
 Classical authors generally disliked the ancient 
democracies, which they saw as too unrestrained and prone to manipulation. Their 
ideal was Republican Rome, with its government balanced between the consuls, 
representing the monarchial aspects of society, the Senate, representing the 
aristocratic elements, and the Assembly, representing the free people at large. 
A second important source of the American Enlightenment ideals was the 
Radical Whig writers of England’s Commonwealth period and late seventeenth 
century. This intellectual heritage, of Algernon Sidney and John Locke, was kept 
alive in England and America by the radical English Whig writers of the eighteenth 
century.
52
 English Whig writings stressed the need for constant vigilance on the part 
of citizenry to ensure that their government did not grow arbitrary or corrupt. The 
Whig writers believed a republic could not survive without virtuous citizens, and 
virtue was measured by the active participation of its citizenry in the promotion of the 
public welfare. The Radical Whigs’ ideological views supported their reform agenda 
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for England, which including a greater rotation in office, franchise reform, religious 
tolerance for dissenters, and an end to clerical oversight of the education system. The 
Radical Whigs’ influence was limited in eighteenth-century Britain, but had great 
appeal in America. 
A third intellectual source for the American Enlightenment came from the 
writers of contemporary Europe. Paul Rahe noted that there was a small pantheon of 
British and European authors who held near-sacred authority on political matters in 
eighteenth century America. Citations to Montesquieu, Blackstone, Locke and Hume 
predominated in American debates on political literature in the period from 1760 to 
1805. In Rahe’s view, these authors held unquestionable authority to Americans on 
the subject of political liberty, particularly Montesquieu: “[n]o one did more to shape 
American thinking with respect to the constitution of liberty in modern times.” 
Montesquieu’s largest contributions to American thought were the concepts of 
moderation in government, and the proper separations of powers. Montesquieu 
stressed limitations on the powers of each branch of a government, as the best means 
to keep each from growing too dominant and thus threatening the liberty of the 
citizens. According to the Spirit of the Laws, if “the power of judging” were not 
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As Carl Richard noted, these intellectual traditions generally reinforced one 
another, as they taught similar values: accountability in government, the need for 
virtuous leadership, the importance of religious tolerance, and the power of human 
reason as an instrument to reform society. According to Richard, “[t]here was but one 
worthy tradition, the tradition of liberty.”
54
 Richard argued that the debate over 
whether the dominant ideology of Colonial America was more nostalgic and 
“republican” or more forward-looking and “liberal” misses the point, as the political 
worldview of eighteenth century America contained aspects of both mentalities, and 
was perfectly capable of sustaining intellectual contradictions and differing emphases 
within it. 
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Within the American Enlightenment tradition, the enlightened historian 
fulfilled a crucial role.
55
 A key belief among eighteenth century thinkers was that 
history had its value largely in teaching moral lessons from the past, as “philosophic 
history.”
 56
 The Enlightenment generally accepted a classical view of mankind that 
saw human nature as fundamentally unchanging. Thus, one could observe in history 
weaknesses that destroyed governments, and qualities that made leaders great or poor, 
and apply them to the present.
57
 Philosophic history rejected the older, religiously-
oriented “Golden Age” view of history, which generally depicted history in terms of a 
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moral decline from a simpler and more virtuous past.
58
 Philosophic historians 
assumed that the present was better than the past, and that the future would be better 
still. Thus, enlightened historians had no difficulties applying their own value systems 





HUTCHINSON’S ENLIGHTENMENT PRINCIPLES 
Hutchinson had a clear familiarity with the main works of the American 
Enlightenment. While no account exists of the books contained in Hutchinson’s 
library, there are numerous classical and Enlightenment citations scattered throughout 
the History.
60
 A 1768 essay Hutchinson wrote during the turmoil of the Townshend 
Duties protests, “Dialogue between an American and a European Englishman” is in 
some ways an extended commentary on Locke’s Second Treatise on Government. 
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This work examined Locke’s theories on the contractual nature of government and 
the right of resistance from both the Patriot and Loyalist perspectives.
61
 Hutchinson’s 
overarching philosophy in the History showed an allegiance to the main ideals of 
what May described as the Moderate Enlightenment. Five of the most important of 
these were religious toleration, rationality, a classical republican conception of 
virtuous leadership, the importance of a rational balance of power in government, and 
an abiding respect for the rule of law. These are the ideals I will examine in the 
remainder of this chapter. 
 
1. RELIGIOUS TOLERATION 
One great gulf separating Hutchinson from his Puritan ancestors (and also 
from much of his source material) was Hutchinson’s acceptance of the propriety of a 
complete separation of church and state, and the ideal of religious toleration. For 
Hutchinson, the early Puritans’ dedication to religious orthodoxy was not a virtue, but 
rather a species of intolerant narrow-mindedness and ignorance that led them to 
persecute minorities and that sowed dissention within their communities. Hutchinson 
regretted that his ancestors had ever attempted to “make windows into men’s souls.” 
Hutchinson was particularly uncomfortable with the theocratic nature of 
seventeenth century Massachusetts government and the power held by the ministers 
over the secular government. Regarding the Puritan restriction of the franchise to full 
church members, he noted that such a law would have been seen as despotic if 
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imposed by the English king. Commenting on the franchise restriction, he remarked, 
“[t]his was a most extraordinary order or law…Had they been deprived of their civil 
privileges in England by an act of parliament, unless they would join in communion 
with the churches there, it might very well have been the first in the roll of 
grievances.”
62
 Hutchinson went on to add that the restriction was made more onerous 
by the difficult requirement for full membership in the Congregational churches. 
Hutchinson bemoaned his ancestors’ determination to pry into personal 
religious beliefs. In discussing fast days, Hutchinson recognized the usefulness of 
such communal events, but regretted the law that made church attendance 
compulsory: “[i]t would have been as well, perhaps, if this provision had been 
omitted.”
63
 Hutchinson blamed government-mandated participation in religious 
ceremonies with encouraging hypocrisy, by forcing citizens to maintain an outward 
show of piety regardless of personal beliefs. Such government interference in what 
should be private matters corrupted both church and state.  
Hutchinson also demonstrated his Enlightenment rationality in his lack of 
patience with all accounts of miraculous wonders. Unlike the seventeenth century 
historians of Massachusetts, and even contemporary historians Daniel Neal and 
Thomas Prince, Hutchinson’s ascribed to a wholly secular understanding of 
causation. Divine Province played little to no role in the progress of Massachusetts 
history. Hutchinson had particular scorn for historians who attributed any event, large 
or small, to the will of the divine. Hutchinson mocked one colonial superstition that 
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attributed bad harvests to curses placed on the colony by the Quaker martyrs: “an idle 
opinion obtained among the vulgar, that since the execution of the Quakers, about a 
century past, wheat has always blasted.” Hutchinson noted that the problem was 
rather that the farmers were not sowing their crops soon enough.
64
 Acceptance of 
miracles and other superstitious beliefs, to Hutchinson, was proof of ignorance and 
lack of rationality. That such supernatural explanations for events were accepted even 
by colonial leaders was proof, for Hutchinson, of the general ignorance of the age.  
Hutchinson saw religious zeal as a failing that had led even some of Puritan 
Massachusetts’ best leaders into unjust invasions of liberty: “[o]ur best men have 
sometimes exceeded in their zeal for particular systems, and have endeavored to 
promote religion by invading natural and civil rights.”
65
 Hutchinson was quick, 
however, to refute any suggestion that seventeenth century New Englanders had been 
more credulous or ignorant than their contemporaries in Europe and England. If 
Massachusetts’ reliance on Divine Providence seemed extreme, it was only because 
of the difficult circumstances in the new colony. Discussing the prevalence of 
miraculous explanations in William Hubbard’s history, Hutchinson noted “[t]his turn 
of mind was not peculiar, at this time, to the people of New England. It was prevalent 
in England. If the New-Englanders exceeded, the new scenes they had just entered 
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upon, may in some measure account for it.”
66
 The distinction was not between a 
credulous province and a more sophisticated metropole, but rather a between a more 
generally ignorant past and the more rational present.  
 
2. RATIONALITY AND DISTRUST OF ENTHUSIASM 
A second major premise of the History was the importance of reason and 
moderation in government, and the danger of succumbing to irrationality. The History 
provided numerous examples of the tragedies that occurred when societies and their 
leaders allowed themselves to be swept away by prejudice and untrammeled emotion. 
Religious enthusiasm was one common source for “enthusiasm,” as Hutchinson 
termed it, but not the sole one. The forces of anger, fear and racial prejudice could 
also cause a normally rational people and its leaders to take leave of their senses.  
Massachusetts’ early history, particularly its religious struggles and the Salem 
witch trials, presented Hutchinson with strong proof of the dangers of allowing 
politics to be led by popular passion rather than by reason. Repeatedly in his History, 
Hutchinson explicitly blamed Massachusetts’ worst miscarriages of justice on popular 
hysteria and emotional prejudices, particularly in cases where a generally competent 
leadership was overwhelmed by the intemperate passions of the people. Hutchinson 
pleaded that rational government needed to be protected from both impulsive 
passions and unthinking prejudices. 
For Hutchinson, the events at Salem in 1692 would cast a long shadow over 
Massachusetts history.
67
 Hutchinson found the entire episode shocking and 
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incredible. The “tragical scene”
68
 had a profound impact on his overall understanding 
of human nature. Hutchinson described the Salem outbreak as “as strange an 
infatuation as any people were ever under. A considerable number of innocent 
persons were sacrificed to the distempered imagination, or perhaps wicked hearts, of 
such as pretended to be bewitched.”
69
 Salem demonstrated, in a graphic manner, 
many of the elements Hutchinson feared most in society: the power of emotionalism 
run rampant and unrestrained by law, the danger of religious prejudice, ignorance and 
zealotry, and the contagious nature of “enthusiasm.”  
Hutchinson was disgusted both by the credulity of the populace in accepting 
the witchcraft accusations, and the insensate cruelty shown towards the victims. 
Discussing the case of Giles Corey, the only person pressed to death in New 
England’s history, Hutchinson remarked that such atrocities resulted from prejudice 
and religious zealotry: “[I]n all ages of the world superstitious credulity has produced 
greater cruelty than is practised among the Hottentotts, or other nations, whose belief 
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of a deity is called in question.”
70
 The eighteenth century author could not fathom 
how the accusers could possibly be believed by rational humans: “[i]s it possible the 
mind of man should be capable of such strong prejudices as that a suspicion of fraud 
should not immediately arise? But attachments to modes and forms in religion had 
such force, that some of these circumstances seem rather to have confirmed the credit 
of the children.”
71
 Hutchinson went on to note, however, that his province was not 
unique in accepting such beliefs in this time period: Hutchinson remarked that similar 
beliefs in witchcraft and other superstitions guided the leadership even in England in 
this time period: “[s]hall we wonder at the New-England magistrates, when we find 




The smallpox epidemic of 1720 presented Hutchinson with another example 
of the dangers that irrationality and popular enthusiasm posed to society and 
government.
73
 During this outbreak, inoculations were introduced into the province 
for the first time. Despite the support of Cotton Mather, as well as the foremost doctor 
of Boston, Zabdiel Boylston, popular suspicion of the procedure almost prevented its 
implementation, and the proponents of inoculation were harassed and threatened in 
the streets. Mather was physically assaulted, and someone lobbed an incendiary 
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device into his nephew’s sickroom.
74
 Eventually the Massachusetts House, seized by 
hysteria, moved to condemn inoculation, but was fortunately overridden by the wiser 
heads of the Council.  
As Hutchinson presented the smallpox inoculation crisis, fear of the new 
medical procedure was tied not only to general ignorance but also to lingering 
religious credulity, even in the early eighteenth century. Opponents of inoculation 
urged “that the practice was to be condemned as trusting more to the machination of 
men, than to the all wise providence of God in the ordinary course of nature.”
75
 
Hutchinson noted in relation to the tumult: “SUCH is the force of prejudice.—all 
orders of men, in that day, in greater or lesser proportion, condemned a practice 




Hutchinson also had experienced the effect of popular “enthusiasm” 
personally at several points in his earlier career. The Knowles impressment riot of 
1747 happened while Hutchinson was Speaker of the Massachusetts House. An 
attempt by a British press gang to seize men from the Boston waterfront caused a riot 
which lasted for days. The rioting sailors eventually took several British officers 
hostage. While generally sympathetic (for a time, Hutchinson acted as a mediator 
between the mob leaders and the military commanders), Hutchinson noted that the 
rioting crowd was unpredictable and hence dangerous, and tended not to discriminate 
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between its victims. Hutchinson claimed that while “all orders resented” the 
impressment efforts, “the lower class were beyond measure enraged and soon 
assembled with sticks, clubs, pitchmops &c.” While they had legitimate grievance, 
according to Hutchinson, they also attacked an “innocent lieutenant” who was 
uninvolved in the proceedings, and a deputy sheriff, who was attempting to restore 
order.
77
 Hutchinson noted his approval of the behavior of the Massachusetts General 
Court and the Boston town leadership in this crisis. Both governmental agencies 
ultimately rejected the behavior of the crowd, although they shared similar concerns 
about the press gangs. Hutchinson remarked with regard to Boston’s town 
government: “the town, although they expressed their sense of the great insult and 
injury by the impress, condemned the tumultuous riotous acts of such as had insulted 





3. THE CLASSICAL IDEAL OF VIRTUOUS LEADERSHIP 
Hutchinson saw the events of 1692, 1720 and 1747 as all showing both the 
dangers of popular enthusiasm, and the importance of independent-minded 
leadership, even if it needed to stand against the weight of popular opinion. A third 
Enlightenment value that strongly influenced Hutchinson’s work was the republican 
ideal of the virtuous, disinterested statesman. The figure of the one man standing 
bravely alone against the prejudices of the mob was a motif that ran throughout 
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Enlightenment works, and was ultimately derived from classical literature.
79
 It was an 
ideal that clearly resonated with Hutchinson and a concept that surfaced repeatedly in 
his work.  
Several of Hutchinson’s own ancestors exemplified this trait of courageous 
independence for the author. During his coverage of the religious schisms of the 
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seventeenth century, Hutchinson noted the dissent of his great-grandfather, Captain 
Edward Hutchinson. Captain Hutchinson was a prominent member of the 
Massachusetts General Court in the 1650s and 1660s. As such, he spoke out on 
several occasions, when Massachusetts began passing legislation against the new 
religious sects of the mid-seventeenth century, particularly the Quakers and the 
Baptists.
80
 When Massachusetts in 1661 decided to ban Quakers from the province 
upon pain of death, he and two other members of the General Court insisted on 
having their dissent noted in the decree. Edward Hutchinson later protested colonial 
laws that fined, imprisoned, and banished citizens for avowing Baptist beliefs. 
Edward Hutchinson signed several petitions on behalf of individual Baptists 
imprisoned by the state, an action which led him to be fined and rebuked by the 
General Court.
81
 In his coverage of the events in question, Hutchinson refrained from 
noting his own relationship to the man, but Edward Hutchinson’s actions were 
repeatedly presented as examples of responsible behavior on the part of a 
Massachusetts magistrate. 
In Hutchinson’s view, brave and independent-minded leaders were 
particularly needed to protect the rights of minorities, either religious or ethnic, whose 
rights would otherwise be trampled by popular prejudice. In his coverage of the 
colony’s Indian wars, Hutchinson took repeated notice of Daniel Gookin, the Indian 
Commissioner, who during King Philip’s War stood almost alone in campaigning for 
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fair treatment for the Christian Indians. Hutchinson noted that at times Gookin’s 
detested opinions made him deeply unpopular in his province: “[h]e seems to have 
been the only magistrate who a few years before opposed the people in their rage 
against the Indians, friends and enemies without distinction”
82
 Gookin’s actions as 
Commissioner exposed him to both ridicule from his colleagues in government, and 
threats of violence in the streets.  
Hutchinson’s acceptance of the classical republican ideal of leadership was 
demonstrated particularly in his presentation of his own father. Colonel Thomas 
Hutchinson might be the closest thing to a perfect hero in the History, and he is 
presented as very much a leader in the classical republican mode. Every time he 
appears in the narrative, his unselfish service, charitable impulses, and statesmanlike 
independence are stressed. In Colonel Hutchinson’s death notice, his son eulogized 
him in terms that quite clearly evoke this ideal—an impartial and disinterested man, 
motivated by public virtue to serve his country, and unaffected by any desire for 
popularity or the passions of the “crowd.” Hutchinson claimed the Colonel sacrificed 
his personal wealth to the public good, neglecting his commercial interests for his 
civic responsibilities. In politics, he was also not afraid to stand against the crowd: Of 
his father, Hutchinson wrote, “I wish that many of his posterity may so justly deserve 
the character of true friends to their country. Regardless of the frowns of a governor 
or the threats of the people he spoke and voted according to his judgment, attaching 
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That such disinterested behavior would garner no popularity was expected in 
classical republican thinking. One important attribute of a virtuous leader was that he 
would not sacrifice his judgment to the whims of the crowd. Hutchinson later in his 
career quoted his father as advising him: “[d]epend upon it…if you serve your 
Country faithfully you will be reproached and reviled for doing it.”
84
 
Hutchinson presented his father’s republican leadership most notably in his 
depiction of the campaign over Massachusetts’ currency reform. Massachusetts began 
having problems with inflation in 1720, due to the issuance of paper money during 
their frontier wars. For the next several decades, the province debated various 
methods of improving the currency.
85
 Colonel Hutchinson led the most conservative 
(and minority) party, which was dedicated to returning Massachusetts to a gold and 
silver standard. His son was quite succinct in explaining why currency was a 
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particularly difficult issue to resolve by democratic means: “the number of debtors is 
always more than the number of creditors.”
86
  
Currency reform, for both Colonel Hutchinson and his son, was not merely a 
financial issue, but a moral one. The lieutenant governor argued that an inflationary 
currency actually harmed society’s most vulnerable members—widows and orphans 
living on interest, and the ministers, who had set allowances—and also damaged 
respect for the government behind it. “The influence a bad currency has upon the 
morals of the people is greater than is generally imagined” as it also eventually 
caused a desperate people to resort to numerous ill-thought-out schemes to rectify it.
87
 
Furthermore, inflationary currency weakened the state’s overall moral authority. It 
lessened respect for a government that would issue fraudulent tender, and ultimately 
undercut respect for all government. Hutchinson cited his father’s lifelong opposition 
to inflationary currency as an example of virtuous statesmanship standing upon 
principle despite overwhelming popular opposition: “He was an enemy, all his life, to 
a depreciating currency, upon a principle very ancient, but too seldom practiced upon, 




4. GOVERNMENTAL BALANCE OF POWER 
A key focus of much Enlightenment writing was the search for a rational, just 
form of government. This was generally expressed as a proper balance of the natural 
orders of society in the branches of their government. Hutchinson was an adherent of 
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classical balance-of-power theories; he quoted Montesquieu at several points in his 
History.
89
 The author’s distaste for popular tumult and his stress on the “rule of law” 
did not mean that he favored an absolutist system of government where the king (or 
his governor) could do no wrong. What he wished to see functioning in 
Massachusetts was a properly balanced three-part governmental system, where the 
governor, Council, and House of Representatives were each independent enough to 
act as a check on the others. 
In Volume Two of the History, Hutchinson described at great length the 
battles between the early royal governors and the House over their respective 
privileges. Hutchinson faulted the Massachusetts Assemblymen for their refusal to 
recognize the governor’s authority under the new charter. Hutchinson particularly 
disapproved of the House’s determination to use the governor’s salary to control his 
actions. For Hutchinson, the issue was not merely about respect for royal authority, it 
was also about maintaining a proper balance of power: “to compel the governor to 
any particular measure, by making his support, in whole or in part, depend upon it, is 
said to be inconsistent with that freedom of judgment, in each branch of the 
legislature, which is the glory of the English constitution.”
90
 Hutchinson also 
chastised Shute’s House of Representatives for their attempt to usurp the governor’s 
handling of military matters related to the ongoing frontier wars: “[t]his was 
unprecedented…it was an assuming the power given to one branch only, the 
governor, and then devolving it to a few of their own number. Such innovations are 
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dangerous. They may be improved to serve the purposes of an arbitrary prince or 
governor, as well as those of a popular faction.”
91
 
Hutchinson noted with irritation that the Shute House, embroiled in this and 
other disputes over the governor’s authority, became so antagonistic toward the 
governor that in protest they neglected most other business for two years. Hutchinson 
saw this as an abdication of the representatives’ responsibility as leaders, noting that 
they were doing this in the midst of an Indian war in Maine, problems with the 
French, a smallpox epidemic, runaway inflation, and a trade recession.
92
 Hutchinson 
was particularly struck by the House’s refusal to move to Cambridge as directed in 
the midst of the smallpox epidemic: “[t]here was a quorum…who chose to risque 
their lives rather than concede that the governor had power, by his own act, to remove 
the court from Boston.”
93
 By contrast, Hutchinson praised Shute’s Council, which 
refused to become embroiled in the battle of wills and attempted to mediate between 
the two sides. Hutchinson saw their behavior as an excellent example of independent 
behavior by one branch of the government to correct the excesses of other two: “[t]his 
was an instance of public spirit worthy of imitation.”
94
  
While Hutchinson’s criticisms of Massachusetts government in the History 
were most often fixed on the behavior of the legislature, in his analysis of 
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Massachusetts’ history, all three branches of the government could and did exceed 
their authority at times. Hutchinson censored both Shute and his successor William 
Burnet for their high-handedness in dealing with their legislatures. Hutchinson noted 
Shute’s refusal to allow a remonstrance from the General Court to be printed: “[h]e 
made a very great mistake and told the committee, that his majesty had given him the 
power of the press and he would not suffer it to be printed. This doctrine would have 
done well enough in the reigns of the Stuarts. In the present age it is justly 
exceptionable”
95
 Hutchinson also objected to Shute’s attempt to order Maine 
residents to remain in their homes in the face of an Indian attack in order to guard the 
territory: “[n]o wonder the proclamation was not obeyed. I know no authority he had 
to require them to remain.”
96
 Of Burnet, governor in the 1720s, Hutchinson remarked 
that many of his problems as governor stemmed from his arrogant treatment of the 
other two branches of government: “[h]e did not know the temper of the people of 





5. THE RULE OF LAW 
Hutchinson’s Enlightenment values reinforced one another at many points. 
Hutchinson’s emphasis on independent leadership was reinforced by his fear of 
irrationality and popular hysteria, and his belief in the rule of law was fed by many of 
the same fears. Only a strong and just legal system could protect the individual liberty 
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of its citizens. A weak or unstable government meant that leaders could not act as 
restraints on the populace at large in times of crisis. The situation at Salem in 1692 
fully proved this point to him. Salem in 1692 was a perfect storm for Hutchinson: a 
populace seized by hysteria, a government in disarray due to uncertainties over the 
Massachusetts charter, a leadership abdicating their role as a restrain on popular 
passions, and most seriously, the complete breakdown of the court system and the 
abandonment of a fair and impartial rule of law.  
The Salem trials demonstrated what happened when government allowed 
itself to yield to popular pressure, and political and judicial systems were corrupted 
by pressure from the people at large. Throughout New England’s earlier period, there 
had been few successful witchcraft convictions, despite overwhelming popular belief 
in witches and frequent accusations. The moderating influence was the colonial court 
system, which restrained the populace in times of panic.
98
 
Hutchinsons’ coverage of the events at the Salem trials was his most detailed 
coverage of any particular event until the Revolutionary crisis of his own time. 
Stylistically, it presents a striking break in the work. Hutchinson discussed the Salem 
trials as if he were counsel for the defense. For over thirty pages, he broke off the 
flow of his narrative to point up the bad law, gaps in evidence and logical absurdities 
of the trials one by one.
99
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As Hutchinson presented it, the confusion of government in the inter-charter 
period immediately previous to the outbreak had weakened respect for the law, as 
well as causing confusion in court jurisdiction at the time of the trials. This weakness 
led to a lamentable absence of checks and balances in the system set up to try the 
cases. Hutchinson was not certain if the new court of Oyer and Terminer that 
assumed responsibility for the Salem trials was even legal under the new charter. The 
fact that this new institution of dubious legality presided over cases of life and death 
was incredible to him.
100
  
Hutchinson noted other departures from customary legal procedure. Like other 
eighteenth century commentators, Hutchinson objected to the Salem court’s 
acceptance of spectral evidence, a type of “proof” never before accepted in colonial 
witchcraft cases.
101
 Hutchinson’s biggest condemnation, however, was not for the 
admission of spectral evidence, but rather for the flagrant witness tampering evident 
in the trial records. Hutchinson went into considerable detail in citing the coaching of 
witnesses by examiners, and the evidence of false or contradictory witness 
statements: “[i]nstead of suspecting and sifting the witnesses, and suffering them to 
be cross examined, the authorities, to say no more, were imprudent in making use of 
leading questions, and thereby putting words into their mouths or suffering others to 
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 The lieutenant governor’s account detailed at length the travesties of justice 
presided over by the Salem judges.  
While Hutchinson himself clearly found the entire question of witchcraft 
ridiculous,
103
 what happened in Salem was doubly troubling for him because the legal 
system failed to adhere even to the procedures accepted at the time. Their abdication 
of responsibility resulted not only in flagrant miscarriages of justice for the victims, 
but a general breakdown in social protections: “[n]o wonder the whole country was in 
consternation, when persons of sober lives and unblemished characters, were 
committed to prison upon such sort of evidence.”
104
 The consequence of such a 
failure of government was a terrible period of fear and injustice:  
“[t]he minds of people in general were seized with gloom and 
horror. The greater part were credulous and believed all they 
heard…the few, who believed the whole to be an imposture or 
delusion, were afraid to discover their sentiments, least some who 




Hutchinson took pains; however, to argue that the Salem outbreak was not due 
to the particular culture or religion of New England, but rather to emotionalism and 
credulity that people everywhere can fall victim to, and to the generally superstitious 
and credulous nature of the age.  
“The great noise which the New England witchcrafts made 
throughout the English dominions, proceeded more from the 
general panick with which all sorts of persons were seized…than 
from the number of persons who were executed, more having been 
put to death in a single county in England, in a short space of time, 
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than have suffered in all New England from the first settlement 




Hutchinson reminded his readers that even the most venerable of English 
jurists had composed anti-witchcraft legislation: “lawyers, then of the first character, 
who lay down rules of conviction, as absurd and dangerous as any which were 
practiced in New-England.”
 107
 Hutchinson mentioned in a footnote that the Scottish 
court had executed seven people for witchcraft in 1697, upon the testimony of a 
seven-year-old girl.
108
 To the extent that particular conditions in New England 
contributed to the Salem hysteria, it was the unsettled nature of the government due to 
the transitional period between the two charters, which prevented the government and 
the court system from acting as a proper bulwark against enthusiasm and injustice.  
Religious persecution, witch hunts and the frenzies of mob violence all 
stemmed from the same sources, in Hutchinson’s view—a society’s surrender to 
untrammeled enthusiasm and bigotry, and the abandonment of rationality, moderation 
and the rule of law. Both Hutchinson’s study of history and his general education 
taught him that the people at large were too often led astray, at least temporarily, by 
rank emotion, and too often acted out of ignorance. Moderation in government, 
virtuous, independent leadership, and a proper respect for the rule of law and the 
balance of powers was necessary to protect liberties, particularly those of religious or 
ethnic minorities, who were the most vulnerable members of society. Hutchinson’s 
intellectual background taught him to fear above all lawlessness, ignorance, and 
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CHAPTER 3: THE RELIGIOUS SCHISMS 
PURITAN MASSACHUSETTS, THE “CITTY ON A HILL” 
The colony of Massachusetts was settled in the early 1630s by a branch of 
English Calvinists who generally referred to themselves as “Reformed,” although 
their opponents would later dub them the “Puritans.”
109
 Less radical than the 
Separatist sect that founded nearby Plymouth, the Puritans were not convinced of the 
utter depravity of the Church of England, but they wanted to see the English church 
“purified” of all remaining taint of Roman Catholicism. They were particularly 
opposed to the Church of England’s “high” church rituals, the hierarchy of bishops 
and archbishops, and to some elements of Anglican theology. Puritans insisted upon a 
“Doctrine of Grace,” which stressed salvation as an unmerited gift from God, rather 
than a “Doctrine of Works,” which held that an individual could in some manner earn 
salvation through a godly life. As staunch followers of Calvin’s Doctrine of 
Predestination, they believed that the Anglicans leaned too close to an Arminian 
understanding of grace, in which an individual could aid in his own salvation. In 
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terms of organization, the Puritans insisted upon a simple Congregational framework 
of church government, without bishops, in which each minister was elected and 
supported by his own congregation.  
The Puritans established religious goals for the Massachusetts settlement at 
the very outset. The settlers, who were leaving England to escape increasing pressure 
from the Anglican hierarchy under Archbishop Laud, hoped to establish in America 
the type of society they could not create in England. While their eighteenth-century 
descendants would later blur the point, the original settlers were in no manner 
believers in religious toleration or pluralism. They hoped to create a religiously pure 
and orthodox community that would run under more stringent regulations than were 
permissible back home. Massachusetts was to be a “Citty on a Hill,”
110
 an example of 
a true Christian community guided by Old Testament Biblical law and Calvinist 
doctrine.  
The founders of Massachusetts held a clear vision of the type of society they 
wished to create. It was to be a covenanted society, guided by communitarian ideals, 
in which those individuals who could demonstrate proof of individual salvation 
wielded enormous power. These “Saints” or “Elect,” who had made public witness of 
their personal experience of God’s presence, were assumed to be a small minority of 
the general population. Within the Puritan faith, only those who had given accounts 
of their personal conversion experiences before their entire congregations and had 
been witnessed by their ministers were considered full church members. 
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The government established by the Puritans reflected their belief and the 
religious goals of the settlement. Early Massachusetts was not officially a theocracy, 
in that ministers were prohibited from holding civil office, but the ministry held a 
great deal of informal power. Furthermore, only those certified as full church 
members had the right to vote, hold office and serve on juries. Puritan society was 
organized around the churches, with the ministers maintained by required monetary 
contributions, and the establishment of new churches and new towns requiring the 
consent of existing congregations. Puritans accepted a hierarchical nature of society 
as part of their God’s purpose, and enforced outward displays of rank and status. 
Preachers were expected to be well educated, and Harvard College was established 
within a few years of settlement for this purpose. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE HERETICS 
Throughout the better part of the seventeenth century, Massachusetts’ history 
was shaped by its leaders’ determination to maintain religious orthodoxy and govern 
according to scripture. From its earliest decade onward, the colony’s theological 
struggles disrupted its government and damaged its relationship with neighboring 
colonies and England.
111
 Religious schisms raged in Massachusetts for most of her 
first century of existence, and provided the Bay Colony with a steadily accumulating 
collection of enemies. In 1635, during the first decade of settlement, Salem minister 
Roger Williams became the first person banished for heretical opinions. Three years 
later, the Antinomian Crisis split the colony apart.
 
Finally, in the 1650s and 1660s, the 
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appearance of the Quaker and Baptist sects and disputes within the Puritan ministry 
over the Half-Way Covenant created lasting schisms in both churches and 
communities. Massachusetts’ religious battles would not end until the 1680s, when 
the colony’s quest for orthodox purity was finally ended from without, by the power 
of the English government.
 
 
Massachusetts’ early history presented quite a challenge for Thomas 
Hutchinson as a historian, in terms of contemporary politics. The province’s “Citty on 
a Hill” past was a still a contentious topic in Hutchinson’s time. Massachusetts’ 
theocratic roots had left a strong imprint on its eighteenth century culture. Many 
people within Hutchinson’s province idealized the early days of settlement, and saw 
the founding era as a time of clearer purpose and community.
 112
 Eighteenth century 
ministers as well as some of Hutchinson’s contemporary historians bemoaned the 
passing of the Puritan era. They recalled the first decades of settlement as a time of 
religious purity and communal values, less corrupt than the more secular and 
capitalistic age that followed.
113
 At the same time, Massachusetts’ seventeenth-
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century history had many detractors. To many outside the province, the colony had 
been founded by men of dubious English loyalty, whose religious enthusiasm had led 
to arbitrary government at home, and treasonable actions against their mother 
country.  
Hutchinson’s own religious and moral values were vastly different from those 
held by his ancestors. While the lieutenant governor admired many aspects of Puritan 
Massachusetts, he saw their theocratic government as a violation of just precepts of 
law and liberty. Puritan ministers wielded much power within the colony’s civil 
government, and the exclusion of non-Congregationalists from the franchise and from 
government and court systems violated precepts of just government. For Hutchinson, 
the religious schisms and persecutions that repeatedly beset the colony were too often 
fueled by emotion and prejudice. Religious quarrels led to violations of basic rights 
and sometimes to violence and bloodshed. Hutchinson took pains to demonstrate that 
the Puritans’ insistence on religious orthodoxy caused dangerous, unnecessary 
disruptions to Massachusetts at a critical time in her development. Religious 
intolerance damaged the necessary social cohesion of the colony, and caused fractures 
in her communities. He presented the colony’s strict orthodoxy as a leading cause of 
problems with England, which created significant ill will toward the colony. 
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Hutchinson’s History granted the founding generation credit for creating a 
stable society that flourished against overwhelming odds. He noted that many of their 
early critics were motivated by personal agendas, and exaggerated the failings of the 
colony to further their own goals. While he rejected the image of Puritan 
Massachusetts as the province’s finest hour, he did credit the colonists with creating a 
settlement that ultimately had enriched the empire as a whole. To Hutchinson, the 
excesses of Puritan Massachusetts were not produced by something unique to the 
Congregational faith or Puritan society. They were simply the typical product of a 
more credulous and less enlightened age, and the difficulties of settlement in a 
forbidding land. 
THE GREAT MIGRATION  
Hutchinson’s careful rehabilitation of the more troublesome aspects of the 
Puritans’ reputation outside New England began with his explanation of the Great 
Migration that settled the colony in the 1630s. He painted a detailed picture of the 
settlers who left England in the decade before the English Civil War, the quality of 
the lives they had left behind in England, and the hardships they faced in the new 
world. The first settlers of New England were people of means and wealth, who for 
reasons of genuine spiritual conviction left their old lives behind and willingly took 
on a near-impossible task. Through detailed analysis of every one of the assistants 




respectable men, not “adventurers,”
114
 who hardly needed to remove to a new colony 
to find financial success. 
Hutchinson stressed that, despite their religious concerns, the New England 
founders were loyal Englishmen from the very beginning—an important 
consideration, as several of these men would later return to England to fight against 
the king in the Civil War, and might thus be regarded by ministry officials in 
Hutchinson’s time as less than solid citizens. In describing the Plymouth settlers, he 
stressed that in their initial planning, they first rejected an overture from the Dutch to 
settle in the Hudson Valley because “they had not lost their affection for the English, 
and chose to be under their government and protection.”
115
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 Ibid., 3-4. Hutchinson also argued that it was the specific harassment by Archbishop Laud 
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that he privately leaned Episcopalian in his religious beliefs—like a good politician, he alternated 
attending weekly services at the main Congregational Church and the Episcopal Church. In an 
interview with King George right after he had arrived in exile, His Majesty asked Hutchinson what his 
own ancestors were, in terms of their sectarian beliefs. Hutchinson replied “on the whole, dissenters.” 
Considering that Hutchinson was descended wholly and directly from the Great Migration and was 
related to some of the colony’s most famous Puritan preachers, his response verged on a lack of 





Hutchinson credited the religious commitment of these first Puritan settlers 
with the success they experienced in Massachusetts, a land where previous 
settlements had failed. He admired both their faith and their perseverance.  
It shows some little fortitude, in a man in health and vigour, who 
goes through the fatigues of a long voyage, and spends but a few 
months in a wilderness, among Savages, and in a climate more 
severe than he had ever experienced. What must we think, then, of 
persons of rank and good circumstances in life bidding a final 
adieu to all the conveniences and delights of England, their native 
country, and exposing themselves, their wives and children, to 
inevitable hardships and sufferings, in a long voyage across the 




Hutchinson argued that religious scruples provided the only possible reason 
why successful, established men in the middle of their lives would suddenly wish to 
transplant themselves and their families and begin anew. Winthrop and other 
“gentlemen of figure and estate…who were dissatisfied with the arbitrary proceedings 
both in church and state, pleased themselves with the prospect of liberty in both, to be 
enjoyed in America.”
117
 Their venture was an admirable one—their only motivation 




Hutchinson also noted that, while the original circumstances of the Great 
Migration might be bemoaned, the resulting society proved a blessing to both 
America and England. The religious convictions of the early settlers gave them the 
perseverance to survive in a difficult environment, where few others would want to 
venture, and to create a flourishing and stable society there. 
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[W]ho would remove, and settle in so remote and uncultivated a 
part of the globe, if he could live tolerably at home? The country 
would afford no immediate subsistence, and therefore was not fit 
for indigent persons. Particular persons or companies would have 
been discouraged from supporting a colony, by the long continued 
expense and outset, without any return. No encouragement could 
be expected from the public. The advantages of commerce from 
the colonies were not then foreseen, but have been since learned by 
experience… God in his providence bringeth good out of evil. 
Bigotry and blind zeal prevailed, among christians of every sect or 
profession. Each denied to the other, what all had a right to enjoy, 
liberty of conscience. To this we must ascribe, if not the 





Hutchinson contrasted the success of the Puritan settlement with the failures 
of the earlier, non-Puritan attempts at settling New England. He maintained that many 
of Massachusetts’ early critics were motivated by jealousy of the colony’s success, 
and hid their own failures behind complaints of religious persecution.
120
 Of Thomas 
Morton, one of Massachusetts’ most prominent seventeenth century critics, 
Hutchinson noted that his own efforts in the colony failed due to his irresponsible 
lifestyle: “he lived a life of dissipation, until all the stock, intended for trade, was 
consumed.”
121
 He remarked of Morton’s notorious book, “New England Canaan,” 
“[he] was truly called the accuser of the brethren” and when he was fool enough to 
return to New England after its publication, poor and friendless, “[n]othing but his 
age saved him from the whipping-post.”
122
 He also highlighted the repeated failures 
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of Sir Fernando Gorges and Thomas Mason, two of Massachusetts’ perennial critics, 
to organize their own settlement, remarking, “[t]hey were a dissolute crew, soon 
brought themselves to poverty, then robbed the Indians and offered other abuses to 
them.”
123
 Hutchinson claimed these two “beheld the Massachusets with an envious 
eye,” and thus joined with other failed adventurers like Morton to seek revenge on the 




Hutchinson devoted a great deal of time analyzing the strengths and defects of 
the society and government established in Puritan Massachusetts. Despite his 
discomfort with the power of the ministers in early New England, he gave them credit 
for maintaining a stable, generally harmonious society under extremely difficult 
conditions: “we shall seldom meet with an instance where there has been so steady 
and so general an adherence to the principles upon which it was founded, and so 
much harmony subsisting, not only in particular churches, but between one church 
and another, for fifty years together.”
125
 Hutchinson attributed Puritan Massachusetts’ 
overall stability not only to the colonies’ leaders, but also to the generally rational 
behavior of the citizens as a whole.
126
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Hutchinson defended the strict laws of the colony in its early years as 
necessary in so unsettled a state, however harsh they might appear to a later age. 
The magistrates and executive courts were vigilant in suppressing 
all offences against the authority of Government. Persons were 
tried and punished every term for disrespectful words of particular 
magistrates as well as of the legislative and executive courts…This 
looks like severity, though it seems necessary and that they count 




He stressed that while it might not have been the choice that his own 
generation would make, it worked well for half a century. 
[T]his constitution of church government was adapted to the 
constitution of civil government, both as popular as can well be 
conceived, and notwithstanding an acknowledgment or declaration 
from both, of separate and distinct rights, yet each was aiding and 




Hutchinson’s also admired the Founders’ religious commitment, which he saw 
as both admirable and sincere: “[t]hey professed a sacred regard to the word of God, 
in the old and new testament, as a sufficient rule of conduct, and that they were 
obliged to follow it.”
129
  
Despite his defense of Puritan New England’s society and laws, there were 
clearly elements of the Puritan state that made Hutchinson uncomfortable. These were 
most notably their religious intolerance and zealotry, and the power wielded by the 
church in civic affairs. I believe that his discomfort with the Puritan’s theocratic state 
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was partly a product of the importance he attached to a fair political and legal system. 
This, for Hutchinson, included equality of treatment under the law, access to a jury of 
one’s peers, and reasonable requirements for the franchise. 
Hutchinson was particularly uncomfortable with the requirement of church 
membership for political participation, which remained on the books in 
Massachusetts until the Restoration. He called it “a most extraordinary order or law.” 
He said of the test for church membership, “[h]e that did not conform, was deprived 
of more civil privileges than a nonconformist is deprived of, by the test in England. 
Both the one and the other must have occasioned much formality and hypocrisy.”
130
 
The impact this rule would have on fairness in the courts particularly concerned him, 
although he put his criticism into the mouth of another author, quoting Thomas 
Lechford: 
Now the most of the persons at New-England are not admitted of 
their church, and therefore are not freemen; and when they come to 
be tried there, be it for life or limb, name or estate, or whatsoever, 
they must be tried and judged too by those of the church who are, 
in a sort, their adversaries. How equal that hath been or may be, 




Hutchinson was also disturbed by the power held by the ministry in the 
Puritan State. Hutchinson pointed out that not only did they wield considerable 
influence over civil government through their periodic synods, but their role in 
certifying new church members meant that they were implicitly in charge of terming 
who gained full citizenship rights as well, since the franchise was tied to church 
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 He noted that the ministry enforced their views through censorship of 
the press, and that their religious requirements may have cost the colony settlers.
133
 
Hutchinson was struck by the irony that men who had fled England to escape 
religious persecution turned to religious discrimination in their own government. 
“The persecution of the episcopalians by the prevailing powers in 
England, was evidently from revenge for the persecution they had 
suffered themselves…in New England, it must be confessed, that 
bigotry and cruel zeal prevailed, and to that degree, that no 
opinions but their own could be tolerated. There were sincere, but 
mistaken in their principles; and absurd as it is, it is too evident, 
they believed it to be for the glory of God to take away the lives of 





  Quoting Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws in his objections to the colony’s 
religious persecutions, Hutchinson noted the French philosopher’s observation that 
religious persecution leads only to hypocrisy and dissention. Such behavior generally 
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 Noting in 1668 the General Court’s intercession to stop a local printer from printing 
Thomas à Kempis’s Imitatio Christi, Hutchinson remarked, “[i]n a constitution less popular this would 
have been thought too great an abridgment of the subject’s liberty.” History 1, ch. 2: 221. Hutchinson 
also noted that the colony’s insistence on grilling all potential settlers on their religious orthodoxy 
rendered it a less attractive destination as the century wore on: “[a]s good, if not better lands than any 
in the colony lay contiguous to it, and men, of different opinions, chose to remove where they might 




 History 1, ch. 1: 162-63. Hutchinson also pointed up this irony in his edited papers, noting 
Richard Saltonstall’s wish that his fellow citizens would not “practice those courses in a wilderness, 
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breeds only more persecution, as the persecuted sects, once in power themselves, 
apply the lessons learned to other dissenters: “‘[i]t is a principle, that every religion 
which is persecuted, becomes itself persecuting; for assoon as, by some accidental 




Throughout the better part of its first century of settlement, Massachusetts’ 
history was shaped by its determination to maintain religious orthodoxy and govern 
according to Biblical scripture. Massachusetts’ religious schisms began within a few 
years of its settlement. In 1635, Roger Williams
136
 became the first person banished 
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from Massachusetts for heretical opinions. Williams, one of the original 
Massachusetts Company planners, arrived in New England in 1631, and after a brief 
stay in Plymouth, took the position of minister for the Salem congregation. By 1635, 
his unique religious and political views were causing a rift between Salem and the 
rest of the settlement.  
An extreme Separatist, Williams wanted a complete separation from the 
churches of England. He refused to have any intercourse with the other New England 
churches because they refused to accept this premise. During Williams’ tenure as 
Salem minister the Massachusetts General Court frequently reprimanded him for 
expressing these views, which they feared would antagonize even the colony’s 
sympathizers back in England. When reprimands failed, the General Court penalized 
his congregation by withholding land grants and the right for Salem’s deputies to 
attend the General Court. On Oct. 9, 1636, Roger Williams was ordered banished by 




Contemporary accounts of the Williams banishment all stressed that he was 
exiled for religious reasons. William Bradford called Roger Williams “a man godly 




 Contemporary and near-contemporary accounts of the Williams controversy include Thomas 
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and zealous, having many precious parts but very unsettled in judgment.” Bradford 
claimed that Williams fell into “strange opinions,” adding that the particulars of the 
controversy “are too well known now to all…he is to be pitied and prayed for”
138
 
John Winthrop also described his banishment as motivated by his heretical tenets—
Williams was banished because he was “full of anti-christian pollution.”
139
 A letter 




Hutchinson’s short account of the Roger Williams controversy noted that 
Williams, as minister, “advanced divers singular opinions, in which he did not meet 
with a concurrence.”
141
 Hutchinson took note of the rigidness of some of Williams’ 
theological views, in that he noted that Williams first insisted his Salem church have 
no communication with the other New England churches, because they had not 
wholly abandoned the Church of England, and then he turned on the Salem church as 
well: “he separated from them; and, to make compleat work of it, he separated from 
his own wife, and would neither ask a blessing nor give thanks at his meals if his wife 
was present, because she attended the publick worship in the church of Salem.”
142
 
While Hutchinson clearly found such extreme religious scruples ridiculous, he 
did not, however, see them as the true motive behind Williams’ banishment. In his 
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opinion, “what gave just occasion to the civil power to interpose” was Williams’ 
threat to the state; specifically, his cutting the cross out of the English flag as a 
“relique of anti-christian superstition.”
143
 Hutchinson pointed out the danger of this 
act—that many in England would regard it as a rejection of the political power of the 
British Crown. “A writer of the history of those times questions whether his zeal 




Hutchinson did not approve of the Williams banishment, as he regarded 
Williams as a worthy settler and an upright leader despite his unorthodox view.
145
 He 
did, however, show more sympathy for the General Court’s decision in this incident 
than he would show for subsequent banishments. He stressed that Roger William’s 
actions came at a very dangerous time for Massachusetts, as the colony in the 1630s 
seemed close to losing its charter to a hostile British government, and with its charter 
not only its form of government, but also all legal titles to colonial property. In a 
footnote, Hutchinson expanded upon the turbulence Williams’ act caused, noting that 
many of the militia refused to train under the mangled flag.
146
 He also stressed that 
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the authorities attempted to reason with Williams repeatedly before banishing him, a 




The Antinomian Crisis of 1636-1637
148
 presented Hutchinson with a unique 
challenge of objectivity, as it revolved around his own great-great grandmother, Anne 
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 Anne Hutchinson had immigrated with her husband William to 
Massachusetts in 1634. In the spring of 1635, she began preaching her own version of 
Puritan doctrine in home meetings, an interpretation that clashed with the doctrine of 
Massachusetts’ ministerial leaders.  
Anne Hutchinson’s challenge to the colony was a serious one, in that it was 
rooted in a tension that was at the heart of Calvinist doctrine. Calvinists, including the 
Massachusetts Puritans, believed that a minority of humanity was predestined for 
salvation, and that this choice was wholly a “gift” from God—their own actions 
played no part in their salvation, as God’s grace could never be earned. The 
fundamental problem at the root of Puritanism was in determining the identities of the 
“saved.” As Massachusetts’ government was established on the premise that its 
leaders should always been God’s chosen,
150
 this was a political as well as a 
theological concern.  
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Anne Hutchinson challenged the standard methods Massachusetts had come 
to employ to determine who was “saved” and hence eligible for full church 
membership and full citizenship rights. Massachusetts’ ministry had relied on both 
the personal conversion narrative, delivered before the congregation and backed by 
evidence of a “godly walk,” or righteous living. The final determinant in this process 
was, of course, the ministers, who certified the elect. 
Anne Hutchinson challenged not only the assumption that ministers could 
determine a person’s spiritual status, but ultimately the ministry’s usefulness 
altogether. She emphasized that salvation resulted from the spirit of God coming to 
dwell within a person, and that this inner sense of grace was the only valid proof of 
“election”—that a person was going to be saved from damnation after death, and was 
therefore one of God’s chosen “elect.” She declared that those who were saved would 
not have any doubt about their salvation, and that any misgivings on this score were 
actually proof that grace had not yet been achieved.
151
 This, in her view, called into 
question the godly status of most of the ministers themselves, as many of the 
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orthodox preachers had informed their congregations that they themselves were 
uncertain of God’s grace. 
Anne Hutchinson’s meetings grew in popularity eventually including the bulk 
of the Boston merchant class and a significant portion of the city’s leadership.
152
 Her 
prestige was heightened when she gained the support of Henry Vane, a well-
connected young nobleman who arrived in Massachusetts in November of 1635 and 
less than a year later was elected governor.
153
 Her followers began clashing with the 
regular ministry, criticizing them for an overemphasis on works and eventually 
decrying most of the orthodox ministers as preaching false dogma. By late 1636, the 
Boston church was largely under Anne Hutchinson’s influence, although the 
surrounding countryside generally sided with her opponents. 
The Antinomians threatened Puritan authorities on several levels. By claiming 
unique ability to judge the saved from the unregenerate, Anne Hutchinson challenged 
the leadership of the ministry both in their churches and in the government. The 
Antinomians flatly rejected the role of the ministers in determining a person’s state of 
salvation. This threatened the structure of the civil government as well, since the 
ministers’ certification of their members was the basis for civil rights. Anne 
Hutchinson’s gender added additional discomfort to the hierarchy, who remarked at 
length on the inappropriateness of her behavior.
154
 Theologically, her doctrine of 
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inner grace also seemed to the Puritan leadership to threaten the very legitimacy of all 
government. Church officials felt that those who saw themselves as guided by an 
inner light would consider themselves above the ordinary laws of society, particularly 
if those laws were passed by men they considered unregenerate.
155
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 The Antinomian controversy raised a great hue and cry at the time, both in America and 
England, and the debate over it continued for decades after the main participants were banished. The 
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The tide began to turn against the Antinomians in the spring of 1637, when 
the General Election, which had been transferred from Boston to Newtown, returned 
government to Anne Hutchinson’s opponents. In August 1637, a synod called to 
establish orthodoxy found eighty-two of her opinions erroneous or blasphemous. Ann 
Hutchinson, Wheelwright and their supporters were disenfranchised, and moved on to 
the territories of Rhode Island. 
Later in his life, during the Revolutionary crisis, Thomas Hutchinson 
compared his own sorry situation to that of his “pious great-grandmother” in a way 
that implied that he disapproved of her banishment, and saw it as a rash act brought 
on by popular frenzy.
156
 However, in Volume One of his History, Hutchinson’s 
overall attitude toward his ancestor was one of quiet contempt. He saw her as woman 
puffed up by others, calling her “vain” twice.”
 157
 Hutchinson saw the entire quarrel 
as unnecessary, a tempest in a teapot that nevertheless could have easily destroyed the 
young state: “the town and country were distracted with these subtleties, and every 
man and woman who had brains enough to form some imperfect conceptions of them, 
inferred and maintained some other point…The fear of God and Love of our neighbor 
seemed to be laid by and out of the question”
158
 It was not the theology of the 
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“Opinionists” that Hutchinson objected to, although he did think it made no sense 
theologically. He objected to the effect they had on the colony’s stability. He 
described the controversy as ultimately pitting most of Boston on one side and the 
rest of Massachusetts on the other.
159
 
However, Hutchinson also found the Massachusetts government’s response an 
overreaction. He rejected the Puritan argument that the Antinomians’ unorthodox 
religious views would translate into irresponsible behavior: “[m]any of them were 
afterwards employed in posts of honour and trust, were exemplary in their lives and 
conversations…and with the name of antinomians paid the strictest regard to moral 
virtue.”
160
 In this Hutchinson was departing not only from earlier writers like 
Bradford, Winthrop and Hubbard, but even from earlier eighteenth century writers 
like Mather and Prince, who still insisted that the Antinomians’ religious tenets were 
so extreme that they posed a danger not only to the church but to the state.
161
 
One thing that particularly disturbed Hutchinson about the Antinomian Crisis 
was that it was an unnecessary distraction during an already dangerous time. The 
Pequot War, the colony’s first major Indian conflict, erupted in the midst of the 
dispute, and adversely affected Massachusetts’ ability to make military 
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 In May of 1637, in the midst of the controversy, the Winthrop-
controlled Massachusetts General Court appointed Antinomian opponent John Wilson 
as military chaplain. In response, Anne Hutchinson and her followers, who still 
dominated Boston government, refused to support the Pequot War, declining to send 
money, soldiers, or supplies.
163
 Fortunately, the troops were not needed, as the 
Connecticut forces already assembled dealt the Pequots a crushing blow in mid-May.  
Hutchinson faulted both the Massachusetts government and the Antinomians 
for allowing the religious dispute to grow to hysteria. While he faulted the 
Massachusetts orthodox leaders for their determination to crush the heretical sect, he 
also criticized the Antinomian leaders for worsening the situation. Hutchinson’s 
coverage of the Antinomian crisis fit well into one theme of Hutchinson’s 
overarching concern: the importance of good leaders to a community, and the 
character traits that make up a good leader. In his coverage of the Antinomian crisis, 
Hutchinson drew a striking contrast between the two colonial leaders of the time, 
Antinomian opponent John Winthrop and Sir Henry Vane, the young nobleman and 
Antinomian supporter who served briefly as governor during the crisis. 
Hutchinson was unusual in targeting Governor Henry Vane, rather than Anne 
Hutchinson, as the major cause of the Antinomian Crisis.
164
 In Hutchinson’s view, his 
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great-great-grandmother was merely a pawn used by others for political purposes. He 
saw her as a woman whose “natural vanity” was played upon by others for their own 
purposes, to the detriment of the entire colony: “[c]ountenanced and encouraged by 
Mr. Vane and Mr. Cotton, she advanced doctrines and opinions which involved the 
colony in disputes and contentions; and being improved, to civil as well as religious 
purposes, had like to have produced ruin both to church and state.”
165
 Hutchinson 
argued that Anne Hutchinson had been led astray by her emotional “enthusiasm,” and 
“perhaps, as many other enthusiasts have done, she considered herself divinely 
commissioned for some great purpose…No wonder she was immoderately vain, 




Hutchinson presented Vane as having orchestrated the entire Antinomian 
crisis behind the scenes, to further his own ambitions. Without Vane, in Hutchinson’s 
view, the entire Antinomian crisis would not have occurred: “it is highly probable that 
if Mr. Vane had remained in England, or had not craftily made use of the party which 
maintained these peculiar opinions in religion, to bring him into civil power and 
authority,”
167
 the issue would have eventually dissipated on its own, with less damage 
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to the colony, “and posterity would not have known that such a woman as Mrs. 
Hutchinson ever existed.
168
 In this description, Vane appeared much like the Patriot 
leaders of the Revolutionary crisis would later appear—as an unprincipled aspirant to 
power who used appeals to emotion to elevate himself at the expense of causing 
unnecessary turmoil for the province. 
Hutchinson was particularly critical of Vane’s seven-month governorship 
during the Antinomian crisis. Vane, in Hutchinson’s opinion, proved inept partly due 
to his age and inexperience, but primarily due to of his own religious fervor. 
Hutchinson attributed Vane’s high regard among the colonists to this zealotry, noting 
that the colonists “were easily captivated with the appearance of wisdom and piety, 
professions of a regard to liberty and of a strong attachment to the public interest.”
169
 
He described Vane’s governorship in a way that stressed his emotional response to 
events. Describing one early instant, when the assistants took issue with one of his 
decisions, Hutchinson depicted Vane as bursting into tears and threatening to quit, 
only to retreat from this threat when it appeared that his resignation would be 
cheerfully accepted. Hutchinson judged Vane to be a quite immature young man with 
a heightened opinion of himself.
170
 In his portrayal, Vane allowed himself to be 
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guided by his passions—and for Hutchinson, this was one of the worst traits for a 
leader. 
Hutchinson utilized an unidentified letter written at the time of Vane’s 
departure to present his harshest criticism of the Vane administration. This letter 
emphasized the danger that Vane’s tenure had created, coming so early into the 
colony’s settlement: “‘[d]ivisions are always dangerous, never safe, never more 
dangerous than in a new settled government.”
171
 According to the letter-writer, Vane 
subjected the infant state to a crisis that could have destroyed it: “this man, altogether 
ignorant of the art of government, thinks it not enough to set the house on fire, but 
must add oil to the flame…’”
172
 The writer went on to bemoan that, because of 
Vane’s actions, Massachusetts was forced to take actions that would forever leave a 
‘blemish’ on the colony, proving ‘that all men are not fit for government, and none so 
dangerous, when he is up, as one that makes his affection his rule.’
173
 
By contrast, as Hutchinson described him, John Winthrop in many ways the 
model of an ideal ruler. Hutchinson held him up for praise despite his participation in 
the Antinomian controversy and later persecutions of religious dissenters, failings 
which the eighteenth century author saw as deeply regrettable but products of his 
age.
174
 Hutchinson described Winthrop as “exemplary for his polite as well as grave 
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 Ibid., 14, footnote *. Hutchinson, summing up Winthrop’s career at his death in 1649, used 
many of the same adjectives he would later use in praising his own father, “He spent his estate and his 
bodily strength in the public service, although he was remarkable for his temperance, frugality and 




and christian deportment” and a man who “spent his whole estate in the public 
service.” Praising Winthrop’s calm presiding over the April 1636 synod, which 
hammered out the orthodox position of the churches, Hutchinson quoted an 
anonymous manuscript, 
therein was the wisdom and excellent spirit of the governor seen, 
silencing passionate and impertinent speeches as another 
Constantine…adjourning the assembly when he saw heat and 
passion, so that, through the blessing of God, the assembly is 
dissolved, and jarring and dissonant opinions, if not reconciled, yet 
are covered; and they who came together with minds exasperated, 




Hutchinson disapproved of Winthrop’s participation in the Antinomian trials, 
and his willingness to enforce the legal penalties that resulted from them, but on the 
whole Hutchinson saw the old governor as one who was working to restore order and 
moderation during the troubled period. Winthrop’s failure to win re-election in 1635, 
because of the excitement stirred up by the Antinomian schism, demonstrated for 
Hutchinson how democratic governments can be led astray when they surrender to 
their emotional and impetuous natures. He found Winthrop’s defeat by inexperienced 
newcomer Vane inexplicable:  
Mr. Winthrop’s conduct had been such, from his first associated 
with the company in England until his being dropped this year 
from his place of governor, that unless the ostracism of the ancient 
Greeks had been revived in this new commonwealth, it was 
reasonable to expect that he should be out of all danger of so much 
as the least thought to his prejudice, as yet he had a little taste of 
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what, in many other popular governments, their greatest 




Describing Winthrop’s dignified response to this in a footnote, Hutchinson 
further added, 
He might have torn his book of accounts, as Scipio Africanus did, 
and given the ungrateful populace this answer. A colony, now in a 
flourishing estate, has been led out and settled under my direction. 
My own substance is consumed. Spend no more time in harangues, 




The entire lesson of the political contest between Winthrop and Vane, whose 
administration lasted barely a year, was made fairly clear in Hutchinson’s narrative. 
The state temporarily put itself in grave danger by ruling with its heart rather than its 
mind, but the situation was also self-correcting, as the people soon came to realize 
their mistake and returned to reason: “[t]he administration of a young and 
unexperienced, but obstinate and self-sufficient, governor, could not but be disliked 
by the major part of the people.”
178
 He concluded his discussion of the contest 
between Winthrop and Vane by noting that Winthrop, once reelected, was able to put 
aside personal feelings to help restore order.  
For Hutchinson, the Antinomian crisis differed from other heretical 
movements in that it was not a persecution of a few hapless heretics, but rather a 
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major tumult that ultimately divided the entire government and much of the populace. 
Hutchinson faulted both sides for it; the Antinomians for raising emotions to a fever 
pitch over an unnecessary quarrel, and the Winthrop faction for contributing to the 
turmoil as well, and ultimately for taking legal action against people for their 
religious beliefs. Ultimately, however, the lieutenant governor was more disapproving 
of the Antinomians than of Winthrop’s faction. In my opinion, the key difference for 
Hutchinson lay not in the differing theological views. Winthrop’s group seemed to 
him to have acted in a more restrained manner overall, and regained their reason more 
quickly. However, Hutchinson did not hold Winthrop blameless, and later held up 
Winthrop insistence on religious uniformity, in this and subsequent incidents, as his 
main flaw as a leader.
179
  
In his recounting of the Antinomian crisis’ conclusion, Hutchinson rejected 
the justifications all the parties involved had given to defend their actions:   
the opinionists were punished for being deluded enthusiasts. The 
other side were deluded also by a fond opinion that the honour of 
God required them to punish his creatures for differing from 
themselves. It is evident…that inquisition was made into men’s 
private judgments as well as into their declarations and practice. 
Toleration was preached against as a sin in rulers which would 




The Antinomian crisis, like the other religious persecutions that Hutchinson 
would detail in Volume One of the History, showed Hutchinson the folly of the 
Puritans’ quest for religious orthodoxy. Because of their determination to maintain 
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religious orthodoxy, the citizens of Massachusetts allowed themselves to become 
distracted in the midst of a dangerous Indian war, to elect a wholly unsuitable leader, 
and ultimately to fracture their community at a critical time. Hutchinson noted in a 
footnote that this attitude of religious intolerance continued in Massachusetts until the 
orthodox party found themselves once again on the receiving end of religious 




The Quaker persecutions, which occurred a couple of decades after the 
Antinomian crisis, presented Hutchinson with possibly his greatest diplomatic 
challenges as a historian.
182
 The first Quakers arrived in Massachusetts in 1656, in the 
persons of Mary Fisher and Anne Austin from Barbados. The women were arrested, 
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inspected for witchcraft teats, imprisoned, and then shipped out again as quickly as 
could be arranged. Their arrival marked the beginning of the “Quaker invasion” of 
Massachusetts. A few days later, eight more Quakers arrived, and Massachusetts 
began passing laws against them. From 1656 to 1661, at least forty Quakers appeared 
in Massachusetts, and anti-Quaker laws were written in every session of the General 
Court. Massachusetts’ war against the Quakers did not end until the 1670s, when the 
colony was ordered by London to remove their legal ascriptions against the Quakers 
from their criminal codes.
183
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Puritan Massachusetts found the Quakers a far more frightening specter than 
previous heretical sects. The early Quaker missionaries who arrived in Massachusetts 
held many beliefs in common with the earlier Antinomians. The Quakers preached 
that God manifested his presence through the sense of an “inner light,” and that this 
was the only true evidence of grace. The Quaker missionaries, however, went further 
than the Antinomians in rejecting the need for separate, educated clergy. They 
believed that anyone with grace could preach the gospel, including women and 
members of the lower classes. Early Quakerism had strong millennial and 
proselytizing aspects. The Quakers saw Congregational ministers as purveyors of 
false dogma, and went to great lengths to mock the ministry and disrupt services. 
Early Quakerism was also radically egalitarian, and rejected courtesies such as 
doffing hats and formal modes of address that distinguished social rank in Puritan 
society.  
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Both the Quaker theology, which stressed a direct emotional connection to the 
divine, and the Quakers’ rejection of outward symbols of rank and hierarchy seemed 
terrifying to Massachusetts authorities. Puritan ministers and magistrates saw this 
new sect as a potential source of utter chaos. The religious leaders argued that 
someone lost to Quakerism would be taken over by his own pride and depravity, and 
fight against all things godly, including the civil government. The popularity of 
Quaker tenets among the poor and vagabond also alarmed Puritans.  
Puritans were particularly disturbed by the Quaker tendency to interrupt 
religious meetings. Quakers (including women) stripped naked in the streets and in 
meetinghouses, yelled down Congregational ministers during meetings, and 
proclaimed dire judgments against the colony. The refusal of the banished to stay 
banished also seemed a blatant disregard of the General Court’s authority—
banishment had been a common penalty since earliest settlement days, and the 
Quakers’ deviance of it seemed to threaten the magistrates’ control over their own 
population.  
Fears of the Quakers led to far more brutal attempts to suppress the sect than 
had been used against earlier heretical movements, and these penalties grew more 
extreme as they failed to work. In 1658, Massachusetts’s laws were changed so that 
banished Quakers were forbidden to return to the colony under pain of death. By 
1661, four Quakers had been hanged for proselytizing, and the Boston jail was full of 
Quakers awaiting execution. Other punishments were also generally extreme—severe 
whippings, brandings, boring holes through the tongue, banishments in the dead of 




recognize that Quakers were even Christian, noting in an answer to the Privy Council 
with regard to the Quakers, “the latter wee cannot account amongst the number of 
Christians, haveing denyed the Faith and Lord, Jesus Christ to bee the Savior of 
mankine and by their tenents overthrowing all the fundamentall points of Christian 
Religion.”
184
 Despite harassment from the ministry, Massachusetts continued to keep 
their anti-Quaker legislation on the books until 1681.  
Hutchinson began his coverage of the Quaker persecutions in 1656.
185
 His 
main source for his coverage of the Quaker persecutions, other than official records of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, was George Bishop’s “New England Judged,” a 
pro-Quaker writing. While Hutchinson generally sided with Bishop in his 
condemnation of the treatment of the Quakers, he stressed both the reluctance of the 
Massachusetts authorities to resort to extreme measures, and the genuine fear that the 
sect engendered.  
Hutchinson described the first Quakers as abusive and disruptive, and the 
Massachusetts authorities as initially patient with them. For Mary Price, one of the 
first Quakers arrested in 1656, he described the governor and several ministers trying 
to sway her. They “with much moderation and tenderness endeavoured to convince 
her of her errors, to which she returned the grossest railings, reproaching them as 
hirelings, deceivers of the people, Baal’s priests, the seed of the serpent, of the brood 
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of Ishmael and the like.”
186
 Hutchinson stressed throughout his account that the 
magistrates of Massachusetts attempted to reason with the Quakers, to avoid putting 
their harshest penalties into effect, but with little success. William Leddra, the last 
Quaker executed by the General Court, was told he could have his life and liberty if 
he would just leave the jurisdiction; he refused. Hutchinson noted “the court took 
great pains to persuade him to leave the country, but to no purpose.”
187
 
Hutchinson’s Quaker zealots appeared in his narrative as mentally deranged, 
and thus necessarily in need of governmental interference, although not to the extent 
that Massachusetts took it: “Deborah Wilson went through the streets of Salem, naked 
as she came into the world, for which she was well whipped. For these and such like 
disturbances, they might be deemed proper subjects either of a mad-house or house of 
correction, and it is to be lamented that any greater severities were made use of.”
188
 
 Hutchinson portrayed these religious “enthusiasts” as mentally unbalanced: 
“[o]ne Faubord, of Grindleton, carried his enthusiasm still higher, and was sacrificing 
his son in imitation of Abraham, but the neighbour’s hearing the lad cry, broke open 
the house and happily prevented it.”
189
 These descriptions, while not excusing the 
Massachusetts General Court’s laws and behavior, went some distance toward 
explaining to Hutchinson’s audience why the sect was regarded so fearfully in its 
earliest days and why the persecution of the Quakers was ineffective. Hutchinson also 
noted that “it was a characteristick of this sect, at the beginning of it, to court 
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persecution, and to submit to death, with an infatuation equal to that of some roman 
catholic priests carrying their religion into China or Tartary.”
190
 
While Hutchinson saw the Quaker missionaries as highly disruptive, he did 
not ultimately believe their conduct justified the actions that the Massachusetts 
government took against them, as “such sanguinary laws against particular doctrines 
or tenets in religion are not to be defended.”
191
 Describing the trial of Patience Scot, 
an 11-year-old Quaker who arrived in Boston unescorted, Hutchinson was relieved to 
note that the court decided not to take action against her, “Captain Hutchinson 
undertaking to send her home.” He went on to comment, “Strange, such a child 




With less evidence, Hutchinson argued that the General Court’s prosecution 
of the Quakers was not supported by popular opinion. In his view, a minority driven 
by religious fears perpetrated this persecution so that “it was with reluctance that 
these unnatural laws were carried into execution.”
193
 In one account of a group of 
jailed Quakers, he suggested that the populace was generally sympathetic, so much so 
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that the magistrates had to post watch over the jails: “the compassion of the people 
was moved, and many resorted to the prison day and night, and upon a representation 
of the keeper, a constant watch was kept round the prison to keep people off.”
194
 
Hutchinson also noted with regard to the capital law against the Quakers, that “great 
opposition was made to this law, the magistrates were the most zealous, and in 
general for it; but it was rejected at first by the deputies….Capt. Edward Hutchinson 




Hutchinson treated the Quaker persecutions as a brief aberration in the history 
of the colony. Massachusetts had resorted to extreme measures against the Quakers 
reluctantly, only when no other option seemed available to them. In the end, however, 
Hutchinson could not excuse his countrymen for their treatment of the Quakers. In his 
concluding remarks on the Quaker controversy, he ultimately concluded that 
Massachusetts erred in its behavior in this period: 
I know of nothing which can be urged, in any wise tending to 
excuse the severity of this law, unless it be human infirmity, and 
the many instances in history of persons, of every religion, being 
fully persuaded that the indulgence of any other was a toleration of 





For Hutchinson, the Quaker persecutions of the seventeenth century showed 
how far the colony had come in its justice and respect for individual liberties. 
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Ultimately, the episode provided yet another example of the damage emotional 
overreaction could cause in a state. He noted that like the Antinomians, the Quakers 
eventually proved themselves to be both useful and law-abiding citizens, showing the 
earlier reaction against them to be quite overwrought. After the 1660s, Massachusetts 
confined its laws against the Quakers to whipping, but they hardly needed even these 
laws, as 
after these first excursions they became in general an orderly 
people, submitting to the laws, except such as relate to the militia 
and the support of the ministry, and in their scruples as to those, 
they have, from time to time, been indulged. At present they are 
esteemed as being of good morals, friendly and benevolent in their 
disposition, and I hope will never meet with any further 




Hutchinson also noted the legacy that the Quaker persecutions would have for 
the colony’s later relations with the English ministry. He maintained that 
Massachusetts’ anti-Quaker laws played a major role in the colony’s later political 
problems with England. The Puritan authorities’ refusal to cease persecuting this sect 
when ordered to do so in 1661 frustrated the English ministry and lessened political 
support for the colony in Parliament. It left the colony with a reputation for brutality 
and a lack of respect for individual liberty. In particular, regarding English opinion on 
the capital anti-Quaker legislation, he remarked: “[t]his law lost the colony many 
friends.”
198
 Hutchinson quoted in his marginalia a letter from the Lord Say & Seale in 
1661 telling the magistrates that the colony’s friends at court found it difficult to 
counter the bad impression created by Massachusetts’ “cruelty against the 
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 He added another hint that the Quaker persecutions cost the colony 
credibility with the home government: “[t]he agents then in England complain of it 
and know not what answer to give when inquired of nor how to quiet the clamour 
raised against the Colony for so unreasonable an act of persecution.”
200
 
Hutchinson could excuse Massachusetts’ behavior with regard to the Quakers 
only with a plea that the young settlement was still in a fragile state, and the 
observation that such a lack of tolerance was a general characteristic in this time 
period. He acknowledged that Massachusetts’ conduct with regard to the Quakers was 
indefensible, but noted that Massachusetts was little different from other areas during 
this time period in its surrender to prejudice and intolerance. The persecutions of the 
Quakers were less a symptom of the religious extremism of Massachusetts than of the 
religious intolerance of the seventeenth century generally, an attribute of a more 
barbarous age that had thankfully passed on: “they followed the example of the 
authorities in most other states and in most ages of the world, who, with the like 
absurdity, have supposed every person could and ought to think as they did, and 
[with] the like cruelty have punished such as appeared to differ from them.”
201
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The Massachusetts Baptists were less threatening to seventeenth century 
Massachusetts, although their presence in the colony added to the general atmosphere 
of religious disorder in the second half of the century. The seventeenth century 
Anabaptist (later, “Baptist”) sect in England argued against infant baptism, a position 
that was acceptable to most Congregationalists after 1640. But some Baptists also 
claimed that man had an active role in his salvation, and some Baptists rejected the 
need for an educated clergy. There were also fears that the Baptists would refuse to 
fight for the state, because of their pacifist beliefs, and that they would challenge the 
authority of Massachusetts’ government generally. By 1660s, there was increasing 
suspicion of Baptists in New England,
202
 especially as they tried to break away from 
the Puritan churches and form their own congregations. Massachusetts’ leaders feared 
the Anabaptists would not bear arms, obey any magistrate, or allow children to be 
baptized.
203
 After inconclusive hearings in April 1668,
204
 the General Court decided 
against any toleration of this sect.  
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Massachusetts’ struggles with the Baptists never approached the frenzy of the 
contemporaneous struggles against the Quakers. Massachusetts Puritans generally 
regarded the Baptists as Puritan in their beliefs, but erring in their judgment on one 
issue, and much of the Puritan authorities’ efforts focused on attempting to win them 
back.
205
 The quarrel with the Baptists, however, was part of a larger struggle on the 
part of the Massachusetts magistracy to retain control of their churches, a position 
threatened by changing circumstances in England. The most significant source of 
tension was the Baptists’ desire to break away from Puritan churches and form their 
own. While not subject to the same level of violence as the Quakers, stubborn 
Baptists were fined, imprisoned and threatened with banishment. 
Hutchinson started his coverage of the Baptists’ persecutions
206
 in 1665, 
remarking that these were the first persecutions of the Anabaptists that he could find 
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 The Baptists were first admonished, then disfranchised, then 
imprisoned, then banished. As with the Quakers, Hutchinson noted that persecutions 
of the Baptists proved counter-productive. “Severity made converts, and then it was 
thought advisable to cease from further persecutions.”
208
 
Hutchinson minimized the disruption caused by the Baptists, but still regretted 
the province’s actions against the sect.
209
 He noted that both churches and 
communities were torn apart by what seemed to him to be a relatively minor point of 
doctrine, but noted that this was often the case with religious disputes: “Separations, 
and divisions, in churches and religious societies, are liable to subdivisions ad 
infinitum, and it argues the perverseness of human nature, that the fiercest disputes, 
and the strongest alienations, are often caused by a difference of sentiment upon a 
singly, and perhaps an immaterial, tenet only”
210
  
As he had for the Quakers, Hutchinson’s History also demonstrated the 
ultimate folly of the rationale behind the Baptist persecutions. Like the Quakers, the 
Baptists turned out to be excellent citizens, despite the earlier, inflammatory charges 
against them. Those urging restraint in dealing with the new sect were proven correct 
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in the long run. Writing of one example of the harmony that could exist even between 
different sects in this period, Hutchinson mentioned that he had read a letter from the 
Swanzy Baptist minister to one of Boston’s leading Congregational clergy “which 
breathes the true spirit of the gospel, and urges Christian concord, charity and love, 
although they did not agree in every point.”
211
 Also, despite earlier warnings that the 
Baptists would prove unwilling to fight in the colony’s defense, several of the leading 
officers in King Philip’s War were of Baptist persuasion, a point that Hutchinson took 
pains to emphasize.
212
 The relatively brief outcry over the Baptists caused an 
emotional upheaval, but faded away almost as quickly as it appeared. Its only legacy 
was the unnecessary disruption of individual lives and communities. 
THE HALF-WAY COVENANT 
At the same time controversy was raging over the Baptists in the 1660s, 
another religious dispute was brewing within the Puritan orthodoxy. The Synod of 
1662 decided to allow children of adults who attended services, but had not yet made 
public demonstrations of their salvation, to be baptized.
213
 The Half-Way Covenant, 
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as it came to be known, was a compromise solution to a growing problem by the 
1660s—the diminishing number of people who stood as full members of the 
churches, and hence qualified to have their children baptized. While many of the 
leading ministers accepted it as a way to keep Puritan society from fragmenting 
further, it was seen by critics as evidence of degeneracy. The Half-Way Covenant 
dispute, together with the Baptist controversy divided congregations across New 
England in the 1660s and 1670s, and resulted in larger schisms within the Puritan 
communities and the General Court.  
Hutchinson barely addressed the theological dispute behind the Half-Way 
Covenant; however, he bemoaned the disorder which it and the Baptist controversy 
together created.
 214
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“I have been more particular in relating this transaction, because it 
gives us a pretty good idea of the connection between the civil and 
ecclesiastical power, the churches, notwithstanding their claim to 
independency, being liable to controul as oft as their proceedings 
were disapproved by the civil magistrate, and on the other hand, 
the magistrates, who were annually elected, being sometimes liable 




With regard to the tumult caused in many New England towns by the Half-
Way Covenant of the 1660s, Hutchinson quoted the minister of Dorchester, Josiah 
Flint, on the general evils of persecution and religious intolerance that this time 
produced: “A spirit of division, persecuting and oppressing God’s ministers and 
precious saints, is the sin which is unseen and none bears witness against. It is a great 
sin and threatens a sword of divine wrath. God’s seers fear it, and their bowels and 




THE DECLENSION QUESTION 
Hutchinson’s coverage of the religious struggles of seventeenth century 
Massachusetts demonstrated the distance the author had come from his family’s 
Puritan roots. Reviewing his coverage, the most striking aspect is the careful 
balancing of Hutchinson’s respect for the Puritan founders and admiration for their 
achievements with his rejection of their religiously-oriented society. Hutchinson 
acknowledged the contributions seventeenth century Massachusetts had made to the 
realm, and praised the founders as well as the overall loyalty and stability of the 
society they created. He ascribed the periodic disturbances and persecutions in the 
time period to the general temper of the age, rather than any unique flaw of 
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Massachusetts Puritan society, and maintained that these persecutions had at times 
been exaggerated by the colony’s enemies.
217
 
At the same time, however, Hutchinson also refused to excuse his colony’s 
history of persecutions and religious schisms. His work demonstrated how the 
colony’s earlier zeal for orthodoxy caused disputes within the settlement, with 
neighboring colonies, and with the home government, and laid the seeds for many of 
their later problems. The rigidness and theocratic inflexibility of Puritan 
Massachusetts led it to violate the liberties of its citizens. It led to quarrels with 
neighboring colonies, and religious divisions that destabilized the colony and 
rendered it more vulnerable to attack. Finally, Massachusetts’ denial of religious 
liberty to its minorities was at the heart of many of Massachusetts’ quarrels with the 
home government over the course of the seventeenth century and beyond.  
Hutchinson steadfastly celebrated the values of his enlightened present in 
opposition to a more ignorant and intolerant past. His work differed from that of 
earlier New England historians not only in rejecting the colony’s quest for religious 
orthodoxy, but also in completely rejecting the declension interpretation of 
Massachusetts history,
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 the vision of the early, golden city on a hill collapsing into 
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 The concept of “declension,” or a decline from a moral virtuous and purer past, runs 
through Puritan literature and the sermons of seventeenth century Massachusetts, particularly after the 
Restoration. The core concept was the idea that Massachusetts, by the second and third generations, 
had “fallen away” from its original ideals and moral standards. David Scobey noted that ministerial 
claims of declension first appeared around the time of the Half-Way Covenant in the 1660s. Scobey 
suggested that the key issue may not have been a true decline in church participation, but the ministers 




corruption and decadence, which had dominated Massachusetts’ histories and 
literature since the late seventeenth century.
219
 Hutchinson’s rejection of the 
declension paradigm was particularly noticeable right at the point in the narrative 
when earlier commentators begin to note the loss of the Golden Age: the mid-
seventeenth century, when the original generation began dying off. Hutchinson noted 
with regard to the original generation of settlers: “After forty years, the greatest part 
of our first emigrants had finished their pilgrimage…Some of them lamented their 
being born too soon, to see New-England in its most flourishing state. This will be the 
case with their posterity for many generations yet to come.”
220
 
Summing up his colony’s history in the second half of the seventeenth 
century, Hutchinson noted that fellow historian Daniel Neal had attributed many of 
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the colony’s problems, including the charter issues, the epidemics, and the border 
wars to the declining morality of the people. According to Hutchinson, the earlier 
historian had maintained that ‘the people began to grow intolerably licentious in their 
morals, that devout people observed the judgments of God seemed to follow them, 
blasting epidemical disease, uncommon losses by sea, &c.”
221
 Hutchinson rejected 
this utterly, noting that everything mentioned had purely natural causes. Smallpox 
was a worldwide problem at this time. The military difficulties the colony was 
experiencing at the time were hardly surprising, given the unsettled nature of their 
Indian relations and the presence of the hostile Dutch and French. Government 
problems were not unique to Massachusetts, as the entire English system was 
experiencing unprecedented invasions of their liberties at this time, “[s]uffering under 
a prince inimical to civil and religious liberty.” Hutchinson claimed that with regard 




Hutchinson’s work demonstrated admiration for the founding generation of 
Massachusetts, while at the same time rejecting the notion that their era was superior 
to his own present time. His seventeenth century religious sources, and even many of 
the eighteenth century historians such as Prince and Neal, still wrote Massachusetts’ 
history around the central assumption that the present-day was a tawdry, immoral age 
compared to the godly world of the original settlement.  
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Unlike his contemporaries Thomas Prince and Daniel Neal, Hutchinson had a 
respectful but not a worshipful attitude toward the founders. He admired Puritan 
Massachusetts in some aspects, but he did not want to live there. His History, 
throughout all three volumes, at least until it fell apart into the day-to-day recounting 
of the Revolutionary crisis, was a progress story. This put Hutchinson’s history much 
more in the category of an Enlightenment history—it may be the first New England 
history to be shaped as a progress story.
223
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CHAPTER 4: INDIAN AFFAIRS 
 
Indian affairs were a major preoccupation for the Massachusetts colony from 
its earliest days, and played a prominent role in the History. Massachusetts’ two 
early Indian Wars, the Pequot War of 1636-1637 and King Philip’s War of 1675-
1676 were key events in the colony’s first century of existence. They helped 
determine the course of the colony’s subsequent Indian relations, and influenced 
Massachusetts’ relationship with its neighboring colonies and with the imperial 
government.
224
 Hutchinson covered both wars in Volume One of his work. His 
writings on the subject reveal much about his political philosophy and views of his 
colony.  
Hutchinson’s concerns regarding the treatment of Indians, as a “minority” (in 
the sense that they were not only a minority of the population in the area but also 
because they were a people set vastly apart from the Europeans by race, religion and 
lifestyle) mirrored many of the same concerns that he showed in his coverage of the 
religious schisms, and demonstrated many of the same anxieties that would guide 
him in his political career. In their dealings with the Indians, New Englanders were 
often led astray by their religious and racial prejudices, particularly in their refusal to 
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honor Indian land rights or treat the Indians fairly in court. Their most egregious 
brutality was often attributable to their surrender to rage and emotion. As a 
vulnerable minority, the Indians had particular need of fair and equitable treatment 
by the law, which they did not always receive. The Indians’ legal status as subjects 
of the colonial governments was itself not clear in this earlier period, a point 
Hutchinson demonstrated in his account, and their behavior and their treatment by 
colonial authorities reflected this.  
On the political side of the scale, Hutchinson’s account once again both 
chided and defended the actions of his colony. Overall, Hutchinson argued that, 
despite the constant strain brought on by colonial-Indian tensions throughout the 
century, Massachusetts had generally maintained the peace, and behaved honorably 
in times of war. New England’s Indian history was not without its blots and 
blemishes, but on the whole it was a success story, and this success was largely 
attributable to Massachusetts’ good leadership. The History demonstrated the 
mistakes the colony had made regarding its relations with the Indians, and it 
explored the points at which the colonists’ emotions and prejudices had led them 
astray. But it also showed the colony’s overall self-sufficiency and ability to govern 
themselves, and demonstrated the contributions Massachusetts had made to the 
defense of the British Empire. 
This chapter will first examine Hutchinson’s coverage of the Pequot War, 
New England’s first major Indian conflict, and its role in shaping New England’s 
history. It will next discuss colonial-Indian relations in the post-war period, and the 




challenges to confront seventeenth century New England. It will address how 
Hutchinson’s interpretations of Indian affairs and the Indian wars differed from that 
of earlier accounts, and how the challenges of the Indian conflicts related, in his 
mind, to the larger challenges facing New England.  
 
HUTCHINSON’S VIEW OF THE INDIANS 
 
Historical accounts of the Indians in colonial New England were generally 
quite negative. Cotton Mather, writing in 1702 about the Pequots (and the Indians 
generally), described them as “Bloody Salvages” (i.e., savages) over whom the 
colonists prevailed because of God’s blessings:  
…when Bloody Salvages in their Neighbourhood, known by the 
Name of Pequots, had like to have nipt the Plantation in the Bud 
by a cruel War, within a Year or two after their Settlement, the 
marvellous Providence of God immediately extinguised that War, 
by prospering the New-English Arms, unto the utter subdueing of 





Samuel Niles, who was writing at about the same time as Hutchinson, 
characterized the Indians as “salvages” having a “barbarous and cruel disposition” 
both toward whites and each other.
226
 The European writer William Robertson, 
whose History of America came out in 1777, called the Indians an immature or 
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While Hutchinson does refer to the Indians at various places as “savages” (as 
does his twentieth century editor, Lawrence M. Shaw),
228
 Hutchinson throughout the 
History generally displayed more sympathy than hostility toward the Native 
American groups. Unlike many contemporary historians, Hutchinson could always 
tell his Indians apart, and was far less apt to make blanket statements with regard to 
tactics or means of warfare. Hutchinson noted the significant differences between 
tribes, as well as the difficulties inherent in judging their capacities, due to the 
paucity of information and the biases of European observers.
 229
 
Throughout his History, Hutchinson treated the Indians as legal persons, who 
had a right to expect fair and equitable treatment by the colonial courts and the larger 
society. His work demonstrated that the early settlers ignored this fact at their peril. 
Early in his narrative, in discussing plans to fortify Boston, a scheme Hutchinson 
disapproved of as impractical, Hutchinson noted of the original settlement:  
Their design was to make improvements, and to extend their 
settlements in the several parts of the country. Unless they were 
upon such terms with the Indians, that they could do this with 
safety, the colony could not long subsist. If they were upon such 
terms, fortified towns were unnecessary.
230
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Hutchinson also regarded the Indians as having genuine property rights, a 
key issue in their problems with the settlers.
231
 He remarked with regard to the 
dubious claims to Massachusetts’ land of adventurers like Ferdinando Gorges that 
their claims were wholly without merit, as the territory they claimed was all included 
in other grants made by the Massachusetts Council or the Crown, “or has been 
purchased of the natives, which, if done bonâ fide, so far as respects the property, 
has been thought by some to be the best title.”
232
  
While Hutchinson depreciated Indian culture and religious beliefs as inferior 
to white culture and religion, he gave no indication in the text that he believed the 
Indians were biologically inferior. Like many Enlightenment writers (most notably 
John Locke), he accepted that their society closely represented a “state of nature” at 
the time of European arrival, “destitute of most of the improvement which are the 
usual effects of civil society.”
233
 Also like many Enlightenment commentators, 
Hutchinson was most discomforted by the Indians’ seeming lack of respect for their 
women and the lack of European gender-divisions in their work roles.
 234
  
Hutchinson also accepted that the Indians needed to be Christianized; both he 
and his father were long-time contributors to the New England Company, the main 
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 In the earlier part of his narrative, Hutchinson 
criticized the earlier generations of Puritan Massachusetts for doing too little toward 
this goal:  
One professed design of the colony charter was the gospelizing the 
natives. The long neglect of any attempts this way cannot be 
excused. The Indians themselves asked, how it happened, if 
Christianity was of such importance, that for six and twenty years 




Hutchinson defended the small numbers of Indians converted to the 
Congregational Church compared to the converts made by Catholic or Anglican 
missionaries (a frequent criticism made back in England) by noting the much more 
strenuous requirements for admission to the Protestant congregations, adding that the 
Praying Indians were examined by the magistrates as well as ministers and forced to 
give up all their old habits before being accepted into the church. “Whereas, with the 
Romish priests, the repetition of a Pater Noster or Ave Maria, or perhaps the telling 
over a few beads, made them fit subjects for baptism.”
237
 Hutchinson approved of 
John Eliot’s efforts on behalf of the New England Indians as far more enlightened 
than those of Catholic missionaries:  
Mr. Eliot, a minister in New-England, at the same time applied 
himself with zeal, equal to that of the missionaries of the Romish 
church, but instead of adopting a favorite maxim of some of that 
church, that ignorance is the mother of devotion, he endeavoured 
to enlighten the understandings of the Indians, to draw them from 
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 Hutchinson did not regard the Indians as trustworthy as a political group, 
noting, in relation to the Narragansett alliance during the Pequot War, “Indian 
fidelity is proverbial in New-England, as Punick was in Rome.”
239
 In one example, 
Hutchinson discounted treaties signed by Philip before the war as completely 
disingenuous: “[t]he Indians, in general, will promise any thing required of them to 
remove an impending danger, or to procure an immediate benefit, and they regard 
such promises not a minute longer than it is for their advantage to do it.”
240
 
However, Hutchinson generally seemed to analyze the behavior of the Indians much 
as he would that of European rivals, such as the French or Spanish (who also 
received similar disparaging remarks).
241
 
While appalled by the Indians’ primitive customs, lack of personal hygiene, 
and ruthless violence towards enemies, Hutchinson recognized the vices as well as 
the virtues of their societies: “[s]ome appearances there were of compassion, 
gratitude, and friendship, and of grief at the death or distress of their children or near 
relations. Some degree of these social affections is inseparable from human 
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 Hutchinson had little regard for Native American religion, but he 
defended the Indians against the common accusations of witchcraft, or consorting 
with the Devil, which he attributed to European misunderstandings of their 
powwows.
243
 Hutchinson also recognized that some of Indian medicine was superior 
to that of Europeans: “I will mention an instance of their sagacity. Observing that the 
musquash fed freely upon the hemlock without hurt, they took out the stomach of the 
animal, dried and pulverized it, and gave it to their children who had eaten of the 
plant, and found it to be an antidote for the poison.”
244
 Hutchinson also noted that 
the men were notably inclined to sloth, and would be drunkards if allowed to drink, 
but noted that English and French women need not fear rape from them.
245
  
Hutchinson also asserted that some of the Indians’ conduct, described as 
barbaric by white commentators, was militarily necessary. Describing one incident 
where fleeing Indians killed a female English captive who, weakened from recent 
childbirth, could no longer keep up with them, Hutchinson noted, 
“This is not mentioned as an instance of savage barbarity. Their 
own preservation often depends upon their destroying their 
prisoners. Henry the fifth of England killed in cold blood, the 
flower of France, when he supposed his own little army to be in 
danger. The Indians after these onsets, always suspected to be 
pursued. If they left their grown captives in the woods, they would 
discover them to the pursuers….To leave young children to die 
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Hutchinson went on to remark that some captives from King Philip’s War 
were so well treated by their Indian captors that they refused to return to white 
society when their relatives attempted to redeem them.
247
  
In some places, Hutchinson seemed quite contemptuous of Indian leadership, 
noting that the English initially treated them as they would petty European princes, 
but “the base sordid minds of the best of them, and the little authority they had over 
their own subjects, soon rendered them contemptible.”
248
 Generally, however, Indian 
leaders were treated as individuals, who varied widely in abilities and character. 
Miantonomo, the Narragansett sachem who made the treaty with Massachusetts Bay 
that helped secure their neutrality in the Pequot War, was described rather 
ambivalently as making his overtures to Boston “whether out of love or fear they 
could not tell,” but also as being a “very high spirited fellow” who was shamed when 
his warriors broke into an English house during his visit.
249
 On the other hand, 
Pequot sachem Tatobem was a “very stout fellow” who “hated the English, and was 
for ever moving the other Indians to join with him against them.”
250
  
While Hutchinson was not wholly free of prejudice towards Native 
Americans, his attitudes toward them were in many ways more nuanced than those 
of many of his contemporaries. Hutchinson’s narrative demonstrated that the 
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colonists were often at fault in Anglo-Indian disputes. Moreover, the nature of 
colonial mistreatments of the Indians—the unfair treatment in the legal courts, lynch 
mobs, and emotional miscarriages of justice driven by popular hysteria—were all 
subjects to which Hutchinson would return again and again in other parts of his 
narrative. Hutchinson’s analysis of the colonial relations with the Indians over the 
course of the seventeenth century demonstrated his concern with the need for order, 
as well as his fear of rule by prejudice or emotion. In his concern with the validity of 
Indian land purchases, his questions regarding the sovereignty of Indian nations, and 
his queries regarding the legal position of Indian nations with regard to the English 
king, Hutchinson once again demonstrated his concern with fairness in legal matters 
and his appreciation of constitutional government. He showed both his concern with 
legality and his criteria for honorable and competent leadership.  
 
THE PEQUOT WAR 
 
Two major events involving the Indians occurred in Massachusetts over the 
course of the seventeenth century—the Pequot War of 1636-1637, and King Philip’s 
War of 1675-1676. The Pequot War
251
 was the first significant New England Indian 
war, and resulted in the destruction of the most powerful Indian tribe in the area. It 
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set the tone for Anglo-Indian relations for the better part of the seventeenth century. 
The Pequot War provoked a good deal of contemporary writing, although nowhere 
near the level inspired by the later war with King Philip’s warriors. Contemporary 
writers were united in blaming the Pequots for the conflict, and spent a great deal of 
time defending the conflict as a “just war.”
252
 
On the eve of the Pequot War, the Pequots were a highly unified people with 
a complex power structure. With 3,000-4,000 members at lowest estimates, they 
controlled a large part of the Thames, Mystic and Connecticut River Valleys, a 
territory coveted by both the English and the Dutch colonists. In the summer of 
1636, the Massachusetts and Plymouth General Courts declared war on the Pequot 
nation for the murder, ostensibly by Pequots or allied tribesmen, of two white 
settlers, John Stone and John Oldham. The ultimate origins of the war, however, lay 
in a complex battle over trade in the Connecticut River Valley, and in the general 
English fears of Indian uprisings. 
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John Stone had been killed three years before the commencement of the 
Pequot War, and his death initially provoked little initial outcry in New England. A 
year after his death, however, Massachusetts-Bay made the return of Stone’s killers a 
term in treaty negotiations they opened with the Pequots. When these treaty 
negotiations collapsed, both sides began preparing for war. This tension was further 
heightened by the murder of another Englishman, John Oldham, in 1636.
253
 
Contemporary accounts clearly show that the whites initiated the Pequot 
War. On August 25, 1636, Massachusetts Governor John Endicott, John Underhill 
and William Turner organized an expedition of about a hundred men to march 
against the Pequots. Their initial target was the Block Island Indians, allies of the 
Pequots who were suspected of sheltering Stone’s killers. The expedition proved a 
failure—the villages on Block Island were destroyed, but the Indians escaped. By the 
late summer of 1636, furious Pequots were attacking Connecticut settlements as well 
as Fort Saybrook, where a siege continued for months. 
The culminating event of the Pequot War was the Puritan attack on a fortified 
Pequot fort, Fort Mystic, near present-day New Haven, Connecticut, on May 26, 
1637.
254
 English and Mohegan forces arrived at night and encircled the sleeping fort. 
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At dawn, they set it ablaze; sentries killed any who tried to flee the fire. The attack 
was a rout: by various estimates as many as 600-700 Pequot were killed, including a 
large number of women and children; the English estimated that only about a dozen 
warriors escaped.
255
 The English lost two men, and the attack lasted less than an 
hour. The brutality of the attack devastated the Pequot forces, the remainder of 
whom surrendered within months. 
The Pequot War provoked a good deal of commentary in all of the existing 
New England colonies. Many of the contemporary accounts focused on the victory 
as God’s gift to the colonists, depicting the Pequots as savages who started the 
conflict for no apparent reason other than love of bloodshed. The four contemporary 
military accounts of the battle all agreed that the English and the Pequots were each 
aiming for the complete annihilation of the other, and all four writers attributed the 
English victory in the war to God’s help in vanquishing a heathen enemy. These 
seventeenth century accounts were driven not so much by questions of race 
(although Philip Vincent was not certain if the Indians even counted as men),
256
 but 
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by questions of religion—the Pequot War was seen as a holy war between God’s 
chosen people and Satan’s forces—a form of rhetoric which would reappear during 
King Philip’s War. In these terms, even the attack on Fort Mystic was justified along 
Biblical lines.  
This “holy war” mentality concerning the Indian conflicts was still present in 
Hutchinson’s time. Even some eighteenth century accounts viewed the Pequots as 
savages beyond salvation, and saw the conflict as God’s righteous justice smiting the 
heathen. In his edition to John Mason’s account of war, published in 1736, Thomas 
Prince quoted Psalm 44 on the title page: “we have heard with our Ears, O God, our 
Fathers have told us, what Word Thou didst in their Days, in the times of old; How 
Thou didst drive out the Heathen with they Hand, and plantedst Them: how thou did 
afflict the People and cast them out…”
257
  
Hutchinson by contrast took the Pequots seriously as a legitimate foe with 
genuine grievances of their own. Hutchinson’s coverage of the Pequot War generally 
lacked the animosity toward the Pequot Indians present in many other histories of 
the war, and the religious overtones that presented colonial forces as God’s avenging 
sword.
258
 Relying primarily on the accounts of Underhill and Mason, the secondary 
accounts of William Hubbard and Cotton Mather, the correspondence of Winthrop 
and Bradford, and the official records of Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay, 
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Hutchinson depicted the Pequot War as a serious conflict, although not one that 
threatened the existence of the new colonies. 
Hutchinson presented the murders of both Oldham and Stone as the cause of 
the war, and described both murders as unprovoked. There is no mention in his text 
that both of these men had highly dubious reputations, or that Oldham had been 
suspected of trying to round up Indian hostages to hold for ransom.
259
 Hutchinson 
described the Pequot tribe as “the most warlike of all the Indians,” and took it as a 
given either that they murdered Stone and Oldham, and tried to pin the murders on 
other tribes, or at least that they were sheltering the murderers.
260
 However, while 
Hutchinson accepted the Pequots as a bloodthirsty threat to the colonists, the larger 
thrust of his account was not the treachery of the Indians, but diplomatic failures 
among the whites, due to lack of leadership and inter-colonial rivalries. He noted the 
failure of treaty negotiations that might have prevented the war entirely.
261
 
Arguably the single most controversial and long-remembered aspect of the 
Pequot War was the attack and slaughter of hundreds of sleeping Indians at the 
Pequot Fort on the Mystic River. One of the more notable aspects in Hutchinson’s 
downplaying of the seriousness of the Pequot War is the way he managed to make 
the Mystic massacre sound accidental—which was not the way it was portrayed in 
the sources he was using. Both the Mason and Underhill accounts state that the New 
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England forces made a conscious decision beforehand to kill everyone.
262
 Mason, 
who led the raid, said that the English had “formerly concluded to destroy them by 
the sword and save the plunder.” Underhill said that the village was torched when 
the English decided they could not take it without destroying it—they had initially 
wanted to kill everyone and then take the loot, which had been promised to the 
soldiers.
263
 Hutchinson’s account, by contrast, implied that the Indian tents 
accidentally caught on fire, and the only reason the troops went to Fort Mystic in the 
first place was that they were diverted there by a lame horse. While it cannot be 
known for certain, this gloss may be the result of Hutchinson’s discomfort with the 
tactics used by the whites at this point in the conflict. 
Hutchinson clearly saw the Pequots as a particular danger to the colonists in 
the region, but he was not without sympathy for the predicament of the Native 
American tribes in the region. Unlike his source material, which refused to grant any 
legitimate grievances to the Indians to justify war, Hutchinson recognized that the 
Indian groups had legitimate reasons to attack. One interesting aspect of 
Hutchinson’s coverage of the Pequot War was his commentary on the Pequot 
Indians’ ultimate fate. When noting that the Narragansett ultimately declined to fight 
on the side of the Pequot, Hutchinson implied that this was a bad decision on their 
part. He noted that the Pequots tried to tell the Narragansett that the English would 
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ultimately deprive them of their lands as well, and that by siding with the English, 
“all the Naragansets could hope for from their friendship, was, the favour of being 
the last devoured.” Comparing them to Polyphemé and Ulysses, Hutchinson 
commented that the Narragansetts, old enemies of the Pequots, “preferred the 
present pleasure of revenge upon their mortal enemies, to the future happiness of 
themselves and their posterity.”
264
  
Hutchinson also regretted the lack of mercy shown the tribe at the war’s 
conclusion, rejecting the argument made by contemporary writers that the brutality 
of the Pequots justified similar treatment by the English. At the end of his account, 
regarding the execution of the remaining male Pequot captives and the sale of the 
women and children into slavery, Hutchinson remarked  
[t]he policy, as well as the morality of this proceeding, may well be 
questioned. The Indians have ever shewn great barbarity to their 
English captives, the English in too many instances have retaliated 
it. This has only enraged them the more. Besides, to destroy 
women and children, for the barbarity of their husbands and 




Where Hutchinson deviated most notably from his source material was in his 
depiction of the motivation behind Indian anger, and the causes for white success. In 
contrast to almost all of his sources, Hutchinson displayed significant insight into 
why the Indians of the seventeenth century should be “so furious,”
266
 and came close 
to saying their anger may have been justified. Also, in explaining white victory, 
Hutchinson dispensed (at times contemptuously) with the explanation favored by all 
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of the previous historians of the seventeenth century wars (including his 
contemporaries Neal and Prince): that God had intervened to favor a chosen people. 
Hutchinson, by contrast, arrived at a conclusion favored by many historians today: 
that the greatest advantage the white colonists had was their diseases—the Indian 
population had already been decimated before the two wars, and would continue to be 




THE INTER-WAR PERIOD 
 
The period between the Pequot War and King Philip’s War was on the 
surface one of peace between the various Indian nations and the English, yet 
Hutchinson noted that this peace was deceptive, as the English nearly went to war 
with various Indian groups several times in the 1640s, 1650s and 1660s. Hutchinson 
also described rumors of plotting going on within the Narragansett nation from the 
1640s onward. He noted that “[t]he minds of men were filled with fear from these 
rumours of a general conspiracy, and every noise in the night was alarming.”
268
  
Hutchinson stressed both the difficulties of maintaining peace during this 
time period, and the accomplishment that stable relations represented for most of the 
seventeenth century. One notable aspect of Hutchinson’s coverage of the interwar 
period was that Massachusetts generally appeared as a restraining influence on New 
England-Indian relations, reining in the smaller, more impetuous colonies. In 1642, 
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Edward Hutchinson, Thomas Hutchinson’s great-grandfather, was sent along with 
John Leverett to the Narragansett to negotiate a peace, which he did. According to 
Hutchinson, Connecticut wanted war, but Massachusetts wanted more proof of 




In 1643, the United Colonies of New England was established to try to pull 
New England’s tangled colonial defense system together. It consisted of 
representatives from Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut, and New Haven. This 
was the official body ultimately charged with defending the region against Indian as 
well as European threats in the period prior to King Philip’s War. Hutchinson noted 
that the other New England colonies almost went to war against the Narragansett 
twice in the 1650s, but Massachusetts again prevented it.
270
  
Indian attacks were not the only danger the colonies feared in this period, and 
it is striking that in Hutchinson’s discussion of the major European threats in the 
region, the French and the Dutch, he used much the same language as in his 
discussion of Indian threats. Hutchinson generally treated the various Indian groups 
as little different from the potentially hostile European settlements. A desire to wipe 
the English colonies off the face of the Earth was not simply a “savage” goal in 
Hutchinson’s mind; he attributed this same aspiration to the French and the Dutch. 
He remarked with regard to the Dutch settlement at Manhattan, “[w]hether the Dutch 
had any pretence of title or not, no doubt can be made that they would have 
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extirpated the English if it had been in their power, but they were few in number.”
271
 
He also chastised the French for encouraging their Catholic Indian converts toward 
greater aggression: “such Indians have generally been taught to treat the English, as 
heretics, with greater cruelty, and it has been made more meritorious to extirpate 




KING PHILIP’S WAR 
 
In the summer of 1675, the New England colonies found themselves 
embroiled in the most calamitous struggle of their history. King Philip’s War of 
1675-76
273
 nearly destroyed the New England settlements and put their continued 
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existence in doubt. The conduct of the war and debate over its causes, conduct, and 
outcome spawned an outpouring of literature in the colonial presses unlike any 
previous event,
274
 and the war continued to be a source of great interest in 
Hutchinson’s own time.  
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The ostensible cause of the war was the murder, in 1675, of Christian Indian 
and alleged spy John Sassamon, and the subsequent execution of three Wampanoag 
Indians for Sassamon’s murder. However, tensions had been building for some time 
between the English colonists and their neighboring tribes. Long-simmering quarrels 
over treatises, land purchases and religion turned a diplomatic crisis into a major 
conflagration involving all the New England colonies as well as most of the major 
Indian tribes of the region.  
For most of the war, the Indians appeared to be winning. As late as May 
1676, colonists still feared defeat, and had abandoned about a third of their towns. 
However, the Indians’ smaller numbers and lack of provisions eventually proved 
their undoing. The culminating battle of King Philip’s War came in August 1676, in 
the Great Swamp Fight, where John Winslow led fifteen hundred men against the 
Narragansett stronghold. King Philip was killed by Indians allied to the whites in a 
swamp near his old home in Mount Hope. The war officially ended a few months 
later, although fighting continued sporadically on the frontier. The captured Indian 
leaders were executed, and many other Indians were sold into slavery. 
King Philip’s War has remained America’s bloodiest American war in terms 
of deaths to proportionate population. There were about 60,000 English colonists 
and 18,000 Indians in the region at the time of the conflict. Contemporary casualty 
estimates vary, but all place the losses as sizable portions of both populaces. The 
English lost 1% to 5% of their population, and the Indians as much as 40%.
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Thousands of English settlers became refugees; thousands of Indians were enslaved. 
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Fifty-two of New England’s ninety towns were attacked; twenty-five were pillaged, 
and seventeen razed.
276
 English official Edward Randolph estimated that colonists 
had lost houses and livestock valued at over 150,000 pounds. 
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The war debt and huge poor relief rolls of widows and orphans caused 
unprecedented tax increases that lasted long after the war’s conclusion. The war also 
underscored colonial jealousies. Lack of cooperation between the New England 
colonies (in particular Massachusetts and Plymouth) had helped start the war, and 
prevented its effective prosecution. The war itself proved very disturbing to the 
Puritans’ self-image, and not just because of the brutal methods used in the fighting. 
Loyalties did not always break down along white/Indian lines, and it was often hard 
to tell friend from foe. The colonial line of settlement was pushed back almost to the 
coast; it would take another half century to regain the territory. 
Contemporary colonial accounts gave no motive for the sudden attack by 
King Philip’s troops in the spring of 1675 except for the Indians’ love of carnage and 
cruelty. Among the earliest accounts of King Philip’s War appearing in print were 
the letters of Nathaniel Saltonstall, an author appearing frequently as “N. S.” in 
Hutchinson’s footnotes. Saltonstall’s narratives appeared in the London Gazette 
during the war. Prurient and entirely secular, Saltonstall, a young Boston merchant, 
emphasized Indian atrocities and acts of barbarism. Other popular accounts of the 
war, including Cotton Mather’s and William Hubbard’s, were less inclined to see 
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King Philip’s War as a glorious struggle between God and heathen, but none went so 
far as to sympathize with Philip’s forces.
278
 
Hutchinson began his coverage of the war not with Sassamon’s death in 1675 
(the usual beginning) but several years earlier, with the growing discontent among 
the Algonquin Indian tribes.
279
 His coverage of King Philip’s War focused on Philip, 
and described the Indian leader with sympathy notably absent from the other 
sources. Hutchinson described Philip as “a man of great spirit”
280
 and detailed his 
growing frustration with the New England colonies from the 1660s onward. In 1662, 
Philip was commanded to appear before the Plymouth court to answer charges of 
“designs against the English.” Philip pledged his friendship, and vowed that he and 
his successors would be faithful subjects of the English king. He promised that he 
would not alienate his lands nor make war on other Indian groups without 
Plymouth’s permission.
281
 Hutchinson noted this in a footnote: “[h]owever it may be 




Unlike many earlier historians, Hutchinson found Philip’s desire for war 
quite understandable. Philip was a sovereign among his people, and the traits which 
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 King Philip’s War is covered History 1, ch. 2: 235-63. 
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the colonists considered “haughty” and “proud” were only what one would expect in 
a ruler. Philip’s anger sprang from a long series of encounters with colonial justice in 
which he had not been treated with respect or fairness: “[t]hey charged him with 
pride and ambition, in aspiring to the sovereignty of a country which he would have 
enjoyed as his inheritance if they had not prevented; with perfidy in breaking 
promises made whilst under restraint.”
283
 Hutchinson saw Sassamon’s death as the 
trigger, but not the cause, of a war that had been brewing for some time.
284
  
Repeatedly in his analysis of Philip’s behavior during the conflict, 
Hutchinson stressed that Philip was sachem, the leader of his people, and that he 
could easily have seen himself justified as a sovereign for disciplining his own 
people, or taking umbrage at the demands of Plymouth and Massachusetts. 
Hutchinson seems to have accepted that Philip’s men murdered Sassamon, and that 
his murderers were fairly convicted. He noted, however, that if Philip did order the 
execution of the man, he might well have felt within his rights as sachem to do so: 
“[t]his action of Philip, in procuring the death of Sausaman, has always been 
pronounced to be a most heinous crime. Philip no doubt considered him as a traitor 
and renegade, who had justly forfeited his life.”
285
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misdeameanor,” but then regained his Christian faith due to Eliot’s influence and returned to the 
Christian Indian community to become a preacher. There is no mention of the allegation contained in 
many of Hutchinson’s sources that Sassamon’s returned to white employment due to a thwarted 




 History 1, ch. 2: 243, footnote *. One of Hutchinson’s sources, John Easton, also brought 
this point up in his account. Easton remarked that while Philip might have had cause to kill Sasamon, 




However, while Hutchinson accepted that the Indians had legitimate 
grievances, he faulted Philip as a commander for bringing his people into a war 
before they were militarily ready.
286
 Philip was responsible for the actual outbreak of 
hostilities. After executing the sachem’s warriors, Plymouth made no moves to 
apprehend Philip himself, hoping the situation would calm down. Philip, however, 
had grown “insolent” due to the growing number of allies flocking to him; he began 
attacking the English settlements.
287
 Hutchinson held Philip to the same standards of 
leadership as white leaders; in this instance, his fatal mistake was surrendering to his 
anger and provoking a war before his people had made adequate military 
preparations.  
Hutchinson’s account of King Philip’s War, like his account of the Pequot 
War, was rather dry compared to the vivid language used by his sources. For the 
most part, Hutchinson’s account was almost wholly lacking in the dramatic 
descriptions of Indian atrocities that peppered earlier narratives and in large part 
served to justify colonial aggression. Hutchinson did include one anecdote that he 
felt demonstrated “the great propriety” of referring to the Indians as “savages.” In 
the incident, one Wampanoag Indian brave cut into the heart of another half-dead 
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Indian prisoner to drink his blood, claiming that it would give him the man’s 
strength.
288
 In general, however, Hutchinson’s narrative lacked the fevered 
descriptions of scalping, eviscerations and finger-removing presented by earlier 
historians. Hutchinson also included numerous examples of heinous white behavior, 
generally inspired by anger, fear, and desires for vengeance, including the 1677 





One major source of the Indian anger that had led to King Philip’s War, 
according to Hutchinson, was colonial miscarriages of justice—the inability of 
Indians to find justice in English colonial courts.  
The English have been charged, by some writers, with acts of 
injustice to the Indians, which have provoked them and occasioned 
the frequent wars. There have been many instances of abuses 
offered to particular persons among the Indians, by evil minded 
Englishmen, and the inhabitants of some parts of the province 
which have suffered most by Indian cruelties, may have been 
under too strong prejudices, and, by this means, offenders, when 





Hutchinson noted that the existing colonial prejudice against Indians that had 
led to these miscarriages of justice were heightened by the war itself, with the result 
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 History 1, ch. 2: 241. In her discussion of Anglo legal mistreatment of the Christian 
Indians during King Philip’s War, Jenny Pulsipher noted that the New England magistrates attempted 
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that during the conflict, even friendly groups found themselves being ill-used and 
denied basic rights in colonial courts. Speaking of the most vulnerable of these 
groups, the Christianized Indians who lived within the white settlements, Hutchinson 
noted that a growing suspicion of all Indians caused the status of the Christian 
Indians to plummet. Even though the “Praying Indians” often fought on the side of 
the whites, they became the victims of vigilante attacks as well as more concerted 
action by the courts.
291
 With little legal justification, the Massachusetts courts 
rounded up the Praying Indians, deprived them of their property, and herded them 
onto Deer Island for the duration of the war. Hutchinson described in great detail the 
colonial hostility targeted at the Christian Indians:  
All of their colour were thought by many of the people worthy of 
death, and although their rage did not carry them that length, as to 
murder any of them without the authority of government…yet their 
clamour seems to have prevailed on the authority to use greater 




He later detailed the near lynching of one Christian Indian who had been arrested on 




Significantly, Hutchinson attributed many of the colonists’ problems with 
their Indian neighbors to a basic constitutional misunderstanding—the Indians, who 
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were being treated as subjects of the English King by the time of King Philip’s War, 
had never intended to accept legal dependency, and had no understanding of the 
concept; “[s]ubjects [and sovereigns] were words of which they had no precise 
ideas.”
294
 In Hutchinson’s view, this misunderstanding was always present in the 
colonists’ relations with the Indians, but posed little problem in the earlier decades of 
settlement. It became more pronounced in the 1670s, as interactions between the two 
peoples increased. In his marginalia comments, added later, Hutchinson reiterated 
his doubts about the legal status of the Indian warriors fighting under Philip, who 
were treated as rebels once the conflict had concluded: “[t]hey are called Rebels and 
Murderers and treated as such. They knew not what was intended by Subjects and at 
most supposed they had broken the promise to live in peace with the English.”
295
 
Discussing the treaties made by Philip and his people before King Philip’s 
War, Hutchinson remarked:  
Notwithstanding, that in the treatises from time to time, the Indians 
have acknowledged themselves subjects to the Kings of England, 
yet they still retained, in their idea of subjection, a degree of 
independency which the English subjects have no pretence to. The 
Six Nations go no farther than to call the great King their father. 




Hutchinson also noted that Philip, in his appearance at Boston in 1671 and 
subsequent court appearances, described the agreements made by his predecessors as 
agreements “for amity and not for subjection.” Philip accepted that the Praying 
Indians living in the townships were subjects of Massachusetts, and consequently 
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accepted Massachusetts’ jurisdiction over these groups, but maintained that the 
others “had no such things with them, and therefore were not subjects.”
297
 
Hutchinson went on to note that:  
In the several treaties between the Massachusets and the Eastern 
Indians…the Indians have always acknowledged subjection to the 
crown of England; notwithstanding such agreements, they have 
remained as independent of the Massachusets government as they 
were before any treaty was made with them. When they call the 
King their Sovereign, perhaps they have no other idea than the Six 




Hutchinson also disapproved of colonial behavior toward the defeated 
Indians after the war’s conclusion. In particular, he bemoaned the lack of mercy 
shown to defeated Indian hostages by the whites. Noting that after Philip’s death, the 
English refused to offer terms of mercy to the survivors, executing the chiefs and 
selling the rest of their captives into slavery, he remarked: “Every person, almost, in 
the two colonies, had lost a relation or near friend, and the people in general were 
exasperated; but all does not sufficiently excuse this great severity.”
299
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In general, Hutchinson’s work was strikingly free from the racial 
assumptions concerning the Indians that were often present in the works of his 
contemporaries. He recognized white complicity in the disputes, and instances of 
white barbarism. He was also willing to credit both Indian grievances and Indian 
bravery in his text. In the conclusion of his account of King Philip’s War, 
Hutchinson objected to the colonial tendency to dismiss the Indians as unworthy of 
white respect. He summed up the character of the Indian war leader in terms that 
made him sound almost akin to a Greek tragic hero:  
We are too apt to consider the Indians as a race of beings by nature 
inferior to us, and born to servitude. Philip was a man of high 
spirit, and could not bear to see the English of New-Plimouth 
extended their settlements over the dominions of his ancestors; and 
although his father had, at one time or other, conveyed to them all 
that they were possessed of, yet he had sense enough, to 
distinguish a free voluntary covenant from one made under a sort 
of duresse, and he could never rest until he brought on the war 




There was one final message behind Hutchinson’s presentation of King 
Philip’s War. Like the heresy persecutions, New England’s Indian problems had 
been used in the past by enemies of the colony back in England to justify greater 
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 Hutchinson remarked that stories of King Philip’s War and the 
colonial losses in it had been exaggerated by men hostile to the colony, in order to 
further their own agendas: “[t]he accounts which were transmitted to England of the 
distresses of the colony, during the war, although they might excite compassion in 
the breasts of some, yet they were improved, by others, to render the colony more 
obnoxious.” Those contemporary accounts implied that the war was being lost 
because of the incompetence of the colonial governments, and, more importantly, by 
the colonies’ stubborn refusal to ask England for help. “A fine country, it was said, 
was in danger of being lost to England, by the penuriousness of those who were at 
the head of affairs, in not raising monies for the defence of it, and by their obstinacy 
in refusing to apply to the King for relief.”
302
 Hutchinson included in the footnote for 
this text a letter from the Earl of Anglesey to Massachusetts Governor John Leverett, 
chiding the people of New England for not asking England for aid. Anglesey hinted 
that Massachusetts’ refusal to ask for help, even in the dire straits of King Philip’s 
War, had been looked upon suspiciously by some in the ministry. The colonists’ 
stubborn insistence on prosecuting the war on their own was being regarded as a 
rejection of the king’s protection, “as if you were independent of our master’s 
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crown, needed not his protection, or had deserved ill of him.”
303
 Anglesey charged 
that the colony was “too tenacious of what is necessary for your preservation…you 
are poor and yet proud.”
304
  
Hutchinson argued that this charge was without merit, as the colonies had 
sufficient men and resources to take care of themselves.
305
  
An application to England, for men, was [not] necessary, and I 
meet with no papers which intimate that there was any thought of it 
in any persons in the colony. Fighting made soldiers. As soon as 
the inhabitants had a little experience in the Indian way of fighting, 




Hutchinson also maintained that not only had the New England colonies been 
able to defend themselves without outside military support (and thus were not remiss 
in not asking for help), but that the war itself had incurred no great expense to the 
empire. “[T]his is certain,” he wrote “that as the colony was at first settled, so it was 
now preserved from ruin without any charge to the mother country.”
307
 Not only had 
the expense of the war to the empire been overstated, but New England had since 
more than made up for the sums contributed. Hutchinson argued that the 
contributions of Massachusetts residents to English charitable causes during the 
period more than equaled the amounts spent by the home government during King 
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 The settlement of Massachusetts had in fact enriched the empire in 
the long run; this was proven once again by the colony’s success at overcoming the 
challenges of the Indian wars through their own resources. 
Hutchinson’s account of the Indian wars demonstrated many of his principle 
values. The Massachusetts citizens who appeared in Hutchinson’s account were 
generally upright and responsible citizens, but when they went astray, it was often 
due to violent emotions and irrational prejudice against the Indian nations. Their 
failure to extend basic rights to the Indians—to respect their property rights, to give 
them justice in their courts, and to recognize them as men—helped lead to one of the 
worst wars of the century. Their squabbling with each other also at times undercut 
their defense efforts. 
However, while Hutchinson faulted the colony for some of its past behavior 
with regard to the Indians, his overall stress was on their successes rather than their 
failures. The seventeenth century was a dangerous age, when the small colonies were 
threatened not only by various Indian groups, but by conniving European settlements 
as well. King Philip’s War may have been unnecessarily, but the roots behind it were 
complicated, and the colony acquitted itself well in the military struggle without 
resorting to calls for aid from abroad.  
Hutchinson’s account of the province’s experiences with the Indians 
reinforced several of the basic tenets that he promoted throughout his History. On 
the whole, the narrative justified the conduct of the colonists, and worked to 
demonstrate the obstacles his forebears overcame in creating the thriving colony that 







Massachusetts was by his own time. However, the work also provided moral lessons 
to the readers, in keeping with Hutchinson’s Enlightenment philosophy. The 
narrative demonstrated that the colony did not always respect the liberties of 
unpopular minorities, and also showed the consequences of such lapses. Popular 
“enthusiasm,” here in the form of racial and religious prejudice and popular desires 
for revenge, led the colony to horrific actions that would have long-term negative 
consequences. Massachusetts’ magistrates were not always capable of restraining 
these popular prejudices. Atrocities were also committed against innocent Indians in 
times of war. Hutchinson recognized that such actions were motivated by fear and 
ignorance, but ultimately saw them as blots on the colony’s reputation, which had 














CHAPTER 5: THE CHARTER STRUGGLES 
 
Massachusetts’ struggle for control over its own government and charter 
dominated both domestic politics and imperial relations throughout the seventeenth 
century. This issue was of intense concern to Hutchinson, and he gave the charter 
struggles extraordinary prominence throughout the History, particularly in Volume 
One. Hutchinson saw the charter issue as central to both Massachusetts’ internal 
development and its relationship with England. However, the dispute had deeper 
ramifications as well. The charter struggles laid the basis for Massachusetts’ 
framework of government, as well as the colony’s constitutional status within the 
empire.  
In the Anglo-American world of the eighteenth century, both law and the 
English constitution were largely the products of history, a situation that made 
understanding that history critical. The traditions of the eighteenth century American 
Enlightenment also emphasized that the best guide to the ideals of good government 
and an understanding of human behavior as it related to the political realm lay in the 
lessons of the past.
309
 As indicated by numerous asides throughout Volume One, 
Hutchinson realized that the legal and constitutional issues of this period had 
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frequently been misunderstood by his countrymen, creating a false general 
understanding of Massachusetts’ legal status within the realm.  
Hutchinson’s coverage of the charter crises demonstrated that he did not 
accept all royal actions as legitimate, and that he recognized a basic Lockean right of 
resistance, adhering to the people at large, once a certain threshold had been crossed 
by their government. His acceptance particularly of the Glorious Revolution in 
England and its counterpart in Massachusetts provide the best insight into what 
violations and crimes could legitimate popular resistance. Hutchinsons’ account of 
the Restoration and Dominion periods also provided strong support for him in his 
contention that the both the provincial and the imperial governments under which he 
lived were far superior to those of the past, demonstrating the progress his world had 
come from a less enlightened age. 
 
MASSACHUSETTS UNDER THE EARLY STUARTS 
In 1629, the founders of Massachusetts were granted a corporate charter to 
settle the Massachusetts territory and administer its government.
310
 This legal 
document, which the colonists brought with them to Boston, soon acquired almost 
religious significance to the colonists. It was regarded as the foundation of the “Citty 
on a Hill’s” government and the guarantor of their independence, and the leadership 
of Puritan Massachusetts vehemently fought any attempt to alter or abolish the 
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document. Challenges to the 1629 charter began a few years after it was granted, and 
these challenges continued for most of the century.
311
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In 1633, Sir Christopher Gardiner, Thomas Morton and Philip Ratcliff (all of 
whom had been banished from Massachusetts for various reasons), lodged the first 
challenge against the charter, presenting a petition to the English Privy Council that 
accused Massachusetts Bay of desiring independence from the mother country. The 
charges were successfully refuted and dismissed. However, the next year the Crown, 
which may not have initially realized that the charter had left the realm, began 
attempts to recover it. This signaled the beginning of more concerted moves to rein in 
the colony. In 1635, Charles I attempted to supplant the authority of the 
Massachusetts General Court by creating a council of English lords (including 
William Laud, the colony’s arch-enemy) to oversee their government.
312
 In 1638, on 
the eve of the English Civil War, Charles I began legal action to revoke the 




The English Civil War and Interregnum gave Massachusetts a needed if 
temporary respite. The only serious challenge to the charter in the period of the Civil 
War and Interregnum was the Remonstrance petition of 1646. Robert Child and 
several other non-Puritans challenged the Massachusetts laws excluding them from 
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participation in government, and eventually appealed the question to Parliament.
314
 
Despite the eventual denial of the appeal, the legal issue raised by the Remonstrance 
petitioners would continue to haunt the colony in the ensuing decade. Child’s petition 
raised a vital legal question that would ultimately prove the colony’s undoing: despite 
their charter’s specific directive to make “no laws repugnant to English law,” 
Massachusetts persisted in religious discrimination, even against Anglicans, that 
would be illegal in England.
315
 
The colony prospered during the 1640s and 1650s, due to their alliance with 
the victors in the English Civil War, but found themselves in a much more 
uncomfortable position after the Restoration of the Stuart monarchy in 1660.The 
Restoration signaled the beginning of a new and difficult relationship between 
Massachusetts and the Crown. The colony was considered suspect, not only due to 
the dissenting faith of the majority of its inhabitants, but more crucially because it had 
sided decisively with Parliament in the Civil War.  
The 1660s and 1670s were periods of significant challenge to the province. In 
1664, Charles II sent over four commissioners to Massachusetts, authorizing them to 
review the colony’s laws, hear appeals from its court rulings, and settle land disputes. 
Massachusetts failed to recognize the authority of the commissioners, and 
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 Robert Child, et al., “Petition presented to the General Court held at Boston, May 19, 
1646,” in Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 1: 214-23. The General Court’s response, “A 
Declaration of the General Court holden at Boston 4 (9) 1646, is 1: 223-47. For more information on 
the Remonstrance petitioners, see George L. Kittredge, “Dr. Robert Child the Remonstrant,” CSM 
Publications 21 (1919): 1-146. 
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 As Child’s petition noted, “we cannot, according to our judgments, discerne a settled 
forme of government according to the laws of England, which may seem strange to our countrymen, 
yea to the whole world, especially considering we are all English.” Collection of Papers, ed. 
Hutchinson, 1: 216. Child claimed there were “many thousands in these plantations, of the English 
nation, freeborne, quiet and peaceable men, righteous in their dealings…who are debarred from all 





pronounced their presence a violation of the province’s charter.
316
 The 
Commissioners eventually returned to England in high dungeon,
317
 and 
Massachusetts was ordered to send agents to England with sufficient authority to 
answer the various crimes charged against them. Massachusetts delayed sending such 
agents for over a decade.
318
 When the Massachusetts agents finally arrived in London 
in 1676, the ministry discovered that they lacked sufficient power to agree to 
substantive changes to the charter on their own authority, as the General Court, 
advised by the Puritan ministers, had decided against granting them such power.  
The colony’s position, which they first expressed in 1661 and never wavered 
from thereafter, was that their 1629 charter had been a legally recognized gift from 
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 The Commissioners appointed were Richard Nichols, Robert Carr, George Cartwright, and 
Samuel Maverick. The text of their commission is in the History 1, Appendix No. 15: 443-44. As 
Hutchinson noted, the last of these men was already an established opponent of the Massachusetts 
charter, who had been campaigning against it for years. The Danforth Papers in MHS Coll., 2
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 Massachusetts’ failure to respect the authority of the King’s Commissioners in the 1660s 
was one of the main complaints against them that led to the 1684 quo warranto proceedings, according 
to Edward Randolph: “…you may remember the King in 1664 was at great Charge in sending over 
Commissioners thither upon sundry complaints made at y
e
 Councill board & instead of admitting them 
to Act according to theyr Commission they openly by sound of Trumpet declared ag
st
 theyr 
Proceedings and would not permit them to stay as Comissioners in Boston and so returned re infecta, 
and this high Contempt of theirs was one Article ag
st
 them…” Edward Randolph to Dean Hicks, Sept. 
20, 1684, quoted in C. E. Doble, ed., “Notes and Documents: Mather and Randolph,” Eng. Hist. Rev.1, 
no. 1 (Jan. 1886): 147. 
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 With regard to Massachusetts’ decision to stall rather than immediately obey the king’s 
order to send agents to England, see particularly “The Address of Mass. Gen. Court to Charles II,” 
Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 2: 43-47, “The Advice of the Elders concerning the Address,” 





Charles I that the current monarch had no legal right to revoke.
319
 In response to this, 
in 1683 the monarchy of Charles II began quo warranto procedures, the legal process 
to revoke a corporate charter such as the Charter of 1629.
320
 Judgment was entered 
against Massachusetts in the Court of Chancery on October 13, 1684.
321
 The colony 
was informed that their charter had been legally revoked, and they were to be placed 
under a military command. In June of 1686, Sir Edmund Andros was appointed 
governor of the Dominion of New England, a territory comprising all the of New 
England colonies. New York and New Jersey were subsequently added.  
Massachusetts’ seventeenth century struggles with the Crown were clearly of 
vital interest to Hutchinson, judging from the attention he paid to them, and the 
prominence he gave these disputes in his narrative.
322
 Hutchinson’s account of the 
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 In 1661, the Massachusetts General Court declared their charter “the first and mayne 
foundation of our civil polity here.” The statement listed the responsibilities Massachusetts believed it 
owed the monarch, including protecting his dominions militarily, defending his honor in wars, 
furthering the Christian religion, and maintaining his laws against criminals. What this document 
pointedly did not include is any recognition of king’s authority to approve Massachusetts’ laws or 
system of government. Court’s Declaration of their rights by Charter, 1661, from Massachusetts 
General Court, June 10, 1661, in History 1, Appendix No. 13: 439-40. 
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302, footnote 12. Under English law, a colonial charter was considered the private property of English 
subjects, and could not be seized without solid evidence presented in court of law. 
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New England, 1684,” in MHS Coll., 4
th
 ser. 2 (1854): 246-78. The judgment was entered against the 
Massachusetts in the final months of Charles II’s reign; and issued by his successor, James II. Edward 
Randolph’s “Articles against the Government of Boston” presented the ministry’s legal justification for 
revoking the charter. “Articles against the Government of Boston. Rcd. 4 June 1683,” in Randolph 
Letters, ed. Toppan and Goodrick, 3: 299-300. 
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 The History, particularly Volume 1, is organized primarily around the charter struggle. 
Volume 1, Chapter 1, which ends with the Restoration of 1660, is the only substantive chapter in 
Volume 1 whose title does not reflect the charter struggle. Volume 1, Chapter 2 is subtitled “Historical 
Occurrences from the Restoration of King Charles the 2d to the Year 1686, when the Charter was 
vacated.” (History 1, ch. 2: 179). Volume 1, Chapter 3 is subtitled “From the dissolution of the charter 
in 1686, until the arrival of the province charter in 1692.” (History, 1, ch. 3: 297). The conclusion of 
Volume 1, which according to Hutchinson’s text was originally meant to end the entire work, ended its 




charter struggles was designed to convey several important points to his readers. His 
work addressed both the moral and the legal justness of the revocation of the 1629 
charter, an issue that was still hotly debated in Hutchinson’s own time.
323
 The second 
overriding concern in this part of the account was the question of whether 
Massachusetts in any way deserved the revocation, or bore any responsibility the loss 
of their charter. This required looking into the initial terms of the 1629 charter and the 
circumstances of its acquisition, the deviations from the charter committed by the 
colonists, and the critics of the colony and the nature of their grievances.  
Overall, Hutchinson argued that Massachusetts lost its original charter through 
little fault of its own. The revocation was the result rather of the more arbitrary 
system of monarchy present in England at the time, which provided all English 
subjects, including those in Massachusetts, with little protection from arbitrary 
proceedings. On the other hand, Hutchinson did not hold the colony entirely 
blameless. Several of their deviations from their original patent had opened the door 
for a legal challenge, particularly their denial of civil rights to non-Puritans. 
Hutchinson’s account also demonstrated that the legal status of early Massachusetts 
within British common law, particularly under the 1629 charter, was a more 
complicated matter than was generally appreciated in his own time.  
                                                                                                                                           
of 1692—but rather halfway into the year 1692, with the arrival of Governor Phips and the beginning 
of government under the second charter (History 1, ch. 3: 351.). Finally, Volume 2 is subtitled “From 
the charter of King William and Queen Mary in 1691, until the Year 1750.” (History 2, ch. 1, title 
page). Volume two then begins with a nine-page recapitulation of the work up to date—a summary 
that focuses almost wholly on events pertaining to the charter. (History 2, ch. 1: 1-9). 
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 These were two separate issues to Hutchinson; thus, a government could commit an act 
that was legal under the law but morally reprehensible, and accordingly, a people might have a moral 
right to resist such acts, but not a legal one. The best expression of these views is Hutchinson’s 
“Dialogue between an American and a European Englishman (1768),” ed. Bernard Bailyn, 





It is clear in Hutchinson’s account that there were two key sources of the 
Crown’s unhappiness with Massachusetts after 1660. Firstly, the Stuart kings had 
serious doubts concerning the colony’s loyalty. In addition to having supported the 
Parliamentary cause, the colony had been notably lacking in enthusiasm for Charles 
II’s Restoration, even failing to congratulate the new monarch at his accession.
324
 The 
Crown was also irritated over the colony’s deviations from English law, particularly 
their insistence on persecuting religious minorities. Hutchinson found the second 
charge a much more legitimate one than the first.  
Puritan Massachusetts, former home of several of the regicides who had 
signed Charles I’s death warrant, was not beloved by Charles II, or by his brother 
James II. Accusations of disloyalty were lodged against the colony from the first 
years of the Restoration forward.
325
 Hutchinson refuted most of these charges. In 
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 Massachusetts’ belated August 7, 1661 recognition of the Restoration monarchy was 
hardly celebratory: “FORASMUCH as Charles the second is undoubted King of Great Britain…We 
there do, as in duty we are bound and acknowledge him to be our Sovereign…” History 1, ch. 2: 187. 
Hutchinson’s explanation for the colony’s delay in sending acknowledgements and other violations of 
monarchial etiquette was that as Charles II was the first king to ascend to the English throne since the 
colony’s founding, they were unaware of proper procedure: ibid., 186-87. 
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 Accusations of disloyalty had dogged Massachusetts since its earliest years of settlement. 
In 1633, an Crown inquiry was launched into the colony’s increasing immigration, which was alleged 
to include “divers persons known to be ill affected, discontented not only with civil but ecclesiastical 
government...” King in Council, 21
st
 Feb. 1633, quoted History 1, ch. 1:30. Hutchinson also noted a 
letter found in Archbishop Laud’s study from George Burdett of Salem that accused New England of 
disloyalty and desires for independence: “it was not new discipline which was aimed at, but 
sovereignty; and that it was accounted perjury and treason, in their general court, to speak of appeals to 
the King.” History 1, ch. 1: 76-77. 
 One of first communication between the colony and the Restored Crown alluded to charges 
of disloyalty. In his letter announcing his coronation, Charles II assured the Massachusetts settlers he 
was assured of their loyalty, despite rumors to the contrary: Letter of Charles II to Gov. Endecott, 
announcing Restoration of the monarchy, Feb. 15, 1660,” in Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 2: 
51-52. Suspicions concerning Massachusetts’ attachment to the realm persisted into the 1680s: John 
Cotton to Thomas Hinckley, Jan. 13, 1681, and William Blathwayt to Thomas Hickley, 27 Sept. 27, 
1683, both in “Hinkley Papers: Being the Letters and Papers of Thomas Hinckley, Governor of the 
Colony of New Plymouth, 1676-1699,” MHS Coll., 4
th
 ser. 5 (1861): 55-57, 91-92 
Some in the British ministry were not entirely convinced of Massachusetts’ loyalty even in 
the eighteenth century, due to the colony’s past, as was shown in a 1720 letter written by 




Hutchinson’s view, the colony’s reluctance to embrace the new monarch was rooted 
solely in religious concerns. Putting rather a positive gloss both on the colony’s 
sentiments during the English Civil War and their reception of news of the 
Restoration, Hutchinson argued, “I have no where met with any marks of disrespect 
to the memory of the late King, and there is no room to suppose they were under 
disaffection to his son, and if they feared his restoration it was because they expected 
a change in religion, and that a persecution of all non-conformists would follow it.”
326
 
Hutchinson also refuted Charles II’s charge that the colony was harboring criminals 
in sheltering several of the escaped regicides, noting that the colony made several 
efforts to recapture them.
327
 
                                                                                                                                           
general assembly will disavow the proceedings of the last. The cry of the city here runs exceedingly 
against you, and they revive the story of 1641.” Daniel Neal to ___ [no date given], in History 2, ch. 3: 
219, footnote *. 
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 For the issue of the regicides, see Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 2: 52-59, 63-64, 
148; and Danforth Papers, MHS Coll., 2
nd
 ser., 8 (1819): 46-112. Correspondence from Hutchinson’s 
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Whalley and Goffe,” in MHS Coll., 3
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Hutchinson saw most of the deviations from the terms of the 1629 charter as 
understandable, given the distance of the colony from England, and the difficult 
circumstances of life in the early settlement. England’s troubled state during the 
period also in large part justified the independence shown by the colony in this 
period, and the resulting innovations in their laws and government. Hutchinson 
believed this combination of circumstances explained most of innovations adopted by 
the new colony: “[i]f we add…the troubles in England taking off from the colonies, 
the attention of the several successions of supreme power there, for near thirty years 
together; from all these circumstances, we may pretty well account for all the 
peculiarities in the laws of the colony.”
328
  
Massachusetts’ government departed from the powers expressed in their 
charter very early on, with the establishment of the legislative body, the second such 
institution established in the colonies. In noting the development of the General 
Court, Hutchinson described it as having come about through the general will of the 
freeholders, who had become uncomfortable with the degree of power held in the 
hands of the governor and assistants.
329
 While Hutchinson generally approved of this 
innovation as a measure necessary for the general welfare of the colony, he noted that 
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it rendered the legality of Massachusetts’ entire framework of government somewhat 
questionable. In creating their government, the colonists were largely acting on their 
own authority: “[m]ost of these regulations were made without any authority from 
their charter…”
330
 Hutchinson attributed the colonists’ willingness to deviate from 
their written orders to their isolated situation: “[i]n America they were less scrupulous 
than they would have been in England.”
331
 However, Hutchinson also noted that 
Massachusetts was hardly the only colony to rework their structure of government in 
this turbulent time. The author pointed out that all of the mainland colonies were 
guilty of deviations from their approved frameworks. He noted that the Virginians 
had been even more brazen than the Bay Colony, their House of Burgesses having no 
prior authorization whatsoever, “the King nor the grand council at home not having 
given any power or directions for it.”
332
 
Hutchinson described most of Massachusetts’ deviations from English law as 
understandable given their unsettled circumstances, the inattention of England in the 
period, and the religious goals of the Puritan settlers. For example, to explain the 
discrepancies between English and Massachusetts criminal law, a major English 
complaint, Hutchinson noted that due to their lack of ecclesiastical courts, 
transgressions that normally fell under church law in England came under the 
authority of the state in Massachusetts. While Hutchinson was reluctant to approve 
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entirely of this arrangement, he noted it was in keeping with the religious nature of 
the age and the stated theocratic goals of the settlement.
333
  
It appears that there were only two deviations from the original charter 
instructions that made Hutchinson significantly uncomfortable. The first was the 
physical removal of the charter from London to Massachusetts, a move that allowed 
the government to be located in the province, rather than back in London. This 
question would prove important later in court cases related to the charter, which 
aimed at determining to what extent the colonies had in fact “left the realm” in 
settling in Massachusetts. If, as had been the case with every other province, the 
guiding corporation’s headquarters had remained in London, the question of 
Parliament or the ministry’s legal jurisdiction over the colony would have been less 
open to debate.  
Hutchinson noted in his discussion of the original settlement that the physical 
removal of their charter had been considered vitally necessary by the Founders, 
several of whom made it a condition of their joining the settlement. Nevertheless, he 
was not entirely convinced that the removal of the charter from the realm was truly 
legal. Noting that the Massachusetts Company’s officers had consulted Crown lawyer 
John White, who had determined that both the patent and the government should be 
settled in America, Hutchinson objected mildly, “[i]t is difficult to conceive any 
reasons in support of this opinion.”
334
 The point was important, because the physical 
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 History 1, ch. 5: 369-70. Hutchinson noted that in the realm of criminal law particularly, 
“they professed to have no regard to the rules of the common law of England” and intended to be 
guided by “law of Moses.” Ibid., 370-71. 
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removal of the charter to Massachusetts turned out to be a constitutional coup for the 
New Englanders, which gave them an independence not held by colonies with 
charters back in England.
335
 It also demonstrated that the colonists had been departing 
from the terms of their original charter from the very beginning, making the political 
structure they eventually established somewhat less constitutionally legitimate.
336
 
The second and more important deviation that gave Hutchinson pause was the 
colony’s franchise restrictions. The close relationship between Massachusetts’ 
religious problems and their subsequent political struggles with the home government 
is a connection which has been sometimes overlooked by modern historians, but one 
of which Thomas Hutchinson was very much aware. Massachusetts’ exclusion of 
non-church members from the franchise and other civil rights was Hutchinson’s most 
significant complaint regarding the early structure of Massachusetts government. He 
pointed out repeatedly that the Puritan church membership requirements for 
government participation violated basic civil liberties, and created significant 
problems for the colony. This requirement was established with the colony’s earliest 
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 As Hutchinson expressed it in his summary of the charter struggles in Volume Two: “[h]ad 
the corporation continued within the realm, as was intended, the company and every member must 
undoubtedly have been subject to the law of the land.” History 2, ch. 1: 3. 
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 “The removal of the corporation from England was the first instance of departure from the 
charter and in a most essential point.” History 1, ch. 1: 34, footnote *. See also History 2, ch. 1: 1. 
Hutchinson’s discomfort with the uncertain legality of the removal of the patent continued in the 
footnotes of his Collection of Papers. Commenting on a 1638 letter sent from the Lords of the Council 
to Winthrop, requesting that the charter be returned to London, Hutchinson commented: “[w]hether the 
intent of this order was that the Patent should be sent over that the Government of the Colony might be 
under a Corporation in England, according to the true intent of the Patent, or whether it was that the 
Patent might be surrendered, is uncertain.” (Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 1: 199, footnote 86). 
Again, commenting on an early dispute between the Massachusetts Assistants and the House of 
Deputies, Hutchinson noted, “[t]he patent, if the corporation had continued in England as was 
intended, admits of no difficulty in the construction of it. These doubts and questions arise meerly from 






government, and despite increasing pressure from England, it remained the law of the 
land until the colony’s original government was dissolved in the 1680s.
337
 
  Those settlers who were not full members of a Congregational church were 
not only disenfranchised, but also prevented from serving on juries or participating in 
government in any way. Moreover, as ministers were the ones to certify individuals 
for full church members, this requirement gave the ministry a tremendous power over 
civil government, something Hutchinson bemoaned as destructive to both church and 
state.
338
 In his discussion of the charter struggles, Hutchinson introduced another 
consequence of this injustice. The exclusion of non-church members from civic 
participation gave the Crown a legitimate cause to act against the colony. This 
became an even more critical issue after 1660: “not only Episcopalians, but Baptists, 
quakers, Gortonists, &c. preferred complaints against the colony; and 
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 “[I]t continued in force until the dissolution of the government, it being repealed, in 
appearance only, after the restoration of King Charles the second.”  
The documents Hutchinson included in his appendix showed this was this issue of religious 
discrimination was the source of a major dispute between the colony and the imperial government 
from the outset, from which both sides refused to retreat. Puritan Massachusetts believed the authority 
to maintain their religious orthodoxy and keep their government only in the hands of full church 
members was vital to their society. The English Crown objected to this as a basis of government even 
before the settlement had been planted, but despite repeated challenges, the colonists refused to change 
their style of government: “Proposals made by Lord Say, Lord Brooke, and others, as conditions of 
their removing to New England, with the answers (1636),” in History 1, Appendix 2: 410-13. 
An anonymous letter from the 1660s demonstrated that the sense the seventeenth century 
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Absolute Power without allowance of Appeale…” Anon., “Letter, ca. 1666,” in “Documents relating to 
the Massachusetts Patent,” MHS Proc. 46 (1913): 292.  
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 As Hutchinson understood it, a lack of separation of church and state was corruptive to 
both institutions. At another point in the History, he also objected that the seventeenth century General 
Court frequently interfered in ecclesiastical matters: “however inconsistent it may seem with the 
professed ecclesiastical constitution and freedom of every church, the general court, in several 
instances, interposed their authority.” History 1, ch. 1: 161. Hutchinson based his understanding of the 
need for a religious tolerance by government, and separation between church and state primarily on the 






although…King Charles confirmed their charter, yet he required a toleration in 
religion and alternation in civil matters, neither of which were fully complied 
with.”
339
 The province made matters worse by attempting to deny the right of appeal 




While Hutchinson ultimately absolved the colony from most of the 
responsibility for the loss of their original charter, he did fault the settlers for giving 
England legitimate grounds for legal action in their stubborn refusal on this issue. 
Hutchinson also recognized that this discrimination put the colony on shakier moral 
ground in their defense of their charter than they would otherwise have been. He 
acknowledged that this was an unacceptable violation of civil liberties, and those thus 
excluded had ample cause for complaint: “[h]ad they been deprived of their civil 
privileges in England by an act of parliament, unless they would join in communion 
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 History 2, ch. 1: 3. Hutchinson reiterated this objection in Volume Two: “I know not how 
to excuse the persecution of all who could not conform to their religious establishment, when their 
charter granted toleration to all christians, except papists.” History 2, ch. 1: 2. 
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 The Crown argued that Massachusetts’ refusal to allow appeals to the Commissioners from 
their court rulings meant that they were refusing the basic right of an English subject to appeal to the 
king: “if in truth, in any extraordinary case, the proceedings there aue been irregular, and against the 
rules of justice…it cannot be presumed that his Majesty hath or will leaue his subjects of New-England 
without hope of redresse by an appeale to him, which his subjects of all his other kingdoms haue free 
liberty to make.” Letter from Earl of Clarendon to Mass. Gen. Court, Mar. 15, 1664, in History 1, 
Appendix 17: 450. The colony’s refusal to yield on this point was seen by the Crown as a rejection of 
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and cannot appeale to his Majesty…” Letter from King Charles II, to Mass. Bay, in 1666, in History 1, 
Appendix 19: 452. 
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Hutchinson recognized that the colonists could have been more diplomatic in 
their dealings with the Crown, as their absolute refusal to compromise during their 
period was cited as a partial justification for the eventual revocation of their charter. 
Hutchinson also admitted that his forbearers could have possibly been more tactful 
and flexible in their responses.
342
 However, Hutchinson insisted that the colonists’ 
intransigence was based on legitimate concerns: “it cannot be denied that the 
commission was a stretch of power…there appears in the conduct of the general 
court, upon this occasion, not an obstinate perverse spirit, but a modest steady 
adherence to what they imagined, at last, to be their just rights and privileges.
343
 
Hutchinson recognized the threat that the Commissioners posed to the colony’s 
ability to govern itself:  
“[t]he government of the colony, I imagine, will not be thought 
culpable for refusing entirely to submit to the absolute authority of 
the commissioners, which must have superseded their charter; and 
if this authority had been once admitted they would have found it 
very difficult ever after to have ejected it.”
344
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deferential tone of address in much of their correspondence throughout this period. That the colony 
took regularly took a defiant tone of address in their communications with the Crown is clear from the 
documents in Hutchinson’s own appendix. One early correspondence regarding the charter, the 
Massachusetts General Court’s response to the 1638 quo warranto attempt, edged close to treason. In 
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without laying the least matter to their charge of crymes or exorbitances…” Earl of Clarendon to the 
Mass. Gen. Court, Mar. 15, 1664, in History 1, Appendix 17: 450. 
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While both the removal of the charter to America and the religious restrictions 
on the franchise clearly concerned the lieutenant governor and he did acknowledge 
some recalcitrance in the colonists’ behavior during the Restoration period, 
Hutchinson’s narrative was for the most part a defense of the colony. As Hutchinson 
saw it, the settlement struggled through much of the seventeenth century against a 
host of enemies and a sovereign whose power was not yet reined in by a firm 
constitutional framework.  
Hutchinson noted that many of Massachusetts’ critics had personal motives at 
stake in the struggle against the colony, and that their accounts were thus somewhat 
biased. While many of the critics had begun as religious dissenters from the colony, 
their motives were often financial as well. Two of the most active opponents of the 
charter since the early 1630s had been Thomas Morton and Christopher Gardiner, 
non-Puritans who had both run afoul of the Puritan government. Hutchinson noted 
that both men were failed adventurers who were pursuing land claims against the 
colony as well as religious complaints. Quoting a 1632 letter between them, 
Hutchinson demonstrated that the two had been scheming for years to have the 
colony’s charter revoked: “If Jove vouchsafe to thunder, the charter and the kingdom 
of the separatists will fall asunder...The brethren have found themselves frustrated, 
                                                                                                                                           
the uncertainty of affairs there: “[t]he agents themselves seem to have been pressed into the service. 
They fear a long detention in England and were not sure that they were intirely free from danger of 
restraint upon their liberty. Complaints had been preferred against the colony from all 
quarters...Besides, it was doubtful what would be the fate of the charter. If taken away they would not 
know where to obtain satisfaction for any extraordinary expence or trouble in England.” Collection of 





and I shall see my desire upon mine enemies.”
345
 Hutchinson attributed 
Massachusetts’ problems as much to malcontents such as these two as to the desires 
of the ministry. 
This was particularly the case concerning Massachusetts’ foremost critic in 
the Restoration period, Edward Randolph. First sent over to gather information on the 
colony in 1676, Randolph was in 1678 appointed collector of Crown revenue.
346
 An 
Anglican and a royalist, he detested the Massachusetts government from the outset, 
and soon began sending home a variety of charges against the colony. Hutchinson 
saw Randolph as motivated wholly by base and scurrilous motives (he was a relative 
of land claimant John Mason, and in the man’s pay), and blamed Randolph 
principally for the loss of the first charter
347
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Ultimately, Hutchinson saw quo warranto proceedings of the 1680s, the 
culmination of this period of political struggle, as arbitrary and unjust, but hardly 
unexpected given the general disposition of James II’s regime. Unlike many modern 
historians, who place some blame on Massachusetts for their refusal to compromise 
and repeated refusal to comply with ministry demands,
348
 Hutchinson presented the 
quo warranto as simply part of the general destruction of charter rights under Charles 
II and James II. While Massachusetts might have borne some responsibility for their 
refusal to abandon their franchise restrictions, this refusal in Hutchinson’s view was 
not the true cause of the quo warranto action. Hutchinson saw the revocation as 
ultimately part of the general plan on the part of the Stuarts to seize greater control 
                                                                                                                                           
misrepresentation.” Of course, one of the “faction” prominently listed was Hutchinson’s own 
grandfather Elisha Hutchinson. Collection of Papers, ed. Hutchinson, 2: 278, and 2: 278, footnote 161. 
For Elisha Hutchinson’s prominence among the “faction” named by Randolph, see the lists on pages 
282 and 285. 
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“Revolutions in America,” 256. 
David Lovejoy sees the colony’s position regarding its charter rights as an extreme one, which 
not surprisingly provoked an extreme response: “[b]esides its religious character, what distinguished 
Massachusetts from other colonies was its idea of royal and Parliamentary power. It may have come as 
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over all areas of their empire, by invalidating earlier agreements that gave their 
subjects partial autonomy. The action showed the true colors of the Restoration 
Stuarts: “[i]n 1684, by a judgment or decree in chancery, their charter was declared 
forfeited, and their liberties were seized into the king’s hands; and whatever opinion 
some had formed, that their subjection depended upon mutual compact between the 
Crown and the colony, they were forced to submit to the superior power…”
349
 
Hutchinson described both Charles II and James II as tyrants, and with regard to the 
latter, noted that Massachusetts could hardly have expected protection from such a 
monarch, given his crimes even within the realm: “King James was making daily 
advances towards despotism in England. It was not likely that he should consent to 
any degree of liberty in the colonies”
350
 The revocation of Massachusetts’ charter was 
simply part of the general trend towards the restriction of privileges by Charles II and 
James II that had led ultimately to the Glorious Revolution. 
 
THE DOMINION OF NEW ENGLAND 
Under the new structure of government instituted for the province in 1686, 
Massachusetts lost its legislative assembly, and with it, all representative government 
at the provincial level. The power of the town governments in their town meetings 
was also severely curtailed. The province was given an appointed governor and 
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 History, 1, ch. 3: 311. In his review of the period, Hutchinson queried, rather ironically, 
why New Englanders should have expected their rights to be honored by a series of monarchs who 
violated the rights of Englishmen within the realm: “[w]hat dependence then could, rationally, be 
placed upon a special charter to a small part of his subjects in America?” Letter from the 





council; religious toleration for all Protestants was mandated, and the tax-based 





 was appointed interim governor, a role he filled for less than 
a year, until the arrival of the appointed governor, Sir Edmund Andros. Andros 
arrived with about a hundred soldiers—the first standing army to exist in 
Massachusetts. Andros set up his government, composed mainly of an appointed 
Council taken from his New York associates. He also reorganized the local militia, 
replacing many of the Puritan officers with Anglicans, and took the power of jury 
selection out of the hands of the freeholders, giving it to the sheriffs who were now 
appointed by the governor. Acting on his commission, Andros also moved to extend 




In March of 1687, over the objections of most of his Council, Andros imposed 
a new set of taxes on the territory. When the inhabitants of Ipswich, Massachusetts, 
led by their minister, attempted to question the legitimacy of these taxes, their leaders 
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were fined and imprisoned.
354
 The Ipswich trial ended all further attempts to dispute 
the Andros’ right to levy taxes. Andros also announced that the revocation of the 
charter had voided all land titles as well, and that all titles needed to be re-confirmed 
by the king. 
Andros also created significant ill will with his Indian policies. During the 
early winter months of 1688 and 1689, there had been Indian attacks on the northern 
frontier in Maine. The governor believed that Massachusetts’ prior Indian wars had 
been caused by the colonials’ harsh treatment of the Indians, and he attempted to 
renegotiate friendlier terms with them, which raised colonial suspicions. Andros, 
widely if erroneously seen by the colonists as Catholic, was assumed to be pro-
French, and was suspected of encouraging the French-allied Indians to attack the 
colony.
355
 The governor also spent half of the winter of 1688-1689 building a line of 
forts in Maine to protect the frontier against Indian attacks, a move that was widely 
regarded by the New Englanders as militarily unnecessary. Andros hauled a 
significant portion of the Massachusetts militia into the Maine frontier in the dead of 
winter as manual labor to build these forts, a maneuver that raised significant colonial 
hackles.
356
 In May 1688, Increase Mather departed surreptitiously for London to 
protest Andros and the Dominion and to attempt to negotiate the return of the charter. 
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Mather remained in London, eventually joined by other Massachusetts agents, for 
over four years, engaged in charter negotiations.
357
 
Hutchinson’s coverage of the Dominion, particularly under the command of 
Sir Edmund Andros, proved that he did not believe, as his Revolutionary enemies 
would later allege, that all rulers had an automatic right to rule, and that no moral 
right of resistance adhered to the people at large. Hutchinson’s account of the Andros 
regime provided clear proof that he did not subscribe to a completely royalist 
approach to government, where a ruler could do no wrong. As Hutchinson presented 
him, Andros was a textbook example of a despot.
358
 The issues that Hutchinson 
stressed in his account of Andros’ brief regime are quite revealing. Hutchinson 
complained that Andros censored the press, that men were committed to prison 
without bail or trial, and that the government restricted travel outside the Dominion. 
The very small Anglican population, many of whom had arrived with Andros from 
New York, received the bulk of civil and military appointments.  
Andros, in Hutchinson’s view, failed to abide by even the limited restraints 
provided by his instructions. Under the Dominion’s structure of government, Andros 
was supposed to rule with the advice and aid of an appointed Council. Most of these 
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men had been hand-picked by Randolph, according to Hutchinson, and were expected 
to be loyal to the new regime.
359
 But the governor did not allow even these men to act 
as a check on him. Andros’ councilmen complained that “the governor had always 
three or four of his creatures to say yes to every thing he proposed, after which no 
opposition was allowed.”
360
 Hutchinson commented with regard to Andros’ arbitrary 
style of government, that “Nero concealed his tyrannical disposition more years than 
Sir Edmund and his creatures did months.
361
 
Hutchinson also stressed the clear threat to freedom of conscience that Andros 
appeared to present to the colony: “[t]he people were menaced, that their meeting-
houses should be taken from them, and that public worship in the congregational way 
should not be tolerated.”
362
 Hutchinson quoted a letter from Randolph to the 
Archbishop of Canterbury that seemed to imply that one long-term objective of the 
Dominion was to replace the Congregationalists with Anglicans in most 
Massachusetts government offices. Hutchinson quoted the bureaucrat as suggesting 
that more stringent oversight of the Congregational clergy was badly needed: “[m]ost 
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part of our chief officers, as justices of peace &c., are congregational men, not above 
three church of England men are officers in the militia, so that, in the main, I can only 
assure your Grace, that the persons only, and not the government, is changed.”
363
  
To Hutchinson, the Dominion’s government was at the very least considering 
abridging both the general freedom of conscience of the settlers, and the freedom of 
speech of their ministry. Quoting another Randolph letter, Hutchinson noted that 
Randolph wanted control over the Congregational clergy, even in their pulpits. 
Randolph complained that the Congregational ministers “make an ill use of his 
Majesties indulgence and liberty of conscience. Some of them have spoken 
treasonable words in their pulpits…so that I am humbly of opinion that liberty of 




  The threat to private property, in the form of the land title challenges, seemed 
to bother Hutchinson the most. In Hutchinson’s interpretation, Andros’ challenges to 
titles were launched wholly for reasons of personal greed; they were designed to 
collect a new array of fees to fill his lackeys’ pockets. Of all Andros’ crimes, 
Hutchinson described this as the act that ultimately drove the colony against him, 
because it made all property rights uncertain: “[t]he charter being vacated, the people 
were told that their titles to their estates were of no value.”
365
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Earlier in his History, Hutchinson had computed how much he estimated the 
settlers had spent to settle New England during the Great Migration. He put a 
“modest computation” of the total expense of moving the settlers and their goods, and 
stocking sufficient provisions, at around 192,000 l. sterling, and commented, “[a] dear 
purchase, if they had paid nothing before to the council of Plimouth, and nothing 
afterwards to the sachems of the country. Well might they complain, when the titles 
to their lands were called in question by Sir Edmund Andros.”
366
  
Hutchinson saw the Dominion as wholly illegitimate, the unsurprising product 
of a monarchy that was proving itself arbitrary and without respect for the traditional 
constitution and laws of England. Governor Andros was merely the creature of James, 
and was taking his cues from the man who had placed him in power: “Sir Edmund 
knew too well the disposition of his master, to give himself any concern about the 
complaints preferred against him.”
367
 Hutchinson stressed both the arbitrary nature of 
the Andros government and the fact that this lack of justice did not concern them, as 
they seemed to revel in their unchecked power: “Randolph writes, with an air of 
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 History 1, ch. 3: 311. 
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THE GLORIOUS REVOLUTION AND THE OVERTHROW OF EDMUND ANDROS 
Massachusetts’ problems were ultimately relieved by a change in government 
at home. Andros’ “master”
369
 had been experiencing increasing problems since the 
beginning of his reign in 1685. By the summer of 1688, when his queen, to general 
surprise and concernment, delivered a baby boy, James had arrayed an impressive 
number of enemies against him. The prospect of an heir, and thus the continuation of 
James II’s Catholic line, proved to be the monarch’s undoing. In June of 1688, seven 
prominent English leaders sent an invitation to James’ Protestant son-in-law, William 
of Orange, to take the throne. By October of that year, James was preparing for an 
invasion, sending out a warning of an anticipated Dutch attack to the colonies.
370
  
The timing of Andros’ Maine military campaign proved particularly 
unfortunate for him, as New England by the winter of 1688 was in turmoil over the 
rumors emanating from England. By early 1689, conflicting reports of William’s 
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November invasion were reaching Boston.
371
 Andros, sensing trouble, returned to 
Boston from the Maine frontier at the end of March. William’s declaration of October 
1688, which announced his planned invasion and ordered all unjustly deposed 
magistrates to resume their posts, arrived in Boston in early April 1689. It became 
common knowledge despite Andros’ best efforts.
372
 Boston’s own uprising began two 
weeks later.  
Shortly after dawn, the captain of an English frigate lying in harbor, the Rose, 
was arrested in Boston, thus preventing the ship from either engaging in the revolt or 
fleeing back to England with news. The Boston rebellion started around eight in the 
morning on April 18, 1689. It was over almost as soon as it began. By nine A.M., 
drums were summoning the Boston area militia, and Andros’ supporters were being 
arrested in the streets. By noon, a majority of Andros’s Council, together with many 
of the leadership of the prior 1686 administration, gathered at the Boston Town Hall 
before noon to demand the governor’s surrender. The leaders stepping forward to 
resume control of the colony professed themselves surprised by events. As most of 
Andros’ soldiers were still in Maine, the governor had less than a dozen men with 
him. Seriously outnumbered, he quickly surrendered.
373
 The governor, the Andros 
officials who had not joined the rebellion and the fort were in insurgent hands by 
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sundown. The next day, the two remaining points of resistance—the man-of-war Rose 
in the harbor and the Castle Island fort—were taken.
374
 
After an intensive, seventeen-page discussion of the crimes of the Andros 
administration, Hutchinson’s coverage of the actual uprising that overthrew him was 
extremely brief. Hutchinson’s summary of the revolt might be one of the blandest 
descriptions of a violent upheaval ever. Hutchinson acknowledged that the “old 
magistrates and heads of the people silently wished, and secretly prayed” for the 
success of the Glorious Revolution, but “the people were more impatient. The flame, 
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which had been long smothered in their breasts, burst forth with violence.”
375
 For 
what would be the only time in Hutchinson’s narrative, the people at large, without 
prodding by the leadership, apparently rose up as one, in a genuine, spontaneous 
Lockean “revolt of the people.”  
Hutchinson accepted that the “Gentlemen,” the men who stepped forward at 
noon on April 18 to take control of events, were not behind the revolt, had no prior 
knowledge of it, and only assumed leadership of the rebellion (and the subsequent 
colonial government) in order to prevent further disorder.
376
 While Hutchinson could 
not entirely approve of the insurrection that overthrew Edmund Andros, calling it a 
“rash precipitate proceeding,” what was striking in the narrative was the lack of any 
serious condemnation for this particular “mob action,” and the very brief attention the 
revolt itself received. Hutchinson’s main complaint was that the colony might have 
waited only a bit longer to have certain news from England before launching their 
own attack.
377
 The focus of account as a whole was rather on the serious nature of 
Andros’ offences during the Dominion regime and the propriety of the colonial 
leaders’ actions after the revolt. 
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During the relatively brief but turbulent period after the Andros overthrow, 
intense debates over Massachusetts’ constitutional status took place in both England 
and Massachusetts. For months, Mather and other agents urged that Massachusetts’ 
charter be added to corporate charters in the realm, which were being restored by 
William’s Parliament. But negotiations ultimately proved unsuccessful. William was 
unwilling to return the 1629 charter to Massachusetts, but ultimately proved willing 
to grant a new one.
378
 Increase Mather was allowed to nominate the first Royal 
Governor and members of his council; he chose a political ally of his in London, Sir 
William Phips, as first governor. In May 14, 1692, Increase Mather and Phips arrived 




In terms of the overall Enlightenment discourse that Hutchison maintained 
throughout the History, the lessons of the charter struggle were complicated ones. 
Hutchinson demonstrated, in his account of the Dominion and Sir Edmund Andros, 
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 As a frame of government, Hutchinson considered the 1691 charter superior to the 1629 
one. In his summary of the charter struggles in Volume Two, Hutchinson argued that the 1691 charter 
actually presented a more workable frame of government, with a better balance of power between the 
executive and legislative branches. In Hutchinson’s view, the earlier system, being created piecemeal, 
necessarily resulted in an unbalanced and more fragile system: “[t]he Governor, under the old charter, 
altho’ he carried great porte (so does the Doge of Venice) yet his share in the administration was little 
more than that of any one of the assistants.” The new charter provided for annual meetings of the 
General Court, but the governor could dissolve them at any time. Legislative matters were left strictly 
to the legislative branch, and the governor was to have no voice in legislative deliberations. This 
division preserved the independence of both branches. According to Hutchinson, under the new system 
the governor rightly “has no vote in the legislature, and does not, or regularly should not, interest 
himself in matters in debate, in council, or in the house; but no act of government is valid without his 
consent.” History 2, ch. 1: 6-8. Hutchinson detailed the differences between the old and new charters in 
ibid., 4-9. For more information on the new charter, see Richard C. Simmons, “The Massachusetts 
Charter of 1691,” in Contrast and Connection: Bicentennial Essays in Anglo-American History, ed. H. 





the sorts of violations against civil liberties that would justify an overthrow of an 
established regime. Edmund Andros moved through Hutchinson’s narrative as a 
prime exemplar of all the characteristics that made a man, and a government, 
illegitimate and despotic. His crimes were not merely violations of property rights, 
but also significant violations against religious and personal liberty, and threats 
against the colony’s physical well-being. Andros’ regime was, however, only a 
smaller echo of the problems being faced back in England in the home government. 
The rule of the earlier Stuarts was an irrational, unbalanced regime, the product of a 
less enlightened and refined age. The problems the colony experienced as a result in 
this period were reflected in the difficulties experienced by the English cities and 
corporations in the same period. 
At first blush, the story of the Massachusetts charters was an alarming one—
the English government was, in Hutchinson’s view, acting in an arbitrary manner, and 
the ultimate reason for the colony’s submission was simple necessity. The revocation 
of the 1629 charter was an unjust act, but the colony had no choice but to accept it. 
However, Massachusetts ultimately prevailed and the government established after 
1691 proved to Hutchinson to be eminently superior to the earlier framework of 
government. It was a stronger framework both because the government set up by it 
was founded on a more constitutional basis, with a better balance of government, and 
because the imperial power that stood behind it was also immeasurably improved.  
One point Hutchinson stressed throughout his narrative of the charter 
struggles, and reiterated even more forcefully in his summary of the episode at the 




valuable if the government that stood behind it was credible. Throughout the 
seventeenth century, the colony’s leadership put its faith in its charter, operating on 
the assumption that it was legally irrevocable. Despite some mistakes on the part of 
their leaders, Massachusetts lost its original charter not because of defects in the 
construction of that charter, or misbehavior by their leadership, but mainly due to the 
despotic natures of Charles II and James II as rulers. These two kings, in 
Hutchinson’s account, were the enemies of protected “privilege” throughout their 
domains; Massachusetts was merely one more victim of their drive for greater power. 
Ultimately, the main thrust of Hutchinson’s account of the charter struggles 
was to demonstrate the superiority of government in Hutchinson’s own day, over the 
turbulent and unsettled days of the earlier Stuart kings. Thomas Hutchinson pointedly 
contrasted the behavior of the early Stuarts with the much more satisfactory rule of 
the Hanoverians, noting that James II refused to consider even the humblest request 
of his colony: “However modest these desires may appear to us, at this day, who are 
in the possession of such ample privileges, yet they could not prevail in the reign of 




The obvious question for anyone reading Hutchinson’s description of the 
Andros administration today would likely be: why would the lieutenant governor take 
such a position with regard to the events of 1689 but not, a few years later, to the 
events of 1765. A key difference lay in the respect Hutchinson had for the 
constitutional arrangement that Britain and in Massachusetts had reached by his own 
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time, an arrangement rooted in the settlement begun with the Charter of 1691. After 
1689, while the imperial system was hardly perfect, it had provided a much greater 
degree of security for the rights of its citizens, both within and without the realm. 
Hutchinson believed that the entire force of colonial history since that time had borne 
this assertion out: 
“[s]eventy years practice, under a new charter, in many respects to be 
preferred to the old, has taken away, not only all expectation, but all 
desire of ever returning to the old charter. We do not envy the 
neighbouring governments which retained…their ancient charters. 
Many of the most sensible men in those governments, would be glad to 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
 
Thomas Hutchinson was one of most important Americans of the eighteenth 
century, but his values and political philosophy have been consistently 
misunderstood. His views remained largely consistent throughout his career, and were 
less reactionary and more thoughtful than have been generally recognized. This 
consistency was clearly demonstrated in his History of Massachusetts-Bay. 
Throughout the writing of this work, even in the first volume written before the 
imperial crisis, Hutchinson promoted a consistent ideology and political value system 
consistent with the moderate American Enlightenment. As was typical of American 
enlightened thinkers of his time, Hutchinson used the stories of the past primarily as a 
means to understand the present, and to convey to his readers both his understanding 
of Massachusetts’ history, and the moral lessons that this history illustrated.  
Hutchinson’s work showed, more than anything, the dangers of what he called 
“enthusiasm.” Enthusiasm could take many forms—religious zealotry, fear of the 
unknown, racial prejudice, and war lust being only some of the examples that 
appeared in the history. Enthusiasm was dangerous ultimately because it was 
illogical, and was based on an appeal to the emotions, rather than to reason. It was 
often based in ignorance and even anti-intellectual. Enthusiasm was capable of great 
harm because, although the passions it provoked usually faded with time, while it 
held a populace in thrall it was capable of overriding all the restrains of society and 
government. It was specifically because of the dangers of enthusiasm that just and 




The History, particularly Volume One, provides a unique window into 
Hutchinson’s ideology on the eve of the Revolutionary crisis. Hutchinson maintained 
the philosophical views he had laid out in Volume One of his History throughout the 
remainder of his career. His opinions on the best form of proper government, the 
important principles for virtuous leaders and citizens, and the twin dangers of 
irrationality and enthusiasm continued to be shaped by both his understanding of 
history and by the values he ascribed to as a man of the Moderate Enlightenment. 
Volume One of Hutchinson’s History, which came out in late 1764, was 
greeted with near-universal approval; the only significant criticism being that the 
work was somewhat dry in tone.
382
 Its political agenda was largely unnoticed at this 
time. However, over the next few years, the lieutenant governor’s politics became a 
great deal more controversial, and this notoriety eventually affected his History’s 
reception as well. Reviewers began to view the History as promoting typically Tory 
views, supporting the expansion of power at the expense of liberty.
383
 
However, the Patriots misunderstood Hutchinson. Rather than a reactionary 
work celebrating a Hobbsian understanding of government,
384
 the History was well 
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within the scope of general Enlightenment thought. The values his work promoted 
included the importance of religious toleration and general freedom of speech, the 
dangers of enthusiasm and credulity, and the injustice of governmental interference 
into private religious beliefs. The history of seventeenth century Massachusetts 
clearly illustrated the vulnerable position of minorities in any society, be they racial 
or religious, and the necessity of a fair and impartial rule of law to secure their 
liberties. It also demonstrated the damage that “enthusiasms,” whether motivated by 
religion, racial prejudice, or political factionalism, can do to a state in periods when 
passions run amuck. Finally, it showed that fair, balanced government and an 
independent leadership willing to stand against popular prejudices were necessary in 
order to secure the rights of the citizens at large. 
Hutchinson explicitly connected the worst abuses of his colony’s past to 
popular hysteria and emotional prejudices. Hutchinson pleaded that a rational 
government needed to be protected from both the caprices of its rulers and the 
emotional passions of its people. In one of his comments on the religious persecutions 
of the seventeenth century, Hutchinson acknowledged the existence of what a modern 
writer might term the “mob mentality”: “in all ages and countries, by bodies or 
communities of men such deeds have been done, as most of the individuals of which 
such communities consisted, acting separately, would have been ashamed of.”
385
 This 
was one of the largest dangers of allowing society to be driven by the fears and 
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prejudices of the people at large, especially when they were in a heightened emotional 
state. 
As Massachusetts entered a new period of turmoil after 1765, Hutchinson saw 
many of the same concerns resurfacing again. While the lieutenant governor also 
objected to the Parliament’s new approach to colonial taxation on both practical and 
constitutional grounds,
386
 the popular response to Britain’s incursions worried him 
more. In the growing emotionalism of the Revolutionary crisis, Massachusetts’ 
populace seemed to Hutchinson to be regressing from the rationality and order that he 
prized in his own time.  
Boston’s inflammatory responses to the Stamp Act and Townshend Duties, 
and the Patriots’ inflamed rhetoric of conspiracies and enslavement seemed based not 
on reason but emotion. To Hutchinson, the Patriots’ arguments seemed exaggerated 
and unnecessarily strident, and their constitutional positions seemed based on a false 
understanding of colonial and English history. The Patriots were behaving, to his 
mind, like the enthusiasts of past history. Hutchinson explicitly connected the 
emotionalism of the Revolutionary crisis to these periods of “enthusiasm” in the past: 
“[y]ou certainly think right when you think Boston people are run mad. The frenzy 
was not higher when they banished my pious great-grandmother, when they hanged 
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the Quakers, when they afterwards hanged the poor innocent witches, when they were 
carried away with a Land Bank.
387
  
 Hutchison also saw danger in the Patriots’ arguments in that many of them 
were presented in tones of absolute moral certitude not unlike the dogmatic certainty 
guiding the religious zealots of a previous century. For people operating under such a 




Hutchinson described the Revolutionary fervor in terms that evoked the 
spread of an infectious disease, or an emotional panic. The people were “in a frenzy,” 
and “a distemper.”
389
 While the lieutenant governor believed that this disturbance 
would prove temporary, as these sorts of agitations had always proven fleeting 
aberrations in the past,
 390
 he also knew they could do remarkable harm while they 
lasted. Hutchinson was concerned about the potential for both violence and the 
destruction of general respect for government in the interim.  
One fundamental difference between Hutchinson’s beliefs and those of the 
Patriots was that Hutchinson did not accept the common Patriot argument, that people 
never rioted or revolted unless they had compelling reason to, and hence were always 
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justified in so doing.
391
 The History had demonstrated numerous instances when 
“crowd action” had been unjustified. In Massachusetts’ past, enraged crowds had 
attacked innocent Indian tribes in times of war, spurred witch crazes, and rioted 
during the introduction of a needed medical reform, smallpox inoculation, in the 
1720s. Moreover, throughout history, the people at large had shown themselves to be 
vulnerable to manipulation from “designing men.” As Hutchinson described the 
events, the manipulations of Henry Vane largely helped create the Antinomian Crisis, 
while polemical writer William Douglass exaggerated fears in the inoculation hysteria 
for his own personal gain as an author and politician.
392
 In the History, there were 
many examples of crowd action that traced back to unscrupulous leaders who were 
engineering panic for their own selfish purposes. 
In an earlier, manuscript account of the Revolutionary crisis, Hutchinson had 
addressed this issue directly:  
“Revolutions in states have often proceeded from the ambitious 
aspiring views of a few persons, than from oppression, or any just 
cause of complaint from the people in general. No form of 
government is so perfect, and no administration so upright as to 
deprive such persons of plausible pretences to effect discontent in the 
minds of the people.”
393
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Hutchinson’s study of seventeenth century history, particularly the period of 
the charter struggles, also showed him that many of Massachusetts’ problems in that 
period were due ultimately to lack of restraint in government at the imperial level, 
and to a lesser extent, violations of civil liberties and problems in government at the 
colonial level. Hutchinson felt the present imperial structure of the British 
government was on the whole a fair and constitutional arrangement, which contrasted 
strikingly when observed in contrast to the arbitrary rule of the Stuarts. While this 
section of the History spoke more directly to the lessons of history than to general 
Enlightenment values, it did convey messages concerning virtuous leadership and, at 
least implicitly, the moral justification for rebellion against an arbitrary ruler.  
As his coverage of the Andros regime indicated, Hutchinson was not 
committed to the maintenance of government simply because he liked power. The 
History demonstrated that Hutchinson did not believe all governments were 
legitimate and automatically worthy of support. In his account of the Restoration 
period, Hutchinson called both Charles I and James II tyrants, and approved of not 
only the Glorious Revolution in England, but the overthrow of Andros’ government 
in 1689. This popular upheaval, which occurred before the people of Massachusetts 
knew for certain what was happening in England, was justified, in Hutchinson’s view, 
both because Andros was ruling without restraint, and because the upheaval that 
displaced him was a genuine act of the entire populace, encompassing not merely “the 
mob” but all ranks of society.  
Hutchinson did not see the constitutional framework of the imperial 




Parliament as incapable of error or injustice. However, he did accept, based on his 
experiences as a statesman and his study of the past, that his government, both at the 
provincial and the imperial level, was a framework of government worth 
defending.
394
 The Anglo-American system, as it existed in the 1760s, was the product 
of a century of and a half of development, and was as much a product of colonial 
culture as imperial design. Particularly with regard to his own province, Hutchinson 
saw the overall framework of government as admirable, and capable of dealing, as it 
had in the past, with problems through its existing structure. 
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NOTE ON SOURCES 
 
HUTCHINSON’S SOURCES 
One methodological problem in studying the History is the difficulty of 
determining what records and historical narratives Hutchinson used its composition. 
Hutchinson’s work was part of an ongoing dialogue about the meaning and 
interpretation of New England’s past, a debate that had begun in the early seventeenth 
century and was still very much in contention during Hutchinson’s time. Determining 
what sources Hutchinson read tells us more than simply what his sources for factual 
information were. It also places Hutchinson within this historiographic debate, by 
clarifying which earlier authors Hutchinson was answering, at least implicitly.  
No detailed record of Hutchinson’s library exists, due to the destruction of his 
North End mansion during the Stamp Act riots, and the later dispersal of his papers 
caused by his removal to England and the seizure of his estate. According to Ezra 
Stiles, who saw Hutchinson’s collection shortly before the August 1765 attack, 
Hutchinson had assembled possibly the best historical library in the colonies, and had 
acquired the private papers of several of the leading New England families (Stiles’ 
letter to Hutchinson is printed in NEHGR 26 (1872): 162-63, and Hutchinson’s reply 
in NEHGR 26, 163-64). For thirty years prior to the Revolution, Hutchinson had been 
collecting historical records relating to Massachusetts. He had used his positions as 
Judge of the Common Pleas and Justice of the Superior Court, as well as his travel 
throughout the colony on provincial business, and to neighboring colonies during 
border arbitrations. As the main heir to the estates of his father, Colonel Thomas 




Hutchinson inherited the correspondence of several of the province’s leading 
families. 
The destruction of Hutchinson’s papers and library in 1765 prevents us from 
saying, with complete assurance, what records and histories Hutchinson had or did 
not have. Hutchinson provided the British government with a detailed list of his 
losses in the Stamp Act riots in his petition for reimbursement, but he did not list his 
library by individual volume, and the only identifiable history mentioned specifically 
on the list was Voltaire’s Universal History: Thomas Hutchinson, “Furniture 
Destroyed or Carried from my House and Lost the Night of the 26
th
 of August, 1765,” 
Massachusetts Archives, Colonial Series, Vol. 7, pp. 301-320; reprinted Hosmer, Life 
of Thomas Hutchinson, “Appendix A,” p. 351-62.  
We can gain a partial sense of some of Hutchinson’s sources from 
Hutchinson’s collections of primary documents. Three of these collections exist, two 
published by Hutchinson, and one that came to light after his death. Hutchinson 
began his career as a historian due partly to his concern with preserving 
Massachusetts’ rich drove of historical documents. In 1764, when Volume One of the 
History appeared, it included a large appendix providing many of the primary works 
cited by the text. Hutchinson’s original plan was apparently to provide such an 
appendix for each of his volumes, but this plan was altered by the 1765 destruction of 
his library. In 1769, Hutchinson published the most important of his surviving 
documents as A Collection of Original Papers Relative to the History of the Colony of 
Massachusetts Bay (Boston: Thomas Hutchinson & John Fleet, 1769). A new edition 




Appleton (Albany: Prince Society, 1865; New York: B. Franklin, 1967). 
A third Hutchinson collection of primary documents turned up unexpectedly 
during a survey of papers collected for the new Massachusetts Archives in the early 
nineteenth century. Alden Bradford donated this collection to the Massachusetts 
Historical Society in 1820. Bradford suggested that this mysterious cache of papers, 
which he entitled the “Hutchinson Papers,” might have been seized by Patriot forces 
from Hutchinson’s Boston home during the Stamp Act riots, or later from his country 
estate in Milton, which was seized in 1776. Whitmore and Appleton’s edition of The 
Hutchinson Papers contains an index listing the additional surviving unpublished 
works. Beyond these three collections, and the works cited by Hutchinson in his 
History, there is no way to say for certain which works Hutchinson read or did not 
read, beyond the works actually cited in the text.  
 
SOURCES FOR HUTCHINSON 
Hutchinson’s two most significant published works are the history, and a 
collection of his personal papers edited by his grandson, entitled The Diary and 
Letters of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson... ed. Peter O. Hutchinson (Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin, 1884-1886; New York: AMS Press, 1973). Peter Hutchinson 
compiled the Diary and Letters from the correspondence retained by Hutchinson at 
the time of his death and passed on to his family in England. The Diary was primarily 
based on the journals kept by Hutchinson from 1774 until shortly before his death in 
1780.  
The only modern edition of the history was published in 1936, as The History 




(Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1936). In editing the modern version of the History, Mayo 
worked from Hutchinson’s own copies of Volumes One and Two, and a surviving 
manuscript of Volume Three. Mayo included all of Hutchinson’s handwritten 
corrections and marginalia, as the governor had left extensive handwritten corrections 
and additions in the margins of his own copies of the work.  
No manuscript version of Volume One of the History or complete version of 
Volume Three has survived. Hutchinson’s manuscript of Volume Two (the document 
stomped on in the Stamp Act riots) is currently in the Massachusetts Archives, 
Volume 28, with a Photostat at the MHS. A manuscript version of Volume Three, 
Chapter Three (the period of the Revolutionary Crisis) that differs in substantial ways 
from the published account surfaced after Mayo’s edition of the history went to press. 
This was subsequently published as “Additions to Thomas Hutchinson’s History of 
Massachusetts Bay,” ed. Catherine B. Mayo (Worcester: AAS, 1949). The manuscript 
version of this work is currently in the collection of Chapin Library, in Williamstown, 
Massachusetts. Earlier drafts of Hutchinson’s treatment of the Antinomian 
Controversy, the Salem witch trials, and the Boston Tea Party have also been 
published separately, as “Anne Hutchinson of Massachusetts” (Boston: Directors of 
the Old South Work, 1907); “The Witchcraft Delusion of 1692: from an unpublished 
manuscript,” ed. William F. Poole (Boston: privately printed, 1870); and “The 
Destruction of the Sea” ed. Peter O. Hutchinson (Boston: Directors of Old South 
Work, 1896).  
In addition to the History and the Diary and Letters, Hutchinson also left 




insight into his thinking. These include “A letter to a member of the Honourable 
House of Representatives on the present state of the bills of credit” (Boston, 1736), 
his earliest known political work; “Journal of the Proceedings of the Commissioners 
Appointed to Treat with the Eastern Indians” (Boston: J. Draper, 1749), reprinted, in 
part, in Collections of the Maine Historical Society 4 (1856): 145-67; “The Case of 
the Provinces of Massachusetts-Bay and New-York, respecting the boundary lines 
between the two provinces...” (Boston: Green & Russell, 1764); a 1765 essay on the 
Stamp Act published for the first time in 1948 as “Thomas Hutchinson and the Stamp 
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